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Preface 
This proposal for The Concept of Canonical Intertextuality is an attempt to 
make sense of the complex issues one faces with the biblical text, which is at the same 
time a singular text and yet many texts. My presuppositions are orthodox and 
traditional in some ways. I believe that the text of Scripture is connected with 
historical realities where God has intervened in history. This revelation becomes the 
foundation from which texts are developed, collected, and ordered together. In turn 
this text, through the guidance of the Holy Spirit, is revelation. In other ways my 
research reflects a complexity in the development of the text that stands on the 
shoulders of both pre-critical and critical scholarship. Difficulties can be ignored or 
exaggerated, but my hope is to draw the debate in a more profitable direction where 
the biblical text’s voice and plurality of voices can be heard and understood without 
the need for either overly harmonistic solutions or confused fictions.  
All biblical quotes from the original languages have been taken from Bible 
Works 5. I have chosen to use pointed texts from the Hebrew Bible to allow for easier 
reading due to the extensive usage and citations from these texts. However, I have 
retained the Masoretic Text instead of the Ketiv/Qere readings given in the Bible 
Works 5 text (except in one place). All translations are my own and are intended to 
aid in the reading of the ancients texts quoted in Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek, 
whether biblical or extra-biblical. Quotes from German have not been translated. All 
verse references in relation to the Hebrew Bible correspond to the Hebrew text 
numbering system which at times differs from English translations. I am very thankful 
for those who have read and commented extensively on the whole of the text: Prof. 
Dr. DDr James Alfred Loader, David Sanford, and my wife, Rachel. 
My own canonical opinions have been influenced heavily by not only the 
writers cited in the following pages but by personal contact with three professors in 
particular. Prof. Dr. Ray Lubeck first introduced me and a myriad of other students to 
the concept of an overarching logic operating in particular within the Hebrew Bible. 
Prof. Dr. John Sailhamer not only opened my eyes to reading the biblical text by sight 
in the original languages, but thoroughly grounded me through hours of discussion in 
and outside the classroom in relation to the historical and exegetical arguments for a 
canonical perspective. Prof. Dr. DDr. James Alfred Loader has broadened and 
sharpened my perspective through hours of discussion and pages upon pages of 
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interaction. I am thankful for their influence and devotion at different stages in my 
life. I have been shaped through their unique academic and Christian perspectives. 
My wife and children have endured the most through this entire process. Over 
the course of nearly five years, I have been away from the home literally months, and 
even while at home countless hours of research and writing have possessed me again 
and again. To my wife Rachel and my children Lela, Hannah, Joshua, Joel and Jakob, 
I can only say a deep and sincere thank you. May my work on The Concept of 
Canonical Intertextuality somehow benefit them and many others for years to come.   
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Abbreviations 
 
BDB Brown, Driver, Briggs, Hebrew English Lexicon of the Old Testament 
CBQ  Catholic Biblical Quarterly 
GKC  Gesenius, Kautzsch, Cowley, Hebrew Grammar 
HALOT Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament 
JBL  Journal of Biblical Literature 
JSOT  Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 
VT  Vetus Testamentum 
ZAW  Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 
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1. Intertextuality, Canon Criticism and Biblical Studies 
 
1.1 Overview 
 At the end of the 1960s, two movements began that at first glance do not 
appear to be related. In the field of literary theory, Post-structuralism began.1 In the 
field of Old Testament theology, canonical theology or canon criticism began. Both 
methods raised important questions about context. In the field of literary theory, the 
question was more a challenge to the accepted theory of the relationship between the 
signifier and the signified.2 In the field of Old Testament theology, there was the 
challenge of whether the research was moving overall in the right direction when the 
foundation of the research was based on the prevailing critical method.3 
 Context in both situations received a more refined meaning. Literary theory 
broadened the context. When one looks at a word, there is more than a static 
relationship between the signifier and the signified.4 Although one uses the same 
words, it does not mean that when the same words are used in another context that 
they will have the same meaning because there is not a static relationship between the 
signifier and the signified. Julia Kristeva first called this situation intertextuality, 
where one notes the transposition of the meaning. She did not mean it to be a 
diachronic analysis but as a notation of the so-called “third” possibility, where 
although the same words are used, they are not the exact sum of what they mean 
earlier or later.5 
 Context also had a challenge in the field of Old Testament theology. In the 
pre-critical era, context had to do with the inspired words of the canonical books 
(Baba Batra 14b-15a).6 In the critical era, context primarily had to do with the 
different diachronic texts in the Old Testament, where J, E, D, P represented different 
                                                 
1 Jacques Derrida’s, Of Grammatology, trans. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (Baltimore and London: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997), which was originally published in French as De la 
Grammatologie in 1967, represents a seminal full-volume work in this regard. 
2 Julia Kristeva, Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art, trans. Thomas Gora, 
Alice Jardine, and Leon S. Roudiez (New York: Columbia University Press, 1980), 64-65. This volume 
is mostly a translation of a work that originally appeared in French in 1969 as Shmeiwtikh.:Recherches 
pour une semanalyse. 
3 Brevard S. Childs, Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 
1979), 15. 
4 Kristeva, Desire in Language, 64-65. 
5 Kristeva, Desire in Language, 59-60. 
6 The above mentioned tractates can be found in Jacob Neusner, ed. and trans., Tractate Baba Batra, 
vol. 15 of The Babylonian Talmud: A Translation and Commentary (Peabody, Massachusetts: 
Hendrickson, 2005), 54-56. 
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time periods in the development of the Old Testament.7 The search in both situations 
was similar. The authoritative texts were the “original texts.”8 The pre-critical era 
connected authority with the author (Moses, Isaiah, Daniel, et al.), because they were 
inspired. The critical era connected authority with the earliest texts of the Old 
Testament (normally J, especially the narrative texts) and, in the case of the prophets, 
the “original prophets” and their message (Isaiah, not Deutero-Isaiah or Trito-Isaiah). 
 The challenge comes through the question of the composition of the Old 
Testament. How was the Old Testament put together? The answer is probably best 
described as a post-critical position, because the answer goes further than both the 
pre-critical and critical position. The composition of the Old Testament is something 
that began relatively early in the history of Israel and grew over time. But it grew 
through a reflective process. This position says that the Old Testament grew through 
particular historical situations, reflection on these particular situations, and exegesis 
on the texts of these reflections. The whole Old Testament, containing as it does texts 
very different in their contents, is not merely the product of many books having 
simply been brought together (vis-à-vis the pre-critical assumption), neither is it only 
a collection of many texts from different times that were simply put together (as 
assumed by the classical critical position). The canonical perspective rather sees the 
Old Testament as a text that progressively grew and took shape through this process.  
 Michael Fishbane wrote a whole book, Interpretation in Ancient Israel, with 
the proposal that the interpretations one finds in the Talmud and the New Testament 
are not something that began in the post-biblical era, but something that came from 
the biblical era.9 This means that when one sees interpretations of Old Testament texts 
in the New Testament that are different from their original Old Testament contexts, 
and these interpretations move us in a direction that is different from the earlier 
context, this is not a new process that begins in the New Testament, but a process that 
already began in the Old Testament. 
 This tendency, where a text quotes or alludes to another text and through the 
quote or allusion the meaning is changed or broadened, is intertextuality. One sees the 
                                                 
7 Julius Wellhausen, Prolegomena to the History of Ancient Israel, trans. Black and Menzies (New 
York: Meridian Books, 1957), is not the first suggestion of this thesis, but certainly is looked to as the 
standard. His proposal was originally published in German in 1878. 
8 James A. Sanders, Canon and Community: A Guide to Canonical Criticism (Philadelphia: Augsburg 
Fortress Press, 1984), 41. 
9 Michael Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985), 2. 
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“transposition,” the words in a new context with a new denotation.10 And so one sees 
a connection through this process between the two movements in literary theory and 
canon criticism. Further, there is at least the possibility where one can understand the 
relationship between texts in the Old Testament, the relationship between the Old and 
the New Testament, and the relationship between the Bible and extra-biblical 
literature. 
 
1.2 Julia Kristeva’s Concept of Intertextuality 
 In theological studies the terms intertextual or intertextuality have become 
commonplace. These terms have become helpful in identifying the relationships 
between texts within the Bible, between those outside the Bible, and between the 
Bible and texts outside the Bible. As useful as these terms are, they have become 
opaque descriptions that are in need of a particular identity. As with all neologisms, it 
would be useful that they actually describe something new and not a process that has 
already been clearly defined through other terms and processes. So, for “intertextual” 
or “intertextuality” to be simply identified as quotations or allusions to other texts, is 
both obvious and clearly defined through centuries of research. For such a definition 
one needs to turn to the origin of the terms “intertextual” or “intertextuality” in the 
writings of a Post-structuralist writer. 
 Julia Kristeva is recognized as the originator of the term and theory of 
intertextuality.11 As has already been noted, though the term has come into broad use 
over the course of the past thirty years, it has for the most part been misunderstood12 
and in the words of Kristeva “has often been understood in the banal sense of ‘study 
of sources.’”13 Others who have understood the concept in a more general sense have 
followed Derrida, who sees all of reality as intertextuality, noting, “There is nothing 
outside of the text.”14 As will be obvious in the following discussion the term and 
                                                 
10 Julia Kristeva, Revolution in Poetic Language, trans. Leon S. Roudiez (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1984), 59-60. This volume is a much shortened translation of La revolution du 
langage poetique that first appeared in 1974.   
11  Barbara Godard, “Intertextuality,” in Encyclopedia of Contemporary Literary Theory: Approaches, 
Scholars, Terms, ed. Irena R. Makaryk (Toronoto, Buffalo, London: University of Toronto Press, 
1993), 568. Timothy K. Beal, “Glossary,” in Reading Between Texts: Intertextuality and the Hebrew 
Bible, ed. Danna Nolan Fewell (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1992), 22. 
12 Leon S. Roudiez, “Introduction,” in Desire in Laungauge, by Julia Kristeva, ed. by Leon S. Roudiez, 
trans. Thomas Gora, Alice Jardine, and Leon S. Roudiez (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1980), 15. 
13 Kristeva, Revolution, 60. 
14 Godard, “Intertextuality,” 569 and Derrida, Of Grammatology, 158. 
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theory were developed with different connotations than both of these derivative 
positions. 
 Kristeva, though very eclectic in her conclusions, began within the broad 
category of structuralism and her thinking became a stimulus to what has come to be 
termed Post-structuralism. Structuralism was based on Ferdinand de Saussure’s 
linguistic concepts. He argued foundationally that “[a] linguistic sign is not a link 
between a thing and a name but between a concept and a sound pattern.”15 He then 
argues that, “The link between signal and signification is arbitrary. Since we are 
treating a sign as the combination in which a signal is associated with a signification, 
we can express this more simply as: the linguistic sign is arbitrary.”16 This last 
statement is qualified, “The signal, in relation to the idea it represents, may seem to be 
freely chosen. However, from the point of view of the linguistic community, the 
signal is imposed rather than freely chosen. Speakers are not consulted about its 
choice. Once the language has selected a signal, it cannot be freely replaced by any 
other.”17 The relationship between what has become known as signifier and signified 
and signifier/signified in the intelligible structure, text, becomes the playground in 
which Kristeva’s theory of intertextuality developed. Her challenge became what may 
be viewed as the static relationship between signifier and signified, whether 
diachronic, throughout time, or synchronic, within a particular time.  
 Kristeva’s challenge to the static relationship between signifier and signified 
and the texts they create is heavily influenced by the literary theory of Mikhail 
Bakhtin.18 From Bakhtin, Kristeva picks up on the concept of dialogism. In writing 
about this discovery in Bakhtin she notes: 
 
Bakhtin was one of the first to replace the static hewing out of texts with a 
model where literary structure does not simply exist but is generated in 
relation to another structure. What allows a dynamic dimension to 
structuralism is his conception of the “literary word” as an intersection of 
textual surfaces rather than a point (fixed meaning), as a dialogue among 
several writings: that of the writer, the addressee (or the character), and the 
contemporary or earlier cultural context.19 
                                                 
15 Ferdinand de Saussure, A Course in General Liguistics, ed. Charles Bally and Albert Sechehaye, 
trans. Roy Harris (Chicago and La Salle, Illinois: Open Court, 1986), 66. Three years after Saussure’s 
death in 1913 Cours de linguistique generale appeared not from his own hand but from his lecture 
notes and notes taken by his students from his lectures (xii).  
16 Saussure, A Course in General Linguistics, 67. 
17 Saussure, A Course in General Linguistics, 71. 
18 Kristeva, Desire in Langauge, 64. 
19 Kristiva, Desire in Language, 64-65. 
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The textual surfaces are the interaction between subject-addressee and text-context. 
These two surfaces are then axes that coincide to generate meaning, meaning that is 
not singular but plural. Bakhtin labeled these two axes dialogue (subject-addressee), 
and ambivalence (text-context). Ultimately this leads to the conclusion that “any text 
is constructed as a mosaic of quotations; any text is the absorption and transformation 
of another.”20 
 From these observations in relation to dialogism Kristeva grabs onto what 
Bakhtin calls translinguistic science.21 She describes this translinguistic quality as 
semiotic practices which “operate through and across language, while remaining 
irreducible to its categories as they are presently assigned.”22 With this addition of a 
translinguistic quality, text is viewed as productivity. This means that the text 
redistributes language, which should be engaged through logical instead of 
linguistical categories. This also means that the text “is a permutation of texts.”23   
 With these two concepts of dialogism and translinguistic science, texts are not 
signs functioning within a closed system or structure looking simply to be reordered 
to communicate. Instead there is “subjectivity and communication” due to the 
coinciding of subject-addressee and text-context.24 Where these axes coincide, where 
this subjectivity and communication happens, there is intertextuality where “several 
utterances, taken from other texts, intersect and neutralize one another,”25 where one 
sign system is transposed into another.26 
 For Kristeva, intertextuality does not have value in understanding sources of a 
text, where one might be inclined to track down which texts have been used to see 
how they have been transformed.27 She believes this is to misunderstand the 
connectedness of all texts. She also views it as problematic to say that one cannot 
comment at all on textual transformation because “[t]here is nothing outside the 
text,”28 that there are no rules.29 Instead intertextuality enables one to see the social, 
                                                 
20 Kristiva, Desire in Language, 66. 
21 Kristiva, Desire in Language, 71. 
22 Kristiva, Desire in Language, 36. 
23 Kristiva, Desire in Language, 36. 
24 Kristiva, Desire in Language, 68. 
25 Kristiva, Desire in Language, 36. 
26 Kristeva, Revolution in Poetic Language, 59-60. 
27 Godard, “Intertextuality,” 569, and Kristeva, Revolution, 60. 
28 Derrida, Of Grammatology, 158. 
29 Kristeva, Desire in Language, 71. 
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political and philosophical transpositions from one sign system to another,30 though 
“never single, complete, and identical to themselves, but always plural, shattered, 
capable of being tabulated.”31 Intertextuality is then the denoting of “this transposition 
of one sign system(s) into another” and, due to the common misunderstanding of 
intertextuality as the study of sources, she later opts for the term transposition.32 
 One would well note that much of what Kristeva applies of these denotations 
is heavily dependent on what she calls “the new post-Freudian rationality that takes 
two stages into account, the conscious and the unconscious ones, and two 
corresponding types of performances.”33 The Freudian concept of representability 
becomes most important as Kristeva explains, “Transposition plays an essential role 
here inasmuch as it implies the abandonment of a former sign system, the passage to a 
second via an instinctual intermediary common to the two systems, and the 
articulation of the new system with its new representability.”34 The end result of 
intertextuality is something new, a change of these translinguistic elements, these 
social, political and philosophical sign systems. To read a text intertextually then is to 
denote this process of transposition of one sign system into another with its new 
representability.                       
 With Kristeva’s ground breaking work, the terms intertextual and 
intertextuality were invented and further defined in distinction to already noted 
processes. Though Kristeva laments the “banal” connection in relation to the study of 
sources, this is at least a part of the research one must do to be able to understand the 
intertextuality or transposition within a text. Further, this opposition, as is the case 
with canon criticism, may be seen as a reaction to overly diachronic analyses in 
earlier literary theory at the expense of synchronic analysis. That is to say that 
intertextuality illuminates both the diachronic (especially in quotations and allusions) 
and synchronic (use within the present text) aspects of texts and their relationships to 
one another. This is of particular importance in biblical studies, where it is known that 
the text, the Bible, was developed over the course of centuries and gathered over time 
into an authoritative collection. Intertextuality allows us to note the development of 
the text through these transpositions seen in quotes and allusions and further the 
                                                 
30 Kristeva, Desire in Language, 71. 
31 Kristeva, Revolution in Poetic Language, 60. 
32 Kristeva, Revolution in Poetic Language, 60. 
33 Kristeva, Desire in Language, ix. 
34 Kristeva, Revolution in Poetic Language, 60. 
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tension within the text in its synchronic single book form where all of these smaller 
texts are now connected into a text, though retaining a plurality of voices. In the case 
of biblical and extra-biblical examinations, intertextuality illuminates the dialogue in 
particular time periods between these texts. 
 
1.3 Canon Criticism from Biblical Studies 
 Is there a proper context in which biblical texts are to be read? Of course there 
have been many contexts in which biblical texts have been read, both consciously and 
unconsciously, as has been noted in Kristeva’s theory of intertextuality. Each new 
generation brings issues of their cultural context to the reading of biblical texts, issues 
that are consciously theorized and practiced (hermeneutics), and issues that are 
unconsciously practiced (in vogue philosophy, social mores and the like).  
 However, when one speaks of biblical texts a category has automatically been 
created by the very terminology itself, namely “biblical,” a specific type of text. The 
term draws up already a certain context from which the texts are identified and to be 
read. Historically this has been the case. What has been pejoratively labeled as a pre-
critical perspective has understood that biblical texts should be read within a certain 
range of texts. This range of texts has been described by the somewhat suspect term 
(in certain groups) of canon.   
 Blenkinsopp, at the beginning of his book Prophecy and Canon states, “We 
may dispense with etymologies and original meanings and begin by saying that a 
canon is generally taken to be a collection of writings deemed to have a normative 
function within a particular community.”35 With this general definition in place, 
several canons traditionally have been recognized within the field of biblical studies. 
Within Judaism, the Hebrew Bible functions in this sense as a canon, and some may 
even include the Written and Oral Torah together.36 Catholic, Orthodox, and 
Protestant Christian groups have used canon in this sense to refer to either the Old and 
New Testament or Old and New Testament with Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical books. 
 As the discipline moved into a modern critical period, certain questions and 
hypotheses have led in the field of Old Testament studies to a strong challenge to the 
unity of the texts that are now possessed in their present received canon(s). What has 
                                                 
35 Joseph Blenkinsopp, Prophecy and Canon (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1977), 3. 
36 Jon D. Levenson, The Hebrew Bible, the Old Testament and Historical Criticism (Louisville, 
Kentucky: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1993), 62-81. 
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commonly come to be known as the documentary hypothesis has called for the 
dissection of the received text to establish their “original” texts. In this view the 
various layers of textual strata are separated from one another, the various texts are 
classified based on certain characteristics, and theories have abounded as to which of 
these various texts are foundational.37 
 Obviously there has been much debate between these competing views, the 
traditional and critical views, for the context in which biblical texts are to be viewed. 
But in many ways the basic quest has been the same, and the search for the “original” 
text has played a prevalent role. The pre-critical perspective has desired to establish 
the context as those texts inspired by God as they were written by their original 
authors and brought together through divine providence as the appropriate context in 
which biblical texts are to be read.38 The modern critical view has desired to establish 
the context as layers of textual strata that can be read distinct from one another and in 
which the original context(s) can be discerned. In either case the authoritative reading 
is the “original” reading.39   
 Arguments against the pre-critical perspective have centered around two key 
issues, the concept of inspiration and, related, the reality of the development of the 
biblical texts themselves.40 Arguments in the past fifty years against the modern 
critical perspective have centered around the highly speculative nature of establishing 
layers of textual strata and how one can legitimately “isolate older traditions away 
from their context within scripture.”41   
Some, due to the concerns that have arisen in relation to both the pre-critical 
and modern critical approaches in the field of Old Testament studies and particularly 
biblical theology, have sought to establish a different position and in some cases what 
they view as a new discipline. This position has become known as a canonical 
approach and as a discipline has been termed canon criticism. Key to these canonical 
perspectives is a theory of the development of the canon and the significance of this 
development for the reading of the text.42 In turn Michael Fishbane, James Sanders, 
and Brevard Childs will be used to examine and navigate through each of these issues. 
                                                 
37 Rolf Rendtorff, Der Text in Seiner Endgestalt (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchner, 2001), 83-102. 
38 Brevard S.Childs, Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture, 51. 
39 James A. Sanders, Canon and Community: A Guide to Canonical Criticism, 41. 
40 Childs, Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture, 51-52. 
41 Gerald T. Sheppard, “Canon Criticism,” vol. 1 of The Anchor Bible Dictionary, ed. David Noel 
Freedman (New York: Doubleday, 1992), 861. 
42 Sanders, Canon and Community, 21. 
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1.3.1 Theories of Canonical Process 
 Theories in relation to canonical process tend to operate from two differing 
perspectives. One perspective sees a high level of continuity between earlier 
revelation or authoritative tradition and further developments that are consciously 
upholding this earlier revelation or authoritative tradition. This might be described as 
a linear or diachronic perspective on the canonical process, where earlier revelation or 
authoritative tradition is determining what will be further developed and included in 
the canon. The direction of development is then from earlier revelation or 
authoritative tradition to a further unfolding or reinterpreting. At a certain point the 
process was simply stopped and the once developing canon, with earlier revelation or 
authoritative tradition and its subsequent reinterpretations, were isolated from further 
developments.  
 Another perspective sees a high level of discontinuity between earlier 
revelation or authoritative tradition and the canonical text. This might be described as 
the synchronic approach where one particular time period, the time in which the 
standard or canonized text was developed, gives decisive meaning to the text as a 
whole by establishing a new text from many older texts. In many cases through this 
canonical process texts which clearly had a different earlier context are now through 
this standardization given a new context. This is to say that many of these earlier texts 
now found within this canon had a definite earlier context that is different from the 
canonical context. 
 
1.3.1.1 Michael Fishbane’s Theory of Canonical Process 
 Michael Fishbane, the developer of inner-biblical exegesis, forms a theory of 
canonical process that runs hand in hand with his concept of inner-biblical exegesis.  
He finds: 
  
The predominant authority of revelation over tradition in the diverse genres 
and expressions of inner-biblical exegesis reflects an incipient canonical 
consciousness. Texts believed to be divinely revealed had a fixed and 
controlling legitimacy about them in relation to all new developments.43 
 
                                                 
43 Michael Fishbane, “Revelation and Tradition: Aspects of Inner-Biblical Exegesis,” Journal of 
Biblical Literature 99 (1980): 343. 
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Fishbane locates this process “in the biblical period—both pre- and post- exilic—and 
…already from this time tensions between revelation and tradition emerged and were 
resolved.”44 From the examples that Fishbane cites both in the above referenced 
article and his extensive evaluation in Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel, 
revelation would primarily be identified with texts from the Pentateuch/Torah (though 
there seem to be other marked points in the historical tradition) during presumably the 
pre-exilic period. Tradition that cites, innovates, and renovates this earlier revelation 
would be from the pre- and post-exilic periods and would represent the rest of the 
Hebrew Bible (Old Testament). Fishbane sees evidence in the canonical process 
where “older deposits of revelation had already achieved an authoritative status—thus 
suggesting a canonical consciousness of sorts, insofar as such authoritative texts 
would constitute a precanonical canon.”45 With this said, texts from this older material 
include “laws, theological or narrative dicta, or prophecies.”46 The close of this time 
of canonical process is also the close of inner-biblical exegesis with “the 
establishment of a fixed canon deemed prior in time and authority to rabbinic 
exegesis.”47 
 One may be tempted to think that Fishbane has simply lapsed into a “pre-
critical” perspective. However, underpinning this entire process are the concepts of 
traditum and traditio. Traditum is the content of tradition and traditio is “the complex 
result of a long and varied process of transmission.”48 Thus the canon is viewed as 
being the result of successive stages where at “each stage in the traditio, the traditum 
was adapted, transformed, or reinterpreted” 49 and further: 
 
The final process of canon-formation, which meant the solidification of the 
biblical traditum and the onset of the post-biblical traditio, was thus a 
culmination of several related processes. Each transmission of received 
traditions utilized materials which were or became authoritative in this very 
process; and each interpretation and explication was made in the context of an 
authoritative traditum. Further, each solidification of the traditum was the 
canon in process of its formation; and each stage of canon-formation was a 
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new achievement in Gemeindebildung, in the formation of an integrated book-
centered culture.50 
 
Far from a “pre-critical” approach, Fishbane has fully embraced a “critical” 
perspective concerning the biblical canon.     
 
1.3.1.2 James Sanders’s Theory of Canonical Process 
 In a little book called Torah and Canon James Sanders unfolds in his 
introduction what he views as a new phase in research: 
 
The following is an essay in the origin and function of canon; it is, in effect, an 
invitation to formulate a sub-discipline of Bible study I think should be called 
canonical criticism.51 
 
Indeed his terminology has taken hold and an entire entry in the Anchor Bible 
Dictionary takes up the very topic under the title “Canonical Criticism” in a six-page 
article.52 It is Sanders who states, “Canonical criticism has two major foci. The one 
may be called the canonical process and the other canonical hermeneutics.”53   
 Sanders’s own description of canon states, “The primary character of canon is 
its adaptability as well as its stability.”54 These two key concepts also become 
Sanders’s understanding of the canonical process. Adaptability is for Sanders “the 
idea of the living word of God ever dynamically new and fresh” being heard.55 
Stability is the idea that earlier traditions become fixed in a particular form.56 Indeed 
Sanders even views this process at work in the transmission of biblical manuscripts: 
 
There is no early biblical manuscript which I am aware no matter how 
“accurate” we may conjecture it to be, or faithful to its Vorlage, that does not 
have some trace in it of its having been adapted to the needs of the community 
from which we, by archaeology or happenstance, receive it.57 
 
However, even with this statement Sanders does concede that the biblical text of the 
Old Testament was stabilized by the end of the first century C.E.58 
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 Canonical process for Sanders begins in the pre-exilic period with Torah. This 
is not to be confused with the Pentateuch, which he views as having its “earliest really 
clear use” exclusively in relation to the Pentateuch as such “in the prologue to Sirach, 
or Ecclesiasticus, which dates from the latter part of the second century B.C.”59 For 
Sanders, Torah has a range of meaning within the Old Testament text that “denotes 
bodies of instruction or teachings of priests, prophets, and sages, and even of parental 
advice to children; but it appears that the oldest and most common meaning is 
something approximate to what we mean by the word revelation.”60 Primarily Torah 
“is basically a narrative, a story, rather than a code of laws,”61 “a story of the origins 
of ancient Israel,”62 “those early traditions of ancient Israel which not only had a life 
of their own but gave life to those who knew them and molded their own lives around 
them.”63    
 With this concept of Torah in place, Sanders then identifies a significant 
period of transition: 
 
The period bracketed by the fall of the first temple and the fall of the second, 
from the sixth century BCE to the end of the first CE, precisely from the time 
of Deuteronomy to that of Rabbi Meir and the beginnings of the oral 
codification of the Mishnah, was marked by a co-existence of two distinct 
ideas about the Word of God, the idea of the living word of God ever 
dynamically new and fresh, and the idea of traditions which were becoming 
stabilized into certain forms but were generation after generation in need of 
being adapted to and heard afresh in new historical contexts.64 
 
With this said, Sanders judges that “by the end of the sixth century B.C., certainly by 
the beginning of the fifth, something like the core of the Law and the Prophets was 
fairly well shaping up.”65 He views a high level of stability within what he calls the 
“Genesis-to-Kings complex at the end of the sixth century B.C.”66 Though the “core” 
of the Prophets is in place during the sixth century it is not until some time in the early 
second century that the Prophets take their canonical shape, which must have been 
before 190 B.C. due to Jesus ben Sira’s enumeration of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and 
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the Twelve in Sirach 48:22-49:12.67 Further only those books “that could be thought 
to have been composed before Ezra’s time” were those that were stabilized/ 
canonized.68 Sanders believes the same statement to be true of the Writings: only 
those writings that could be thought to have been written before Ezra’s time were 
stabilized/canonized. It is not until after A.D. 70 that Sanders sees complete 
stabilization/canonization of the Writings, which would ultimately be settled by a 
group of Jews settled in Jabneh or Jamnia somewhere between 90-100 A.D.69 
 Though working soundly within the documentary hypothesis, Sanders’s 
concepts of adaptability and stability, linked with major catastrophes within Israelite 
history, have been the guideposts for his understanding of canonical process. The 
exile, the destruction of the second temple, and the destruction of Jerusalem, all 
marked the key points where older material was stabilized and then adapted for the 
new situation that the Jewish people found themselves in, a process where “biblical 
authors and thinkers themselves contemporized and adapted and reshaped the 
traditions they received.”70 
 
1.3.1.3 Brevard Childs’s Theory of Canonical Process 
         Brevard Childs states in the preface to what many consider a ground breaking 
work, Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture: 
 
I am now convinced that the relation between the historical critical study of 
the Bible and its theological use as religious literature with a community of 
faith and practice needs to be completely rethought. Minor adjustments are not 
only inadequate, but also conceal the extent of the dry rot.71   
 
He labels his work as “an attempt to hear the biblical text in the terms compatible with 
the collection and transmission of the literature as scripture.”72 He views his 
perspective as radically different from what has gone before, which he labels as the 
product of a confused perspective: 
 
Nevertheless, the deep-seated confusion within the discipline remains, and it 
has often rendered meaningless important observations, gained through years 
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of research, because of the inability to establish a proper context from which to 
read the literature.73 
 
With these bold statements Childs then begins to unfold the history that has led to this 
predicament and what he views as its impasse. 
 In due time, he turns to the issue of theories of canonical process. First, he 
outlines the traditional view of uninterrupted succession that was held “by both Jews 
and Christians at least until the seventeenth century” and was based on passages from 
2 Esdras 14:44, 2 Maccabees 2:13 and Baba Batra 14b-15a from the Babylonian 
Talmud.74 He then turns to the critical view based on “Wellhausen’s reconstruction of 
Israel’s history and literature” and found in articles and books by W. R. Smith, 
Cornill, Strack, Wildeboer, Buhl, and Ryle. The Hebrew Bible is understood to have 
developed in stages based on its tripartite division, Law, Prophets, and Writings. The 
Pentateuch was to a certain degree fixed in the fifth or fourth century BC based on the 
Samaritan schism. The Prophets were canonized in the third century, as testified by 
Daniel (composed about 165) not being included. The Writings as a section were 
fixed by the council of Jamnia (AD 90).75 Both the critical view and the traditional 
view, he claims, met their demise through serious challenges. In the case of the 
traditional view “the discovery of a complex historical development of the literature, 
especially the Pentateuch, seriously damaged the idea of a direct, unbroken link 
between the original writing and its final state in which the book’s authority had been 
accepted from its inception.”76 In the case of the critical theory “most of the fixed 
historical points upon which the theory had been built seem no longer able to bear the 
weight placed on them” and “the assumption that the Masoretic division of a tripartite 
canon was the original order reflecting three historical stages in the canon’s 
development, and that the Septuagint’s order was a later, secondary adjustment, has 
been questioned from several sides.”77 He then catalogues several further views in the 
search for a new consensus, G. Hölscher, David Noel Freedman, Sid Z. Leiman, M. 
G. Kline, and James Sanders.78 Childs is essentially critical of each position, while 
noting Hölscher’s impressive challenge to the critical theory and defense of a twenty-
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two book tradition,79 Leiman’s “valuable contribution in showing the early age at 
which documents, particularly laws, exerted an authoritative role”80 and Sanders’s 
“broadening the definition of canon to cover a process extending throughout Israel’s 
history which effected the shaping of the literature itself.”81 Each of these highlights 
will ultimately play a role in Childs’s own understanding of canonical process. 
 Childs begins his own theory of canonical process with a definition of canon 
that includes both a historical and a theological dimension. By historical he means 
that the “Hebrew scriptures developed in an historical process, some lines of which 
can be accurately described by the historian.”82 By theological he means “a process of 
theological reflection within Israel arising form the impact which certain writings 
continued to exert upon the community through their religious use.”83 This description 
of the term canon is meant to emphasize the complexity of the historical and 
literary/theological process the Hebrew Scriptures went through that does not 
underestimate the “complex history of collecting and ordering of a corpus of sacred 
writings.”84 Further on this very point Childs elaborates: 
 
Essential to understanding the growth of the canon is to see the interaction 
between a developing corpus of authoritative literature and the community 
which treasured it. The authoritative Word gave the community its form and 
content in obedience to the divine imperative, yet conversely the reception of 
the authoritative tradition by its hearers gave shape to the same writings 
through a historical and theological process of selecting, collecting, and 
ordering.85 
 
Childs wishes to put “a theocentric understanding of divine revelation” that views 
Israel’s response in this “historical and theological process of selecting, collecting and 
ordering,” that leads to a “new understanding of scripture.”86 This response is 
continually marked by a “process of interpretation” that comes from “a consciousness 
of canon”87 and “can be clearly detected when the words of a prophet which were 
directed to a specific group in a particular historical situation were recognized as 
having an authority apart from their original use, and were preserved for their own 
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integrity (cf. Isa.8.16f.).”88 Though recognizing political, social, and economic factors 
as playing a role in relation to canonical process, “these were subordinated to the 
religious usage of the literature by its function within the community.”89 
 With his theoretical groundwork laid, Childs gives his outline of the 
development of the Hebrew Canon. Deuteronomy 31:24 begins the process, where 
Moses recorded in book form the divine law, deposited it with the ark and was meant 
for periodical reading before the whole assembly of Israel. This most likely was pre-
exilic and is not the whole of the Pentateuch.90 He emphasizes that this should not be 
relegated to some late period, since Exodus 24:1-11, an early portion of the 
Pentateuch, speaks of Moses’s writing the words of the law, just as in Deuteronomy 
31, but it is clear that this law has now received in Deuteronomy 31 a much more 
autonomous nature than Exodus 24, having been removed from its historical setting 
has now become a “law whose authority is unimpaired by Moses’ death.”91 2 Kings 
22, 621 BC, marks a further point along the historical path of the “already existing 
authority of the Mosaic law.”92 By the end of the late fifth century “the present form 
of the Pentateuch took its shape” including the priestly code as reflected by “the legal 
prescriptions recorded in Neh. 8:13-18.”93 Childs sketches further “that the extent of 
the canonical corpus had already been settled by then [third century BC] and that the 
history of establishing the text of the sacred writings had begun” as demonstrated by 
translation work of the Pentateuch into Greek.94 Testimony to the canonized form of 
the Pentateuch “is provided at the beginning of the second century by Ben Sira whose 
knowledge and use of all the legal portions can only presuppose the canonical status 
of the entire Pentateuch.”95   
In the same sort of canon conscious connection from Deuteronomy 31 and 
Exodus 24, the Prophets show signs from “the transition from the spoken prophetic 
word to a written form with authority” as evidenced in Isaiah 8:16 and Jeremiah 
36:1ff, and Zechariah 1:4ff give reference to “former prophets whose writings appear 
to have a form and authoritative status.” Further, post-exilic exegesis within the Bible 
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itself “begins to cite earlier oracles verbatim as an authoritative text which it seeks to 
interpret,” and “Dan. 9:2 offers evidence of some sort of fixed collection of prophetic 
writings.”96 This evidence suggests, in Childs’s opinion, that “[a]t an early date the 
collections, Law and Prophets, were joined and both experienced expansion. By the 
first century BC both sections of the canon were regarded as normative scripture.”97 
Childs regards the whole of the canon to have closed and stabilized unequivocally by 
the end of the first century AD as testified by “Josephus’ famous statement [Contra 
Apionem I.8] c. AD 93-95,”98 which he further speculates giving a fixed date earlier 
than AD 50 when Josephus would have received his Pharisaic training.99   
Childs, though working from a very complex concept of the development of 
the biblical text, is seeking to understand canonical process not only from a historical 
and theological process, a process where certain historical points (the writing down of 
the divine revelation) mark the development of canon, but also further where 
theological reflection (canon conscious exegesis) on this canon leads to its very own 
development. This historical and theological reflection, which takes the form of 
selecting, collecting, and ordering, marks a very intentional process. 
 
1.3.2 Canonical Hermeneutics 
 In examining each of these perspectives it should be obvious that certain 
hermeneutical principles are implicit within each of these theories of canonical 
process. The assumed process itself determines how the canonical text is to be 
understood and used. Fishbane’s expressed purpose is to demonstrate that the sort of 
exegesis practiced after the close of the canon actually has its foundation in the 
biblical canon itself. When a word, phrase, verse, or even section is repeated and then 
revitalized, the focus should not be on the revitalization, but on the preservation of the 
older traditions with its newer denotation. This is not to be viewed primarily as 
something that happens simply by happenstance or under the pressure of social or 
political issues, but as an intentional exegetical renewal where the older tradition is 
purposely retained as a way of giving authority to this renewed exegetical expansion.  
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Further, earlier “textual ambiguity or openness may serve to catalyze commentary”100 
and “exegetical tradition is not presented as an authority parallel to that of revelation; 
nor does it visibly cast out, neutralize, or otherwise displace revelation.”101 The text is 
to be read and examined in light of this sort of expansion, and the text should be used 
further in this same expansion as is testified by extra-biblical rabbinic interpretation. 
 Sanders’s concepts of stability and adaptability tied to historical crises are the 
foundations from which his hermeneutic arises. The text has its foundation in a 
sociologically defining Torah or story from which the people derive their identity. As 
the Torah becomes historically stable, and is no longer able to speak to the present 
situation with complete appropriateness, it is adapted. The focus is not on a complete 
displacement but on the repetition of the older story in the present situation which 
creates something new though not completely distinct from what has come before. 
These adaptations are found in light of a social crisis of identity and serve to give the 
people an identity in light of cultural challenges. The canonical text should be read in 
light of these processes and should be used in a similar developing fashion as the 
community that treasures it faces these sorts of political, social and economic crises, 
which seek to redefine who they are. 
 Childs’s concept of canon that contains a historical and theological dimension 
also gives shape to his canonical hermeneutic. The text has been defined through 
moments historically where divine revelation has been received and written. Though 
there are these discernable historical points where revelation has been received and 
recorded, they also went through a theological development where their significance 
for the community lies beyond the historical event through a canon conscious 
development, a process where texts were selected, collected, ordered, and closed.102  
The canonical text should be read in light of this historical and theological process 
that primarily points the reader to the canonical text itself. The canonical text is then 
to be used normatively to define the community through continuing theological 
reflection. 
 By the very use of the term process, each of the aforementioned canonical 
approaches have definite areas of similarity. They view the development of the canon 
as a complex process that cannot be easily identified with any one person, group of 
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people, or even time period in contrast to both the pre-critical/traditional and critical 
view of the development of the Hebrew Scriptures/Old Testament. They view this 
process as revolving around a tension between earlier revelation/tradition and the 
community that treasures it. 
 With this said the motivation for further development reveals deep-seated 
differences between the approaches. For Fishbane the primary motivation is 
exegetical, with an earlier revelation/tradition in need of further explanation or a 
newer tradition in need of a foundation. For Sanders the primary motivation is 
sociological, with an earlier stabilized tradition/revelation needing to be adapted to 
meet the needs of the community. For Childs the primary motivation is theological, 
with an earlier revelation/tradition treasured as a part of an ongoing experience with 
God that is realized through a new understanding of these revelations/traditions. For 
Fishbane and Sanders, the close of the canon marks the canonization not only of the 
canonical text, but also of the processes (the concepts of inner-biblical exegesis and of 
stability and adaptability), and for Childs the close of the canon marks a normative 
text for the believing community.  
 
1.3.3 Criticism of Canon Criticism 
 Perhaps the most important critic of canon criticism, or better the canonical 
approach, has been James Barr. His response has been not so much to the movement 
as a whole but instead to a particular proponent, namely Brevard Childs. Barr’s book 
The Concept of Biblical Theology is a very large negative response to Childs’s 
canonical approach (or approaches, as Barr prefers to say).   
 Barr’s critique of Childs’s approach moves around one main front. He views 
Childs’s actual approach as contributing little new to the realm of biblical theology 
other than focus “by infinite repetition on the word canon.”103 He understands in 
contradistinction to Childs’s argument that: 
 
[T]he main current of biblical theology has been canonical from the beginning, 
even if the words ‘canon’ and ‘canonical’ were not much used. The entire 
emphasis on the internal relations of biblical material implied the canon as the 
boundary.104 
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He further illustrates his discovery of how little new there is in relation to Childs’s 
approach when he first used Childs’s commentary on the Book of Exodus and noted 
in careful reading of the book “how little the real difference was.”105 That is to say 
that Childs operates heavily within the normal methodology of the critical method. To 
add to this charge, Barr, as others have noted, makes the simple point how small a 
role the canon then plays in relation to the structure of his treatments within the 
biblical theology movement.106 This leads to Barr’s biggest problem that Childs’s 
canonical approach is actually dogmatic and theological107 and at that a particular 
brand of theology, namely Barthian theology.108 Barr’s main problem with this 
theological perspective is that: 
 
[J]udgments against approaches that seem to differ from his own are not on 
matters like exegetical details or linguistic facts, where hard evidence might 
settle an issue: they are questions of theological values where discussion could 
often disclose unexpected common ground, where compromise is often 
possible, and where in any case both parties have the same basic purpose and 
interest, namely the theological interpretation of the Bible.109 
 
 Much of what Barr has noted in relation to Childs’s approach serves to 
highlight the reality that what is being proposed by Childs and others is what again 
may be labeled a post-critical approach, where observations, methodology, and 
categories from earlier approaches are clearly being used but yet the goal and 
foundation have shifted from these perspectives. What Barr does not explicitly 
concede in his analysis does come through in some of his questions and comments. 
Childs’s contribution to the biblical theology movement, as well as that of other 
proponents of canonical approaches, is that the growth of the text points to reading the 
text as it stands.110 
John Barton offered in Reading the Old Testament: Method in Biblical Study a 
somewhat sympathetic critique of the canonical approach, though he, as Barr, is not 
sympathetic to Childs’s prescriptive statements. Barton’s main agreement with Childs 
is found in “that the historical critical methods are not completely adequate from a 
literary point of view, but Childs’s primary thesis is that they are unsatisfactory 
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theologically.”111 This agreement is found in that the historical critical method does 
not deal with a key aspect of the biblical text, namely that it is contained now within a 
particular group of texts, a canon. Barton views this as a literary issue where “the 
canonical level is at least one possible level of meaning in a text.... At the very least, 
the canonical approach extends the range of methods available to the student of the 
Bible and suggests new questions that we may ask of the text.”112 Clearly Barton 
believes this also to be a post-critical approach in that “[i]t is only after we have seen 
how varied and inconsistent the Old Testament really is that we can begin to ask 
whether it can nonetheless be read as forming a unity.”113 This leads in his concluding 
statements that “once we abandon the author’s intention as the criterion of meaning: 
that one and the same text can change its meaning, according to the context in which 
it is read.”114 
What Barton cannot agree with is the concept that this is the method for 
reading biblical texts. Key to his argument is the question of which canon: 
 
There are two major ‘canons’ of the Old Testament, the Hebrew and Greek, 
which differ very widely; indeed from a ‘canon-critical’ perspective it is 
probably more accurate to say that there are three canons, among which the 
canon critic can choose.  Jews and Protestant Christians, it is true share the 
same canon in the sense that they accept as canonical only the books of the 
Hebrew Bible, excluding those books of the Greek Bible called ‘apocryphal’ 
by them and ‘deuterocanonical’ by Catholic and Orthodox Christians.115  
 
Once the list of books has been discerned the question becomes: Which text is the 
canonical text? Is it to be understood as the Masoretic text or some other text?116 This 
leads Barton to the conclusion that “[w]hat the canonical method can do is to establish 
what meanings a given text can have within a given canon, and to show how these 
meanings would change if the limits of the canon were differently defined.”117 
 These two points are well taken. However, due to Barton’s understanding of 
the canonical method as a literary technique he misses the implications of his own 
statements. These differences in canon are not just literary boundaries, but also 
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theological and exegetical trajectories. Within each of these traditions there is also the 
further question not so much of which books but which texts, which again reflect 
specific theological and exegetical trajectories. 
 John J. Collins in his Encounters with Biblical Theology also levels serious 
critique against Childs’s canonical approach.118 He lays out his primary concern in the 
opening pages: 
What these essays have in common is the attempt to address biblical theology 
consistently from the perspective of historical criticism, broadly conceived. 
On the one hand, they reject a view of historical criticism, and of biblical 
scholarship in general, that brackets out all questions of the significance of the 
text for the modern world. On the other hand, they also reject a view of 
biblical theology as a confessional enterprise, exempt from the demands of 
argumentation that characterize the discipline as a whole.119 
 
A perceived guarding of the historical method stands at the heart of Collins’s critique 
of Childs. He states about historical criticism, “One of the great strengths of historical 
criticism has been that it has created an arena where people with different faith 
commitments can work together.”120 Childs’s approach on the other hand has as its 
“fundamental weakness” that it “would exempt the Bible from criticism based on 
external traditions and sources.”121 He questions whether “Childs’s view of the canon 
has ever been normative, even in Protestant Christianity, not to mention in 
Catholicism or Judaism.”122 Further, he notes, “We are repeatedly told that the 
Scripture shapes and enlivens the church or mediates the revelation of God, but we 
are not told how.”123 With this said, Collins opts for the approach of Sanders, namely 
adaptability, that he calls a “sociohistorical approach to biblical theology.”124 In this 
approach, context is not “the canon of Scripture itself” but “the other writings of the 
time.”125 
 As has already been noted, Childs’s actual approach is not an anti-historical-
criticism approach. Like Barr, Collins makes clear in his Genesis 22 example that 
Childs notes textual layers. However, Collins does not like the fact that “canonical 
shapers” would be given any privileged place in the interpretation of the text though 
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the text is found only in this shape.126 Further, Childs’s argument in relation to the 
canon is decidedly historical and based on many internal and external sources, as has 
already been outlined. Collins is of course correct that there are multiple canons, but 
this should not be confused with innumerable canons—the number is limited. In 
opting for a sociohistorical approach, one essential aspect of Sanders’s approach is 
left out. His canonical process includes both stability and adaptability, a process 
where the stabilized text is adapted to new situations. This adapted text becomes 
stabilized and then further adapted, etc. This process creates multilayered texts that 
have a multifaceted historical perspective. However, with Collins’s approach books 
are flattened into one historical situation, neglecting the process through which they 
have been composed and the hypothetical life situation in which the “final” form of 
the text was written (which Collins admits in some contexts there is not a way to 
verify) rules.127 Historical criticism seems to be supported more by Childs’s approach 
where one can point to the text for an answer than Collins’s approach where the 
hypothetical can remain only hypothetical. However, Collins’s critique in relation to 
methodology stands. How does the Bible shape and enliven the church or mediate the 
revelation of God in the canonical approach?                      
 
1.3.4 Canon Criticism and Context 
 With these three canonical explanations, there is a decided return to reading 
the biblical text within a canonical context. Far from being a return to pre-critical 
conceptions, there is an intentional resolve to read the text within a canonical context 
because this, it is argued, is how it has been shaped. A canonical approach may well 
be termed a post-critical perspective. It takes into account the observations that have 
gone before, namely the complex nature of the text from both a diachronic and 
synchronic view. Yet it argues in the end that the “ghost” of the original author, 
whether viewed from a traditional view or the documentary hypothesis, and his/her 
context, moves in the wrong direction because these views seek to find or recreate a 
context outside of what has clearly been developed. Instead, canonical criticism calls 
                                                 
126 Collins, Encounters with Biblical Theology, 48 and 50. 
127 Collins, Encounters with Biblical Theology, 29, states in relation to his alternative approach using 
the genre of apocalypse to interpet Daniel, “A sociohistorical approach to the problem of 
pseudepigraphy places it in the wider context of the ancient, and especially of Hellenistic, world. . . . 
There is ultimately no way to verify such theories, but at least they show that Childs’ theory is not the 
only one that allows that the authors may have acted in good faith.” 
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the reader to look with precision to why a particular text has been placed within its 
present context, knowing to a certain extent its complex development (that among 
other things included, by necessity, leaving other texts out). 
 For Fishbane, Childs, and Sanders, this canonical context gives not only a 
context within which to confidently read the biblical text, but also the process(es) that 
should continue to be followed. These processes call the reader to careful exegetical 
study (biblical reflection that both defines the community’s life and adapts it to new 
challenges) or calls the reader to the text itself as a fixed set of normative writings for 
the community. 
 What these canonical approaches bring to the surface is tension between 
diachronic and synchronic aspects within the biblical text. These tensions are surfaced 
at the points of exegesis, theological reflection, and the cyclical pattern between 
stability and adaptability. Though the texts that are presently used have been crafted 
together within (a) particular synchronic canonical form(s), diachronic marks are 
found continually throughout the smaller texts of this larger text at these points of 
tension, where canon consciousness is obvious. 
 Though there has been much justified criticism leveled against the approach of 
Brevard Childs by James Barr (who essentially writes an entire book in critical 
response to Childs),128 these fundamental observations that have come to the surface 
stand. These approaches are not a return to the pre-critical approach or even a 
rejection of previous critical scholarship. As well, they are not looking to ignore 
diachronic aspects within the text through focusing on the synchronic shape(s). 
Instead, they highlight these diachronic tensions within the synchronic text(s) rather 
than alleviating this tension through the separation into different texts (critical 
approach) or ignoring these tensions (pre-critical approach). 
 
1.4 Intratextuality 
 Another theory to add to the discussion of Kristevian intertextuality and canon 
criticism is intratextuality. While Julia Kristeva’s theory of intertextuality developed 
in the arena of literary theory and canon criticism developed in the field of the 
Hebrew Bible/Old Testament, George Lindbeck’s theory of intratextuality developed 
                                                 
128 Barr, The Concept of Biblical Theology. 
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in the arena of theological theories of religion and doctrine.129 Though others have 
since used the term intratextuality, Lindbeck stands as the primary developer of 
intratextuality within the greater context of what he calls a cultural-linguistic 
approach to religion and doctrine.130   
 He developed this theory of religion and doctrine in response to what he 
viewed as three other inadequate theories of religion. The first theory “emphasizes the 
cognitive aspects of religion and stresses the ways in which church doctrines function 
as informative propositions or truth claims about objective realities.”131 This could be 
labeled as the “once true, always true” category. The second theory focuses on the 
“experiential-expressive dimension of religion” that “interprets doctrines as 
noninformative and nondiscursive symbols of inner feelings, attitudes, or existential 
orientations.”132 In this view “there is as least the logical possibility that a Buddhist 
and a Christian might have basically the same faith, although expressed very 
differently.”133 The third view “attempts to combine the first two.”134 
 Lindbeck views each of these theories as falling short in really being able to 
describe “the variability and invariability in matters of faith.”135 His proposal then is 
an attempt to deal with the anomalies in these other systems. This theory is what 
Lindbeck calls a cultural-linguistic approach where: 
  
emphasis is placed on those respects in which religions resemble languages 
together with their correlative forms of life and are thus similar to cultures 
(insofar as these are understood semiotically as reality and value systems—
that is, as idioms for the construing of reality and the living of life).136 
 
In this theory then, doctrines function not as truth claims or expressive symbols “but 
as communally authoritative rules of discourse, attitude, and action.”137 
 What this leads to is the conclusion that the task of theology is descriptive, and 
one must learn the “language” in order to be a competent “speaker.” The learning of 
the system, the understanding of the normative rules, is what he calls an intratextual 
                                                 
129 George Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine: Religion and Theology in a Postliberal Age (Louisville, 
Kentucky: Westminster John Knox Press, 1984), 16. 
130 Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine, 18. 
131 Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine, 16. 
132 Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine, 16. 
133 Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine, 17. 
134 Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine, 16. 
135 Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine, 17. 
136 Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine, 17-18. 
137 Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine, 18. 
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or intrasemiotic approach.138 Meaning is located within the semiotic system (the 
religion) not outside the semiotic system (“the meaning is immanent”).139 Therefore, 
the meaning of a particular semiotic element is determined by how it operates within a 
religion, within the semiotic system. Reality and experience are then shaped by the 
meaning determined within this semiotic system.140 To illustrate his point about 
reality and experience being determined from the particular semiotic system, “One 
can speak of all life and reality in French, or from an American or a Jewish 
perspective; and one can also describe French in French, American culture in 
American terms, and Judaism in Jewish ones.”141   
 Lindbeck makes the case that the major religions are literally intratextual 
because they have basically fixed canons that establish “normative instantiations of 
their semiotic code” which leads him to the conclusion:“One test of faithfulness for 
all of them is the degree to which descriptions correspond to the semiotic universe 
paradigmatically encoded in holy writ.”142   
 Interpretation is focused on the immanent meaning of the text, that is, on 
“explicating their contents and their perspectives on extratextual reality that they 
generate.”143 In the case of Christianity, “the biblical canon is read as a single 
interglossing whole; and second, all reality is interpreted in this same scriptural 
light—the biblical world absorbs all other worlds.”144 Presumably this could be said 
about other religions. Lindbeck notes that of course the reader projects ideas on the 
text, but states that “when reading intratextually, we struggle against this reflex 
instead of consciously employing extratextual meanings as hermeneutical keys.”145   
 In the Christian context, Lindbeck gives three keys to examining any 
intratextual understanding. The first is textual faithfulness: does the understanding 
line up with the metanarrative of the whole Bible?146 The second is christological 
coherence: does it allow the proper place for the culminating place of Jesus Christ?147 
                                                 
138 Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine, 113-114. 
139 Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine, 114. 
140 Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine, 114. 
141 Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine, 115. 
142 Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine, 116, 
143 Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine, 116. 
144 George Lindbeck, “Atonement and Hermeneutics of Intratextual Social Embodiment,” in The 
Nature of Confession: Evangelicals and Postliberals in Conversation, ed. Timothy R. Philips and 
Dennis L. Ockholm (Downers Grove, Illinois: InterVarsity Press, 1996), 226.  
145 Lindbeck, “Atonement and Hermeneutics of Intratextual Social Embodiment,” 228. 
146 Lindbeck, “Atonement and Hermeneutics of Intratextual Social Embodiment,” 230. 
147 Lindbeck, “Atonement and Hermeneutics of Intratextual Social Embodiment,” 228. 
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The third criterion is “when other criteria are not decisive, the interpretation that 
seems most likely in these particular circumstances to serve the upbuilding of the 
community of faith in its God-willed witness to the world is the one to be 
preferred.”148              
 In the end intratextuality absorbs the whole of reality and experience primarily 
through figuration. Again from a Christian perspective, Lindbeck comments, “Figural 
reading was the glue that held the canon together, centering it in Christ, and enabled 
the intratextual biblical world to move out of the text and, through its social 
embodiment to absorb all other worlds.”149 Thus figurative reading produced a 
“metaphorical interglossing unity of cosmic comprehensiveness.”150 All of reality is 
then connected through the concept of intratextuality, moving from the interglossed 
holy text to the whole of reality. 
 What Lindbeck’s argument brings to the larger perspective under discussion is 
the reality that including and excluding different texts changes the “language” as a 
whole. The points of reference and the range of meanings that they create shift 
depending on which points (texts) are included. Biblical texts then become the 
primary points of reference, creating a particular range of meanings that would be 
very different if certain texts were not included in the canon. The “language” of the 
canon or canons shifts, therefore, depending on what texts are or are not included.     
 
1.5 Kanonisch-intertextuelle Lektüre 
 In 1999 George Steins published a significant work dealing with many of the 
theoretical issues already examined in this project and developed the concept of 
kanonisch-intertextuelle Lektüre.151 He gives an extensive evaluation of Childs’s 
canonical approach (9-44) and states clearly, as he begins to unfold his own theory, 
what he believes to be missing from Childs’s approach: “Eine der methodologischen 
Schwächen des Ansatzes von. B.S. Childs war darin gesehen worden, daß er zwar den 
Zusammenhang von Kanon und Rezeption benennt, jedoch keine entsprechende 
Rezeptionstheorie für den Kanon entwickelt.”152 His answer is mediated by Kristeva 
                                                 
148 Lindbeck, “Atonement and Hermeneutics of Intratextual Social Embodiment,” 230. 
149 Lindbeck, “Atonement and Hermeneutics of Intratextual Social Embodiment,” 228. 
150 Lindbeck, “Atonement and Hermeneutics of Intratextual Social Embodiment,” 229. 
151 Georg Steins, Die „Bindung Isaaks“ im Kanon (Gen 22): Grundlegungen und Programm einer 
Kanonisch-Intertextuellen Lektüre: Mit einer Spezialbibliographie zu Gen 22 (Freiburg, Basel, Wien, 
Barcelona, Rom, New York: Herder, 1999). 
152 Steins, Die „Bindung Isaaks“ im Kanon (Gen 22), 84. 
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but more clearly comes from an in-depth evaluation of Bakhtin’s theory of dialogue 
(45-83). In the combination of these two theories he believes to have found an answer 
to the problem of Childs’s approach: “Der Bibelkanon als Gestalt gewordener Dialog 
erfordert die Mitarbeit der Rezipienten; ihre Lektüre ist zu beschreiben als ein 
fortwährende Intertextualisierung im priviligierten Raum des Kanons.”153 In this 
process of reading a different concept of reception is followed: “Eine 
rezeptionstheoretisch ansetzende Exegese richtet ihr Augenmerk nicht in erster Linie 
auf das Verhältnis Autor – Text, sondern auf das Nächstliegende, d.h. auf die 
Beziehung Rezipient – Text.”154 In distinction to other models of reading, this process 
includes the reader from the very beginning: “Der Kanon und das intertextuelle Lesen 
treten nicht sekundär zum Bedeutungsaufbau des Einzeltextes hinzu, sondern wirken 
von Anfang an bei der Sinnkonstitution mit.”155 The text itself, though it may have 
had an oral tradition, is transformed through the actual process of writing: “Ein 
Schrifttext is nicht nur ver-schriftete mündliche Kommunikation, der Übergang von 
der Mündlichkeit zu Schriftlichkeit verändert die Rezeptionsbedingungen auch durch 
eine veränderte Materialität der Zeichen.”156 The Bible is then viewed as a product of 
this very process and gives a model for this type of interpretation: “Der Bibelkanon 
setzt Modell-Rezipienten voraus, die sich in einem umfangreichen und vielgestaltigen 
Literaturkomplex so bewegen können, daß sie auch über große Distanzen 
Ähnlichkeiten zwischen Texten entdecken und Relationen herstellen.”157 Because of 
this reality, the reader is caught in a continual process: “Im Horizont des Bibelkanons 
und der von ihm vorstrukurierten Intertextualität stellt sich die Lektüre als “interplay” 
von Text und Leser in einem Prozeß permanenter Neukontextualisierung dar.”158 For 
the actual reading process two different levels of interpretation are identified: “Auf 
Stufe (1) wird der im Hypertext anwesende Hypotext identifiziert und die Art der 
Anwesenheit des fremden Textes im auszulegenden Text beschrieben . . . Auf Stufe 
(2) schließt sich die Frage nach dem Beitrag des Hypotextes zum Bedeutungsaufbau 
des Hypertextes an.”159 The first level deals with two different types of texts. The 
hypertext is the main text that is being researched. The hypotext is the text that is 
                                                 
153 Steins, Die „Bindung Isaaks“ im Kanon (Gen 22), 84. 
154 Steins, Die „Bindung Isaaks“ im Kanon (Gen 22), 86. 
155 Steins, Die „Bindung Isaaks“ im Kanon (Gen 22), 89. 
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being referenced in relation to this main text. The second level of reading deals with 
how these relationships demonstrate a contribution from the hypotext to a further 
understanding of the hypertext. 
 Childs himself actually wrote a critique of intertextual canonical interpretation 
based largely on Steins’s book.160 Childs states about Steins’s book, “One of the 
major contributions of Steins’ book is his new and bold attempt to overcome this 
impasse respecting the exact nature of a canonical interpretation within the scope of 
modern biblical exegesis.”161 Childs goes on to summarize the theoretical perspective: 
“Interpretation of a text is viewed as a dynamic, dialogical activity between the 
narrator, the addressee, and the context from which the interpretive endeavor is 
launched. This interaction is an ongoing, indeed never-ending process in which 
polyvalent meaning is continually exploited in fresh moments of creative 
contextualization.”162 Childs’s critique is leveled not at dialogue or tension within the 
text. He notes, “Yet it has long been recognized that there is a subtle dialectical 
relation between the OT’s own view of the prophet as simply a vehicle of divine 
address who, as a messenger, communicates verbatim his charge, and the modern 
critical view that prophetic speech is always shaped by tradition and literary 
conventions. These words are not only adapted to the author’s psychological 
disposition, but are also constantly reapplied to Israel’s changing historical 
condition.”163 The critique is instead leveled at the combining of author, text, and 
addressee in the reception theory: “However, this necessary tension has been 
completely lost in Steins’ reception theory when author, text, and addressee are fused 
and the divine voice of Scripture has been rendered mute within a highly ideological 
philosophical system.”164 From Childs’s perspective the text, that already retains 
tension, should be given a privileged place. He states further, “When Steins’ theory of 
intertextuality eliminates the privileged status of the canonical context and removes 
all hermeneutical value from any form of authoral intent, an interpretive style emerges 
that runs directly contrary to the function of an authoritative canon which continues to 
serve a confessing community of faith and practive.”165 
                                                 
160 Brevard S. Childs, “Critique of Recent Intertextual Canonical Interpretation,” ZAW 115/2 (2003): 
173-184. 
161 Childs, “Critique of Recent Intertextual Canonical Interpretation,” 174. 
162 Childs, “Critique of Recent Intertextual Canonical Interpretation,” 175. 
163 Childs, “Critique of Recent Intertextual Canonical Interpretation,” 176. 
164 Childs, “Critique of Recent Intertextual Canonical Interpretation,” 176. 
165 Childs, “Critique of Recent Intertextual Canonical Interpretation,” 177. 
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 The present approach differs from Steins’s approach in that canonical 
intertextuality, though noting points of dialogue within the text, does not create 
infinite possibilities. There is a particular larger context within which the dialogue 
occurs. This context is also further refined through the ordering of these texts 
together. Of course there are different canons with different orders, but even these are 
limited, creating further points of dialogue. However, like Steins, the text is the model 
for recontextualization, but from fixed points of dialogue within the canon to unfixed 
points of actual human life. The reader is certainly involved in interpretation from the 
outset, but the text retains a privileged position just as the process that drew together 
the canon also excluded many other texts. In this sense, the present approach is only 
influenced by Kristeva and Bakhtin, whereas Steins’s approach is a complete 
application of Kristeva and Bakhtin’s theories. Though these are certainly nuanced 
differences, the understanding of canonical intertextuality and its application are 
related, yet different from kanonisch-intertextuelle Lektüre.      
 
1.6 The Concept of Canonical Intertextuality 
 In summarizing and drawing together much of the previous material, an 
explanation of the overall concept will now be given. The Concept of Canonical 
Intertextuality integrates concepts of Kristevian influenced intertextuality with canon 
criticism. The goal is an attempt to understand the actual composition of the text of 
scripture that is at the same time a text and many texts. It is not subversive in nature, 
where the canonical text is at all points undermined by its constituent texts166 or an 
attempt to apply yet another methodology to texts.167  
The term “canonical” in canonical intertextuality speaks of the reality that 
certain texts have been intentionally placed together. Again, Blenkinsopp notes, “We 
may dispense with etymologies and original meanings and begin by saying that a 
canon is generally taken to be a collection of writings deemed to have a normative 
                                                 
166 Derrida, Of Grammatology, 158, represents from a literary theory perspective almost in its entirety a 
subversive approach, where the relationship between signifier and signified are so compromised that 
the statement “[t]here is nothing outside of the text” is a necessary logical corollary. Something of a 
distaste for such an approach may be found in Michael S. Moore, review of Circle of Sovereinty: A 
Story of Stories in Daniel 1-6, by Danna Nolan Fewell, CBQ 53/2 (1991): 283-284, when concludes, 
“In short, scholars who are more interested in aesthetics than theology will probably love this book. 
But scholars who are interested rather in a reproducible theology of Daniel 1-6 for use by real people in 
the real world will probably feel otherwise” (284). 
167 Barton, Reading the Old Testament: Method in Biblical Study, 101, in his evaluation wants to view 
canon criticism simply as another methodology that “has increased the biblical scholar’s literary 
competence” but not as a constituent component of the text’s actual composition.  
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function within a particular community.”168 Again, there are a very limited number of 
canons within the Jewish and Christian traditions: the Hebrew Bible alone or the 
Written and Oral Torah together,169 or either an Old and New Testament or Old and 
New Testament with Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical books.170 Again, as Childs notes, 
these books were not placed together by accident but were the result of a process: 
 
Essential to understanding the growth of the canon is to see the interaction 
between a developing corpus of authoritative literature and the community 
which treasured it. The authoritative Word gave the community its form and 
content in obedience to the divine imperative, yet conversely the reception of 
the authoritative tradition by its hearers gave shape to the same writings 
through a historical and theological process of selecting, collecting, and 
ordering.171 
 
“Canonical” speaks both of a particular collection of literature and the fact that this 
literature has been intentionally placed together. 
The term “intertextuality” in canonical intertextuality speaks of the dialogue 
inherent in the canonical text because of the canon and canonical process. There are 
points of dialogue between the context that gave rise to a particular text, the text that 
was consequently written, the greater literary context(s) in which the text has been 
gathered, and the reuse of text(s) in another context.172 This dialogue reflects points of 
continuity, where there are similar terms, phrases, and values, and points of 
discontinuity where these terms, phrases, and values have shifted in meaning.173 What 
may be of secondary importance in one context becomes of primary importance in 
another context, and a term or phrase in one context is used in a different way in 
another context, all of which reflects not static textual units but a dialogue between 
                                                 
168 Blenkinsopp, Prophecy and Canon, 3. 
169 Levenson, The Hebrew Bible, the Old Testament, and Historical Criticism, 79-81, especially 
illustrates this last statement. 
170 Albert C. Sundberg, Jr., Harvard Theological Studies XX: The Old Testament of the Early Church 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1964), 102-103, on the basis of the now heavily questioned 
Council of Jamnia argues in relation to this debate “that there was no ‘Alexandrian canon’ of 
Hellenistic Judaism that was distinct from and different in content from a ‘Palestinian canon.’ Rather, 
in addition to closed collections of Law and Prophets, a wide religious literature without definite 
bounds circulated throughout Judaism as holy scripture before Jamnia.”  
171 Childs, Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture, 58-59. 
172 Kristeva, Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art, 65, of course includes the 
reader as a part of the picture and describes this concept from Mikhail Bakhtin “as a dialogue among 
several writings: that of the writer, the addressee (or the character), and the contemporary or earlier 
cultural context.” 
173 Kristeva, Desire in Language, 36, uses translinguistic science again from Bakhtin to describe 
practices which “operate through and across language, while remaining irreducible to its categories as 
they are presently assigned.”  
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smaller texts and a larger context. What Kristeva has described of all texts is 
especially transparent in relation to canonical texts, namely that they are “constructed 
of a mosaic of quotations.”174 Intertextuality as a part of this description speaks of this 
dialogue within the canonical text. 
Canonical intertextuality should not be confused with some sort of source 
excavation,175 where pursuit of the original event or text is the main goal,176 whether 
from a pre-critical177 or critical perspective,178 though of course the canonical text 
retains tension/dialogue in relation to these enterprises. It is also not inner-biblical 
exegesis in the normal sense where one text is produced by exegesis of another 
text.179 Instead, texts exegete one another through their order and overall placement 
together, giving a big picture that would not have been possible if textual units had 
been left by themselves. In one sense it is intratextual where “the biblical canon is 
read as a single interglossing whole”180 and “the meaning is immanent”181 and yet it 
ever highlights the dialogue between these smaller texts with their diachronic and 
synchronic similarities and differences, even noting that the order of texts plays a role 
in interpretation. 
The formulation of this concept of canonical intertextuality has been achieved 
through both deductive and inductive research. The deductive aspect of the research is 
contained in this opening chapter through exploration into the theories of Kristeva, 
Fishbane, Sanders, Childs, Lindbeck, and Steins. The inductive aspect of the research 
is found in the following chapters that focus on the book of Daniel as a test case. The 
                                                 
174 Kristeva, Desire in Language, 66. 
175 Kristeva, Revolution in Poetic Language, 59-60, labeled this the “banal” understanding of the term 
intertextuality which caused her to call the concept transposition instead. 
176 Sanders, Canon and Community: A Guide to Canonical Criticism, notes this interesting 
preoccupying similarity between pre-critical and critical pursuits, 41. John Sailhamer, Introduction to 
Old Testament Theology: A Canonical Approach (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan Publishing 
House, 1995), 36-85, in a chapter entitled “Text or Event” gives an excellent discussion in relation to 
this whole issue. 
177 Wellhausen, Prologomena to the History of Ancient Israel, 3, is the classic though not earliest 
critique of this position where of primary importance from his perspective the composition of the Law 
is challenged and it is hypothesized that “the law of Judaism may also have been its product.”   
178 Rendtorff, Der Text in seiner Endgestalt, 99, notes in critique of the critical perspective and its lack 
of consensus on key textual units, “The value of texts can no longer depend on their early dating, as it 
did for Wellhausen and many others, or on their usefulness as historical sources, as some modern 
scholars claim. We have to learn to take biblical texts seriously for their own sake, from whatever 
period and in whatever context they appear.” 
179 Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel, 2, develops this concept in detail, whereas the 
exegetical tradition did not begin in the post-biblical era but during the biblical era.  
180 Lindbeck, “Atonement and the Hermeneutics of Intratextual Social Embodiment,” in The Nature of 
Cofession: Evangelicals and Postliberals in Conversation, 226. 
181 Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine: Religion and Theology in a Postliberal Age, 114.  
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next chapter explores trends in relation to the interpretation of the book of Daniel. 
Two chapters demonstrate canonical intertextuality through the whole of the 
Masoretic text of the book of Daniel. One chapter explores examples of canonical 
intertextuality in relation to other particular texts in the Old Testament as well as the 
overall placement of the book of the Daniel in the Old Testament. The final chapter 
explores canonical intertextuality through quotes from Daniel in the New Testament. 
Though the nuanced concept of canonical intertextuality is unique, the examination on 
a broad scale is in particular a unique contribution to present research. 
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2. Three Approaches to the Interpretation of Daniel 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 Interpretation of the Book of Daniel can be easily divided into three groups. 
Those who date the composition of the book from the Babylonian exile, those who 
date the composition of the book from the Maccabean era, and those who see 
evidence that spans the two time periods. Of those in either the early or later era there 
is a similarity of approach, namely an apologetic for their respective dating of the 
book. Further, those who have an early date normally view the text of the book as 
representing actual historical events from the lives of Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and 
Azariah. Those who opt for a later date normally view the book as fiction. Those who 
see evidence spanning the two time periods find material that has come from an 
earlier time period and has been interpreted for a later time period. This position may 
be identified more as historical texts but not in reference to historical events. One may 
well note how deeply tied the interpretation of the book of Daniel is to its theorized 
development. 
 In the following a series of introductions, whether from articles or 
commentaries, will be followed in relation to these trends in interpretation. 
Introductions have been chosen because of their summary nature and the fact that 
“decisions about the way a biblical book originated, developed, and achieved final 
form” are found in their pages.182 After moving through a survey of these particular 
approaches to the interpretation of Daniel, a clear case will be made for the book of 
Daniel as a case in point for canonical intertextuality, where the development of the 
text is tied to a series of intertextual relationships. As important as the question of 
authorship is, especially in the realm of apologetics, this is a study in interpretation. 
 
2.2 Babylonian Era 
 R. Dick Wilson in his article on “The book of Daniel” in the ISBE devotes 
only a paragraph to the “Divisions of the Book.”183 He understands the book to be 
broken into two main sections. The first section represents a series of historical events 
in relation to “Daniel and his three companions” in chapters 1-6. The second section 
                                                 
182 Christopher Seitz in Prophecy and Hermeneutics: Toward a New Introduction to the Prophets 
(Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Acedemics, 2007), 41, makes this claim in relation to introductions of 
times past, but the statement seems also to be applicable to recent introductions. 
183 R. Dick Wilson, “The Book of Daniel,” in International Standard Bible Encyclopedia: Volume II 
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is comprised of “some visions of Daniel concerning the great world-empires, esp. in 
relation to the kingdom of God.”184 Strive as one might to find further clues into the 
interpretation of the book of Daniel, the rest of the article is devoted to an apologetic 
for the early date and authenticity of the book of Daniel, defending the predictions, 
the miracles, the text, the language, and the historical statements of the book. 
 Gleason Archer in his A Survey of Old Testament Introduction devotes a three-
page outline to his interpretation of the book of Daniel.185 The book is a series of units 
and 
  
represents a collection of his memoirs made at the end of a long and eventful 
career which included government service from the reign of Nebuchadnezzar 
in the 590s to the reign of Cyrus the Great in the 530s. The appearance of 
Persian technical terms indicates a final recension of these memoirs at a time 
when Persian terminology had already infiltrated into the vocabulary of 
Aramaic.186 
 
The rest of the material is devoted to an apologetic for both the early date and 
authenticity of the book of Daniel. He sees chapters 2, 7, and 8 as agreeing in a 
symbolic way that the kingdoms being identified are “Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece, 
and Rome.”187 In connection with this diachronic observation he further states: 
 
There can be no doubt that the description given in Daniel 11:40-45 relative to 
the latter end of the little horn does not at all correspond to the manner in 
which Antiochus Epiphanes met his death; there is a definite break in the 
prophetic relation beginning at 11:40.188 
 
The book is then interpreted not to support the Maccabean era focus but a further push 
into a time past the Maccabean era. 
 R. K. Harrison in his Introduction to the Old Testament notes: 
 
While the narratives and visions are set in general chronological order, the 
visions commence before the stories come to an end. This general arrangement 
would suggest that if the work was not actually written by Daniel himself in 
the sixth century B.C., it was compiled shortly thereafter, and in the view of 
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the present writer it was extant not later than the middle of the fifth century 
B.C.189 
 
These comments allow for a similar interpretation that combines Wilson’s and 
Archer’s understanding of the book. The historical material is found in the first six 
chapters and “the remainder of the book deals with visions that emphasized the 
destiny of the Hebrews in relationship to Gentile kingdoms.”190 With this said the 
majority of the chapter, like Wilson and Archer, is dedicated to an apologetic for the 
early date and the authenticity of the book. 
 What one may well note is that the interpretation of the book of Daniel is tied 
in a key way to the events to which they are connected. This is to say that the primary 
purpose is to recount the historical events that are contained within the book. The 
visions represented in the second half of the book are to be seen as foretelling with a 
decided shift from the Maccabean Era as the focal point. Through the sheer volume of 
the apologetic in each presentation there is a need to understand these positions as 
against the Maccabean Era position.   
 
2.3 Maccabean Era 
 Norman W. Porteous in his commentary titled Daniel makes a standard 
presentation of an opposite position from the forgoing discussion. The breakdown of 
the book differs little from the previous discussion: 
 
The book of Daniel contains twelve chapters, the first six containing stories 
about a Jewish captive, Daniel, and his three young compatriots at the court of 
Nebuchadnezzar and his successors Babylonian, Median and Persian, and the 
last six containing a series of visions which came to Daniel and were 
interpreted to him by angelic agency. The first of the visions (ch. 7) has its 
parallel in Nebuchadnezzar’s dream (ch. 2) and links the two parts together.191 
 
He further sees that “[t]he only element of genuine prophecy relates to the anticipated 
death of Antiochus and the expected intervention of God in the establishment of his 
kingdom.”192 Though he does not explicitly connect his position with ancient witness 
he makes the simple observation that Daniel is found in the Writings and not in the 
Prophets in the “Palestinian Jewish Canon,” all of which is in distinction to the place 
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that Daniel has in “the Latter Prophets in the Greek Canon, which . . . was 
determinative for the early Christian view of the book.”193 The former position is 
supported by Josephus who “makes it clear by implication (Antiq. XII.7.6) that the 
reference in the Book of Daniel was to something that happened during the reign of 
Antiochus IV Epiphanes in the second century BC.”194 All this is in distinction to the 
Christian position where Matthew 24:15 and the “socalled ‘abomination of 
desolation’, of which Daniel spoke” refers to “something that is still future in the time 
of Christ.”195 The assumption is that by putting Daniel in the Writings, it was not to be 
viewed as prophetic (foretelling?) and in connection with the details from Josephus it 
must be from the contemporary era of which the visions speak. This position, he 
asserts, goes all the way back to “the neo-Platonist Porphyry, as we know from 
Jerome” and maintains “the modern critical view that the Book of Daniel was 
Maccabaean.”196 With this distinction the Book of Daniel is to be viewed as 
apocalyptic and as having similar characteristics with other “books like Enoch, the 
Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, Baruch, the Assumption of Moses, II Esdras and 
even Christian Apocalypses like the Ascension of Isaiah and the Book of 
Revelation.”197 Daniel, like other Jewish Apocalyptic, is to be viewed as a work of 
pseudonymity.198 He agrees with Rowley that the author intended the book (at least 
the Aramaic sections) “to encourage those who were suffering under the persecution 
of Antiochus Epiphanes.”199 The possible affinities with Daniel in Ezekiel (14:14, 20; 
28:3) “cannot be an exilic figure, though he may have suggested a name for the 
latter.”200 An important comparison is made between chapters 1-6 and the Joseph 
narratives in Genesis “as illustrating the pride of the Jew that members of his race 
were able to play an important part at foreign courts and even win recognition for 
their religion from pagan potentates.”201 In any case chapter 7 is what binds the whole 
of the book together, linking narrative and apocalypse together.202 The interpretation 
of the book is tied with a heavy apologetic for the Maccabaean dating of the book. 
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The book is then interpreted as an apocalyptic book similar to others from the same 
era, including pseudonymity. It is a work of literature given as an encouragement to 
those who are suffering persecution from Antiochus Epiphanes. 
 W. Sibley Towner in his commentary titled Daniel outlines the book as a 
series of court scenes in chapters 1-6 and 7-12, which offer “[t]hree distinct 
apocalypses and a lengthy prayer with angelic response, all presenting slightly 
different scenarios of the coming End” that “culminate in the terrifying prospect of 
divine intervention and the resurrection of the dead.”203 The simple outline is 
accompanied by five assumptions from which he operates for the rest of his book. The 
first assumption is that “Daniel is a non-historical personage modeled by the author(s) 
of the book after the ancient worthy who is linked in Ezekiel 14:14, 20 with righteous 
Noah and righteous Job, and who is described (Ezek. 28:3) as a wise man.”204 The 
second assumption is that the book is the work of several authors, representing two 
main time periods. The opening six chapters “are assumed to have come down from 
the third century B.C. or even somewhat earlier” and “[t]hree apocalypses and the 
prayer vision . . . can be dated rather more precisely to the first third of the second 
century B.C.”205 The third assumption is that the authors of the text of Daniel “acted 
and thought like its heroes, Daniel and his three friends” and they should be identified 
as Hasideans that are witnessed to in 1 Maccabees 2:42 and 7:13-17.206 The fourth 
assumption is that “[t]he hasidim who completed the Book of Daniel drew from the 
wisdom tradition of their people for the stories about Daniel and his fellow heroes” 
that included literature from “the canonical Book of Esther, and in the apocryphal 
novelettes of Judith and Tobit, in the tales of the three young courtiers of I Esdras 3-4, 
as well as in the beloved international tale of Ahiqar.”207 Daniel in this wisdom 
tradition is pictured as the new Joseph.208 The fifth assumption is that apocalyptic is a 
sub-type of eschatology.209 Apocalypse is distinguished from realistic eschatology in 
that it “has been dramatically amplified in a cosmic direction.”210 This form of 
apocalyptic can be found also in Isaiah 24-27, Zechariah 9-14, Joel 2:28-3:21 and 
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Daniel 7-12.211 The whole interpretive scheme supports the goal of giving 
encouragement to “observant Jews in the days of Antiochus IV Epiphanes.”212 As 
with Porteous, the book is interpreted as an apocalyptic book with similar 
characteristics to other works of the same era, giving encouragement to the hasidim 
suffering persecution from Antiochus Epiphanes. 
 Werner H. Schmidt in his Old Testament Introduction begins his chapter on 
Daniel with this statement, “There is probably no piece of OT literature that has 
elicited so great a response as the book of Daniel with its teaching on the four empires 
(2; 7) and its expectation of the Son of man (7:13f.).”213 The book is divided into the 
two main sections of stories and legends in chapters 1-6 and visions in 7-12.214 The 
author is someone from “the beginning of the Maccabean period” who connects the 
name Daniel with “a figure who had from time immemorial been regarded as 
righteous and wise.”215 Confirmation of this date is found in the Hebrew canon 
placing Daniel in the Writings and not the Prophets due to its late date.216 He claims 
that “the visionary or historical presentation repeatedly has in mind Antiochus IV 
Epiphanes (2:4ff.; 7:8, 20ff.; 8:9ff., 23ff.; 9:26ff.; 11:21ff.), who did away with the 
cult in Jerusalem in 167 B.C. (8:12f.; 9:27; 11:31, 36f.) and tried to hellenize Judaism 
by force.”217 These claims are somewhat tempered by the recognition that the overall 
composition is somewhat uneven due to the author “making extensive use of old 
narrative material that knows nothing yet of the tribulations in the time of Antiochus 
IV.”218 In chapters 7-12 “[t]he dating of the imminent end-time, which is to dawn 
about three and a half years after Antiochus’s desecration of the temple, become 
clearer in the course of the visions (7:25; 8:14; 9:24ff.; 12:7), until it undergoes a 
slight correction (by the author himself? by a third party?) in the light of the actual 
historical course of events (12:11f.).”219 Though Antiochus IV meets his demise in a 
different way than Daniel 11:40ff. suggests, it still “marks the beginning of the end-
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time, and the punishment of the evildoer signals the reversal of Israel’s tribulation.”220 
Though some of the materials are seen as predating the Maccabean era, they are still 
to be understood as being crafted in their present form from and for this era.  
 In distinction to the Babylonian era position, the text and its historical 
referents are almost reversed. The Babylonian era position sees the whole of the book 
tied to the events with which they describe; chapters 1-6 have particular historical 
events to which they are associated. The visions from this perspective that are 
described in chapters 2 and 7-12 are future and had no historical event with which to 
tie it. The Maccabean era position views the whole situation opposite. Chapters 2 and 
7-12 have their reference in the particular historical events that are past and present. 
Chapters 1-6 do not have a historical referent but are literary devises used to 
encourage those who are suffering under the apocalyptic visions represented by 
chapters 2 and 7-12. 
 
2.4 Spanning the Time Periods 
 Gerhard von Rad in his Theologie des Alten Testaments Band 2 subtitled Die 
Theologie der prophetischen Überlieferungen Israels prefaces his treatment to the 
book of Daniel with an overview of apocalypse.221 Apocalypse speaks “von einer Art 
Fernerwartung” and: 
 
Erstaunlicherweise hat sich die religiöse Hoffnung Israels aber doch noch 
einmal und zwar unter ganz anderen Voraussetzungen und in Konzeptionen 
von einer bisher noch nicht erreichten universalen Weite ausgesprochen, in der 
Apokalyptik.222 
 
He gives a more precise definition just a sentence later: 
 
Am sichersten ist es, wenn man sich auf das beschränkt, was wissenschaftlich 
greifbar ist, nämilich auf ein bestimmtes literarisches Phänomen innerhalb des 
Spätjudentums, also auf jene Gruppe pseudepigraphischer „Apokalypsen“ von 
Daniel bis zur syrischen Baruchapokalypse.223 
 
With these distinctions from prophetic literature and this definition, von Rad argues 
that apocalyptic literature has its background in two earlier forms of literature, namely 
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prophetic and wisdom literature. The connection with prophetic literature is traced to 
the preoccupation with the “Eschata.”224 However, the key distinction is to be found 
in the picture of YHWH. The plans of YHWH in earlier prophetic literature were 
moveable “weil Jahwes Pläne beweglich waren.”225 This is in distinction to 
apocalyptic literature where God has already counted and numbered everything.226 
The connection with wisdom literature is seen in the descriptions of the key characters 
as “höfischen Weisen” (Daniel), “Schreiber der Gerechtigkeit” (Enoch) and 
“Schreiber der Wissenschaft des Höchsten” (Ezra), who deal with proverbs and 
interpretations.227 This detail explains the aforementioned difference between 
prophetic and apocalyptic literature. The roots in wisdom literature add these concepts 
of “Beschaffenheit” and “Ordnungen” that are so prevalent in apocalyptic 
literature.228 
 With this background von Rad makes this statement in relation to the book of 
Daniel: “Die Danielforschung hat es uns doch gelehrt, was für ein langes und 
kompliziertes Wachstum hinter den apoklyptischen Stoffen liegt, die weit in die 
vorapokalyptischen Zeit zurückreichen.”229 This seems to differ from the previous 
Maccabean era positions in that the material from the chapters 1, 3-6 and 9 all 
represent material that does not come from this (late) period in which apocalyptic 
material was so prevalent.230 Further even with the parallels between chapters 2 and 7, 
chapters 1-6 are thought to represent “den relativ ältesten Überlieferungsstoff des 
Buches.”231 Chapter 2, coming from a later period than the rest of the material from 
this section, is viewed as having more in common with “das Alexanderreich” than 
with “Antiochus Epiphanes.”232 However, with this nuance the difference is made 
clear. Chapters 7-12 represent the latest material in the book with chapter 7 serving as 
a pivot point between the first section of legends and the second section of 
apocalyptic material. Chapter 7 is the oldest material from this complex and renews 
the material for a new situation.233 Chapters 8-12, the youngest of the material, serve 
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to give “die Dauer der Notzeit und den Beginn der Wende zum Heil zeitlich zu 
fixieren.”234 This scheme of reinterpretation of older material is seen within the book 
of Daniel as it interprets itself but is also found in its reinterpretation of the Joseph 
narratives and the seventy years from Jeremiah.235 Von Rad’s position views the text 
as having significantly older material than is represented in the Maccabean era 
position. By no means does he attempt to identify Daniel as a historical person as in 
the Babylonian era position, but some of the material does date from this time period. 
The book then is viewed as a series of texts from particular time periods that grows 
through further interpretation. 
 Brevard Childs in his Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture moves 
out from this already quoted premise: 
 
I am now convinced that the relation between the historical critical study of 
the Bible and its theological use as religious literature within a community of 
faith and practice needs to be completely rethought. Minor adjustments are not 
only inadequate, but also conceal the extent of the dry rot.236 
 
By this he does not mean that earlier tools and observations are worthless, as he in 
fact uses them all, but that the foundation from which these tools and observations 
flow needs to be replaced.237 His key critique of critical scholarship in relation to the 
book of Daniel is found in the assertion that “the final redactional stamp on the entire 
book was almost universally regarded as Hellenistic.”238 To challenge this he is 
“interested in exploring how the book of Daniel was heard by Jews in the post-
Maccabean period,” which of course relates to the questions of “how did the book of 
Daniel originally function in its Maccabean context” and “how was this original 
function altered by its new canonical role.”239 Childs’s breakdown of the book should 
not be surprising at this point: “In terms of its structure the book falls into two clearly 
distinct parts. The first 6 chapters present stories about Daniel and his friends in a 
style in which the third person narrative dominates. In the last 6 chapters the visions 
of Daniel are offered, chiefly in a first person style.”240 The opening six chapters are 
apparently in reference to an actual Daniel from the Babylonian era who had at least 
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one vision in chapter 2. However, the book itself then has subsequent material that 
“bears a clear Hellenistic stamp” in the vision of chapter 7 in which “[t]he Maccabean 
author had received the ancient prophecy of Daniel [found in chapter 2] which spoke 
of the rise and fall of the four world empires before the end.”241 This “same exegetical 
move” is seen in chapter 8, where the focus is “on the last two within the original 
vision.”242 Chapter 9, with its reinterpretation of Jeremiah from seventy years to 
seventy weeks of years, is the hinge that connects 10-12 with the rest of the book. 
“Finally, the last vision in chs. 10-11 with an epilogue in ch. 12 once again explicitly 
develops the themes of ch. 2 along with the interpretation of chs. 7-9.”243 Though 
Childs claims there is this “Hellenistic stamp” in the later half of the book, he makes 
clear: 
 
It should be remembered that nowhere did the original author actually identify 
Antiochus by name with the evil one. The Maccabean author continued to 
work within the framework of Daniel’s prophetic vision and carried on the 
same idiom. The vision was a mystery, hidden from the human mind, which 
only God could reveal.244 
 
Further, even the numbers that appear so often in the final half the book “were 
allowed to stand uninterpreted without a clear indication of their significance.”245 This 
respect of “Daniel’s prophetic visions” through not naming in particular Antiochus 
and leaving the numbers uninterpreted allows for the book “to be read as scripture in 
the post-Maccabean age.”246 Antiochus, though the historical referent, becomes a type 
“but he himself was not the fulfillment of the vision.”247 Childs essentially takes an 
eclectic approach to his interpretation of Daniel. The early material found in chapters 
1-6 has at least its origin in the Babylonian era. Chapters 7-12 are placed in the 
Maccabean era. Like von Rad, he views the book as growing through interpretation of 
earlier material that he identifies as “revelation of scripture.”248 In essence his 
argument is an apologetic for how “[t]he Maccabean dating of the book does not 
undercut the validity of the witness when it is properly understood.”249 
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 Herbert Niehr describes the structure of the book of Daniel in different terms 
using the Hebrew-Aramaic-Hebrew structure to interpret the book. From this scheme 
the first section would be the introduction in 1:1-2:4a, which is in Hebrew. The 
second main section would be the main portion of the book found in 2:4b-7:28, which 
is in Aramaic. The third and final section is a group of expansions based on the 
visions of chapters 2 and 7 in chapters 8-12, which are in Hebrew again.250 In this 
schema chapters 2-7 form the heart of the book that is chiastically shaped, with 2 and 
7 having a dream/vision and an interpretation, 3 and 6 contain stories that end in a 
doxology, 4 and 5 have a dream/appearance and interpretation, and at the center of it 
all is the confession of Nebuchadnezzar in 4:31-32, recognizing God’s sovereign 
rule.251 The visions in chapters 8-12 only serve to underscore the central message of 
God’s sovereign rule. Though Niehr outlines five different approaches from the 
present time to the development of the book of Daniel, they are all some form of this 
present category, where Daniel is understood to have an extended Enstehungsprozess 
(509-511). His own assessment is, “Die entscheidende Zeit für die Herausbildung des 
Danielbuches stellt die erste Hälfte des 2.Jh.s v.Chr. dar. Diese Zeit ist 
gekennzeichnet durch die Hellenisierung Vorderasiens und damit auch Palästinas, 
welches zur seleukidischen Machtsphäre gehörte.”252 
 
2.5 Summary 
Through a survey of these different perspectives, one notes the importance of 
especially diachronic issues in relation to the interpretation of the text. It is only in 
relation to the third perspective that synchronic issues play a significant role. For the 
Babylonian era position the most important interpretive issue is that the book is 
actually connected with the historical persons and events described within its pages. 
The book then is a collection of biographical and autobiographical texts strung 
together along a historical timeline. The book becomes primarily prophetic in 
perspective, but is certainly filled with admirable examples. For the Maccabean era 
the most important issue is that the book is actually connected with the events in the 
Maccabean era. The stories in the opening section certainly give an example of how 
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to live in such an apocalyptic time, but they also serve to give credence to the 
message in the latter half of the book.  
 The views of von Rad and Childs represent something of a different nature. 
These views have elements that stem from the Babylonian era and the Maccabean era 
and even beyond. Further, the book represents a text that has grown through a 
convergence of reflection on earlier material found in the Old Testament as well as in 
its own pages, where one can actually locate this convergence of diachronic and 
synchronic tension. What is interesting is that, though this perspective actually 
represents a break from both previous positions, both authors give a strong apologetic 
for connection with the previous positions, including Childs’s comments from his 
preface. The reality of this new phase of understanding is seen in the present state of 
Daniel research as outlined by Niehr that shows only varied forms of this approach.253 
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3. Canonical Intertextuality: 
Daniel 1-6 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 The book of Daniel contains a series of diachronic indicators that from a 
literary standpoint divide the whole book into smaller scenes. The diachronic 
indicators serve not as simple chronological indicators wherein the reader is to follow 
the book through a linear timeline or even to reorganize the book chronologically. 
Instead these diachronic indicators reveal tension within the text. Why does the text 
not follow a simple chronological pattern, especially since these indicators clearly 
separate the text into smaller units? Could the text not be simply rearranged or would 
this unravel what has been interpreted together? 
3.2 The Scenes  
The book of Daniel is clearly divided into ten discreet scenes.254 Each of these 
scenes is distinguished from one another through a superscription of sorts that gives 
the initial setting for what is to follow. In several instances these superscriptions give 
clear chronological indications: 
 
  aB'ä hd'_Why>-%l,m,( ~yqIåy"Ahy> tWkßl.m;l. vAlêv' tn:åv.Bi 1:1 
`h'yl,([' rc;Y"ïw: ~÷Il;Þv'Wry> lb,²B'-%l,m,( rC:ôan<d>k;Wbn> 
In the third year of the reign of Jehoiakim, king of Judah, 
Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, went into Jerusalem and 
besieged it. 
 
  ~l;îx' rC;ên<d>k;bu(n> ‘tWkl.m;l. ~yIT;ªv. tn:åv.biW 2:1 
`wyl'([' ht'îy>h.nI Atàn"v.W AxêWr ~[,P'ät.Tiw: tAm+l{x] rC:ßn<d>k;bu(n> 
And in the second year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, 
Nebuchadnezzar dreamed dreams and his spirit was disturbed and 
his sleep was done upon him. 
 
  rb:ïK. at'_Wkl.m; lBeÞq; a'yd'm' ‘vw<y"’r>d'w> 6:1 
`!yTe(r>t;w> !yTiîvi !ynIßv. 
And Darius the Mede received the kingdom as a son of 62 years. 
 
  ~l,xeä ‘laYEnID' lb,êB' %l,m,ä ‘rC;v;al.bel. hd'ªx] tn:åv.Bi 7:1 
 vareî bt;êk. am'äl.x, ‘!yId;’aBe Hbe_K.v.mi-l[;( HveÞare ywEïz>x,w> hz"ëx] 
`rm:)a] !yLiÞmi 
In the first year of Belshazzar the king of Babylon, Daniel saw a 
dream and the visions of his head upon his bed .Then he wrote the 
dream, the sum of the words. He said: 
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Introduction and Commentary (New York, London, Toronto, Sydney, Auckland: Doubleday, 1978), 9, 
Hartman argues: “This book is unique among all the books of the Bible, Old and New Testament, in 
that each of these sections forms a distinct unit separable from the rest.” 
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  !Azùx' %l,M,_h; rC:åv;al.Be tWkßl.m;l. vAlêv' tn:åv.Bi 8:1 
`hL'(xiT.B; yl;Þae ha'îr.NIh; yre²x]a; laYEënId' ynIåa] ‘yl;ae ha'Ûr>nI 
In the third year of the reign of Belshazzar, the king, a vision 
appeared to me, I, Daniel, after the one appearing to me in the 
beginning. 
 
  yd'_m' [r;Z<åmi vArßwEv.x;a]-!B, vw<y"±r>d'l. tx;ªa; tn:åv.Bi 9:1 
`~yDI(f.K; tWkïl.m; l[;Þ %l;êm.h' rv<åa] 
In the first year of Darius, the son of Ahasuerus, from the seed of 
the Medes, who was made king upon the kingdom of the Chaldeans. 
 
  hl'äg>nI ‘rb'D' sr;êP' %l,m,ä ‘vr,Ak’l. vAlªv' tn:åv.Bi 10:1 
 ab'äc'w> ‘rb'D'h; tm,Ûa/w< rC:+av;j.l.Be Amßv. ar'îq.nI-rv,a] laYEënId")l. 
`ha,(r>M;B; Alß hn"ybiîW rb'êD'h;-ta, ‘!ybiW lAdêg" 
In the third year of Cyrus, king of Persia, a word was revealed to 
Daniel, whose name was called Belteshazzar, and the word is truth 
and is a great war and he considered255 the word and there was 
understanding to him in the appearance. 
    
With the exception of 6:1 each superscription uses tn:åv.Bi (in the year of), in Aramaic 
and Hebrew, with reference to a particular ruler and the year of his rule. What is 
striking about this list is that the overall narrative of the book does not move in a 
completely chronological fashion with regard to these changes in scene. When the 
second set of changes in scene (3:1; 4:1; 5:1) are added this feature is enhanced: 
 
  ‘HmeWr bh;êd>-yDI( ~leäc. ‘db;[] aK'ªl.m; rC:ån<d>k;Wbn>  3:1 
 tn:ßydIm.Bi ar'êWD t[;äq.biB. ‘Hmeyqia] tvi_ !yMiäa; HyEßt'P. !yTiêvi !yMiäa; 
`lb,(B' 
Nebuchadnezzar, the king, made an image of gold. Its height was 
sixty cubits and its width was six cubits. He set it up in the valley of 
Dura in the province of Babylon. 
  
  !n:ß[.r;w> ytiêybeB. ‘tywEh] hleÛv. rC;ªn<d>k;Wbn> hn"åa]  4:1 
`yli(k.yheB. 
I, Nebuchadnezzar, was at ease in my house and one flourishing in 
my palace. 
 
  yhiAnàb'r>b.r;l. br;ê ~x,äl. ‘db;[] aK'ªl.m; rC:åav;l.Be  5:1 
`hte(v' ar'îm.x; aP'Þl.a; lbeîq\l'w> @l:+a] 
Belshazzar, the king, made a great feast for a thousand of his chiefs 
and in view of this the thousand was drinking wine. 
 
                                                 
255 BDB, 106, lists !yBi in this instance as a Qal, perfect, 3 person, masculine singular. GKC, § 73, lists 
!yBi  in this instance as a “shortened” Hiph‘il, perfect, 3rd person, masculine, singular. Rudolf Meyer, 
Hebräische Grammatik (Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1992), 269, gives a similar 
explanation to GKC stating, “Die Formengleichheit des Imperf. mit dem Hi. bewirkt mitunter ein 
sekundäres Perf. Hi., so bei !yBi „bemerken, einsehen“: !ybihe, das möglicherweise in !ybiW „und er gab 
acht“ (Da. 10,1) in verkürzter Gestalt vorliegt.”    
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It is fairly easy to reorder the narrative based on the book’s own references to time 
and inferred narrative connections.256 1:1 begins with the besieging of Jerusalem. 2:1 
moves into the second year of Nebuchadnezzar’s reign (presumably over 
Jerusalem).257 3:1, inferred from the elevation of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego 
in 2:49, follows the scene chronologically from the previous chapter. 4:1 sits in an 
indefinable time after the events of chapter 2 but before the reign of Belshazzar. The 
next identifiable scene chronologically is indicated with 7:1 during the first year of 
Belshazzar’s reign, followed by 8:1 during the third year of his reign and then by 5:1 
which marks the end of his reign. 6:1 marks the next chronological point of the 
narrative with Darius’s receiving of the kingdom and appointing of new leadership 
and followed by the scene in 9:1. Though the narrative retreats through direct speech 
into events in the first year of Darius’s reign in 11:1, the final scene actually begins 
with the superscription in 10:1 during the third year of Cyrus’s reign. 
 Each of these statements marks a decided break between these scenes in the 
narrative. Most of these breaks are marked by clear changes in time (1:1; 2:1; 6:1; 7:1; 
8:1; 9:1; 10:1) and sometimes these changes are marked by a change of setting: 
Nebuchadnezzar making a giant image (3:1), an unspecified time when 
Nebuchadnezzar had a disturbing dream in his palace (4:1-2) and a time at the very 
end of Belshazzar’s reign when he had an idolatrous feast with the vessels from the 
Jewish temple (5:1-2, 30).  
 Though one could speak of a general chronological flow of the book, moving 
from Nebuchadnezzar’s besieging of Jerusalem to the third year of the reign of Cyrus, 
the text does not move in a purely chronological order. These narrative units could be 
easily reconstructed chronologically based on the above time schema, which would 
                                                 
256 Porteous, Daniel, 39, appears to view these superscriptions as meaningless: “The discrepancy 
between 1.5 and 18 and 2.1 need not be taken seriously, since the dates in this book do not imply a 
genuine historical context.” Regardless of the apparent discrepancy between the “event” and the “text” 
they are a part of the actual text. See again the discussion in Sailhamer, Introduction to Old Testament 
Theology, 36-85. Michael Hilton, “Babel Reversed—Daniel Chapter 5,” in JSOT 66 (1995): 103, notes 
this tendency in distinction to medieval rabbinic commentators, “Modern biblical scholars, who see the 
Daniel stories as a body of legendary material, are not concerned about the lack of historical accuracy; 
however, the names of the kings given in Daniel were of great concern to the medieval rabbinic 
commentators, who discussed in detail how far the accounts given in Daniel could be reconciled with 
the other sources familiar to them.” 
257 Rashi states, “Now in the second year of Nebuchadnezzar’s reign It is impossible to say this, 
except that [it happened] in the second year after the destruction of the Temple. So it is taught in Seder 
Olam (ch. 28), and Scripture called it “of Nebuchadnezzar’s reign,” because he demonstrated his 
insolence by entering the Inner Sanctum of the Sovereign of the Universe,” 
http://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/16485/showrashi/true/jewish/Chapter-2.htm (accessed 
January 9, 2009). 
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create an interesting interplay between Aramaic and Hebrew texts. The fact that 
chapters 2-7 with the exception of 2:1-4a are written in Aramaic suggests that this 
complex was fixed at an earlier time than the rest of the narrative since it serves as the 
catalyst for the rest of the book.  
 However, the striking feature remains that these clear narrative units have 
been ordered for a purpose other than following a strict chronology to form a larger 
text. The narrative texts (1-6) have been placed together in chronological order and 
Daniel’s vision texts (7-12) have also been placed together in chronological order. 
This overall reordering seems to indicate that these narrative scenes existed at one 
point separate from one another but have been (re)ordered for a purpose other than 
following a strict chronology, namely grouping thematically similar texts together.258 
In the structure of the book there is a built-in tension between time and interpretation, 
where the time has been retained and yet (re)ordered for a larger thematic purpose. 
 
3.3 Chapter 1 
 Clearly chapter 1 introduces the key characters and setting from which the rest 
of the book embarks. The opening verse transitions from the time of the kings of 
Judah to the reign of Nebuchadnezzar. The holy articles from the temple are moved 
from “the house of God” (~yhiêl{a/h'(-tybe) to “the treasure house of his gods” (rc:ïAa tyBe 
wyh'(l{a/) with “his” being Nebuchadnezzar, a detail that will be revisited in chapter 5. 
The key character of the book, Daniel, and his three friends, Hananiah, Mishael and 
Azariah, are found to be handpicked young men with a particular lineage “from the 
sons of Israel and from the seed of the royalty and from the nobles” (lae²r'f.yI ynEôB.mi 
~ymi(T.r>P;h;(-!miW hk'ÞWlM.h; [r;Z<ïmiW) and with particular physical and mental characteristics: 
 
                                                 
258 In Hartman and Di Lella, The Book of Daniel, 9, Hartman argues that “[a]ny of one of the ten 
sections could have existed independently of any of the others” and “the book seems to be a collection 
of once isolated mini-works brought together.” John J. Collins, “Current Issues in the Study of Daniel,”  
vol. 1 of The Book of Daniel, eds. John J. Collins and Peter Flint (Leiden, Boston, Köln: Brill, 2001), 3, 
substantiates this argument only in relation to chapters 4-6: “The existence of such variant texts [found 
in the Old Greek translation of chapters 4-6] suggests that these chapters once circulated apart from the 
rest of the book, and that the tales may have been transmitted orally for a period.” Edgar Kellenberger, 
“Überlegungen zur Gleichzeitigkeit von Schriftlischer und Mündlicher Überlieferung,” Communio 
Viatorum 45/3 (2003): 194, sees these differences in chapters 4-6 as a cooperation between oral and 
written transmission: “Wenn wir hingegen unsere Vorstellung von einer rein schriftlichen 
Überlieferung verlassen und stattdessen ein Mitwirken mündlichen Erzählens in Variationen 
annehmen, so wird für mich verständlich, warum sich der Text allen hypothetischen 
Ausscheidungsversuchen widersetzt. Ich rechne mit einem laufendem Prozess von (kleineren) 
Hinzufügungen und Weglassungen, wie es beim mündlichen Tradieren natürlich ist.” 
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  ha,ør>m; ybe’Ajw> ~wamu-lK' ~h,äB'-!yae( rv<åa] ~ydIäl'y> 4 
 x;Koå ‘rv,a]w: [D'êm; ynEåybim.W ‘t[;d;’ y[ed>yOÝw> hm'ªk.x'-lk'B. ~yliäyKif.m;W 
`~yDI(f.K; !Avïl.W rp,seÞ ~d'îM.l;l]W¥ %l,M,_h; lk;äyheB. dmoß[]l; ~h,êB' 
Boys in whom there is not any defect and ones good of appearance 
and ones having insight in all wisdom and knowing knowledge and 
discerning knowledge and who have strength in them to stand in 
the palace of the king and to teach them the writing and language 
of the Chaldeans. 
  
All of these characteristics set the stage for the following encounters that these four 
will have with Nebuchadnezzar and further Daniel with Belshazzar, as they “stand in 
the palace of the king.” The rest of the chapter represents a series of contrasts between 
these four young men and the new kingdom in which they find themselves. They will 
no longer retain their given names: 
 
  rC;ªav;j.l.Beä laYE÷nId")l. ~f,Y"“w: tAsm+ve ~ysiÞyrIS'h; rf:ï ~h,²l' ~f,Y"ôw: 7 
`Ag*n> dbeî[] hy"ßr>z:[]l;w> %v;êyme laeäv'ymi(l.W %r;êd>v; ‘hy"n>n:x]l;(w> 
And the chief of the eunuchs put names to them and he put to 
Daniel Belshazzar and to Hananiah Shadrach, and to Mishael 
Meshach, and to Azariah Abednego. 
  
Rather than eating “the delicacies of the king”(%l,M,Þh; gB;ît.p;B.) the four are granted 
permission to eat “from the vegetables” (~y[i²roZEh;-!mi) and are found after a time of 
testing to be “fatter in flesh that all the boys” (~ydIêl'y>h;-lK'-!mi rf"+B' yaeÞyrIb.).This is 
followed by the young men distinguishing themselves at the end of their time of 
training not just among their “graduating class” but among the key representatives of 
the kingdom: 
 
  hy"ën>n:x] laYEånId'K. ~L'êKumi ‘ac'm.nI al{Üw> è%l,M,h; é~T'ai rBEåd;y>w: 19 
 tm;äk.x' ‘rb;D> lkoªw> 20`%l,M,(h; ynEïp.li Wdßm.[;Y:)w: hy"+r>z:[]w: laeÞv'ymi( 
 l[;Û tAdªy" rf,[,ä ~aeúc'm.YIw:) %l,M,_h; ~h,Þme vQEïBi-rv,a] hn"ëyBi 
`At*Wkl.m;-lk'B. rv<ßa] ~ypiêV'a;h'( ‘~yMijur>x;h;(-lK' 
 `%l,M,(h; vr,Akïl. tx;Þa; tn:ïv.-d[; laYEënID") ‘yhiy>w:) 21 
19 And the king spoke to them and there was no one among them 
like Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah. And they stood 
before the king. 20 And every word of wise understanding which 
the king sought from them and he found them ten hands above all 
the magicians, the conjurers, who were in all his kingdom. 21 And 
Daniel existed until the first year of Cyrus, the king. 
 
In no uncertain terms these contrasts are based in their relationship to God. With 
regard to the exception made in relation to their food the text makes clear: 
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  rf:ï ynEßp.li ~ymi_x]r;l.W¥ ds,x,Þl. laYEënID"å-ta, ‘~yhil{a/h'( !TEÜYIw: 9 
`~ysi(yrIS'h; 
And God gave Daniel kindness and compassion before the chief of 
the eunuchs. 
 
With regard to their extraordinary skill the narrator states: 
 
  [D'îm; ~yhi²l{a/h'( ~h,ól' !t;’n" ~T'ê[.B;r>a; ‘hL,ae’h' ~ydIÛl'y>h;w> 17 
`tAm)l{x]w: !Azàx'-lk'B. !ybiêhe laYEånId'w> hm'_k.x'w> rp,seä-lk'B. lKeÞf.h;w> 
And God gave to these four boys knowledge and to have insight in 
every writing and wisdom. And Daniel gave understanding in every 
vision and dreams. 
 
In these contrasts God is viewed as both the source of their hardship within their new 
context and also as the one who grants them favor and skill within this very same 
situation. Further, without their finding favor also with Nebuchadnezzar, there would 
not be the same potential for peril and need for deliverance. Each of these issues will 
be revisited within the book: the vessels from the temple of God in the temples of 
Nebuchadnezzar in chapter 5, Daniel’s skill with regards to dreams, visions and 
interpretation in chapters 2, 5 and 7-12, and the hardship and favor caused by their 
relationship with God in chapters 2, 3 and 6. With the closing words of chapter 1, a 
bridge is made to the final chapters of the book, moving us from the time of 
Nebuchadnezzar to the first year of Cyrus’s reign and to Daniel alone as the key 
character: 
 
 `%l,M,(h; vr,Akïl. tx;Þa; tn:ïv.-d[; laYEënID") ‘yhiy>w:) 21 
And Daniel existed until the first year of Cyrus, the king. 
 
However, this narrative detail reveals a tension within the larger text of Daniel. It 
clearly closes this narrative unit and brings Daniel clear to the time of “the first year 
of Cyrus” (vr,Akïl. tx;Þa; tn:ïv.), a detail that is different from 10:1 where Daniel is found 
in “in the third year of Cyrus” (vr,Ak’l. vAlªv' tn:åv.Bi). This detail could be viewed as a 
clumsy compositional mistake but serves rather as a hint that this material is a 
collection of smaller narrative units that have been intentionally ordered together, 
retaining at least in this case an indication of their earlier individual purpose as stand-
alone narratives.259 The bridge that this verse creates happens through this purposeful 
collecting and ordering of this text with these other narrative units.  
                                                 
259 James A. Montgomery, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Daniel (Edinburgh: T 
& T Clark, 1927), 137, gives this explanation: “The contradiction with 101, acc. to which Dan. had a 
vision in Cyrus’ 3d year, in the Far Orient, is removed by the critical distinction of cc. 1-6 and 7-12 as 
distinct books.” John J. Collins, A Commentary on the Book of Daniel (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 
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3.4 Chapter 2 
 The opening verse of chapter 2 sets the scene for the events of chapter 2: 
 
  ~l;îx' rC;ên<d>k;bu(n> ‘tWkl.m;l. ~yIT;ªv. tn:åv.biW  1 
`wyl'([' ht'îy>h.nI Atàn"v.W AxêWr ~[,P'ät.Tiw: tAm+l{x] rC:ßn<d>k;bu(n> 
And in the second year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, 
Nebuchadnezzar dreamed dreams. And his spirit was disturbed and 
his sleep was done upon him. 
 
Using the diachronic formula, the time is set during the second year of 
Nebuchadnezzar’s reign. The whole of the narrative of chapter 2 is connected with the 
previous material by means of the conjunction w “and.” Further, the central theme of 
the chapter, Nebuchadnezzar’s disturbing dream, is introduced. The diachronic phrase 
“the second year of Nebuchadnezzar’s reign” (rC;ên<d>k;bu(n> ‘tWkl.m;l. ~yIT;ªv.) again reflects 
the difficulty in trying to understand the book chronologically. Even the apparatus of 
BHS attempts to tackle the issue with this suggestion “prp href.[, ~yTeÛv.” (probably the 
twelfth) with a desire to harmonize this date with the times given in chapter 1, where 
at least three years have already elapsed (cf. 1:6,10). However, it must again be noted 
that chapter 1 spans from Nebuchadnezzar besieging Jerusalem (1:1) to the first of 
Cyrus’s reign (1:21). As there is no clear manuscript evidence to support the 
harmonistic conjecture,260 the text simply retains this tension.261 The opening phrase 
serves not to move the text chronologically, but to mark the beginning of the narrative 
scene and also to locate the following scene in the context of what has already been 
said in the present structure of the text. Though Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and 
Azariah are counted among “the wisemen being killed”262 (!yli_J.q;t.mi( aY"ßm;yKi(x;) in 2:13, 
they are not yet among the official group that stands in the king’s presence: 
                                                                                                                                            
1993), 145, gives this explanation, “The final verse of this introductory chapter indicates the horizon of 
the tales, where the latest event mentioned is the date of Cyrus at 6:28. Subsequently, Dan 10:1 records 
a revelation in the third year of Cyrus. Either the author of the later vision overlooked the apparent 
closure of Daniel’s career according to 1:21 or this passage was not taken as indicating his demise.” 
260 Collins, Daniel, 154, lists the Old Greek translation as found in Papyrus 967 as support for 
“twelfth.” Upon further digital review of the Papyrus is question, http://www.uni-koeln.de/phil-
fak/ifa/NRWakademie/papyrologie/PTheol/PT16_10r.jpg (accessed March 25, 2009), it is not so 
obvious what year the text gives.  
261 Montgomery, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Daniel, 141, concludes his 
discussion of this problem, “Of course there may be simple disagreement with the three years of c. 1, 
that detail with the introductory chap. being on the whole secondary to this story.” Collins, A 
Commentary on the Book of Daniel, 155, concludes his discussion of the same problem, “By far the 
simplest explanation of the date of chap. 2 is that it was not originally composed to fit the context 
provided by chap. 1, and that the editor of the tales did not notice the discrepancy.” 
262 The translation follows Franz Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic (6th. ed.; Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz Verlag, 1995), 59, where the participle is described as indicating “an action that is 
simultaneous with the main action.” Hans Bauer and Pontus Leander, Grammatik des Biblisch-
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  ‘~ypiV.k;m.l;(w> ~ypiªV'a;l'(w> ~yMiøjur>x;l;( aro’q.li %l,M,h;û rm,aYOæw: 2 
`%l,M,(h; ynEïp.li Wdßm.[;Y:)w: Wabo§Y"w: wyt'_mol{x] %l,M,Þl; dyGIïh;l. ~yDIêf.K;l;w> 
And the king said to call to the magicians and to the conjurers and 
to the ones practicing sorcery and to the Chaldeans, to report the 
king’s dreams to him. And they went in. And they stood before the 
king. 
 
The narrative of chapter 2 serves not as an isolated court tale within the present larger 
narrative, but as an example of how Daniel and his companions distinguished 
themselves above those who stood before Nebuchadnezzar in 1:20:263 
 
  ~aeúc'm.YIw:) %l,M,_h; ~h,Þme vQEïBi-rv,a] hn"ëyBi tm;äk.x' ‘rb;D> lkoªw> 20 
`At*Wkl.m;-lk'B. rv<ßa] ~ypiêV'a;h'( ‘~yMijur>x;h;(-lK' l[;Û tAdªy" rf,[,ä 
And every word of wise understanding which the king sought from 
them and he found them ten hands above all the magicians, the 
conjurers, who were in all his kingdom. 
 
In particular Daniel distinguishes himself because “he gave understanding in every 
vision and dream” (tAm)l{x]w: !Azàx'-lk'B. !ybiêhe) in 1:17 and in particular when “the secret 
was revealed in the vision of the night” (yli_g] hz"år' ay"ßl.yle-ydI( aw"ïz>x,B.) in 2:19. As 1:20 
makes clear that God has given this special ability, Daniel in turn makes it clear to 
Nebuchadnezzar in 2:28: 
 
  ‘aK'l.m;l. [d;ªAhw> !yzIër' aleäG" ‘aY"m;v.Bi Hl'Ûa/ yt;úyai ~r;‡B. 28 
 %v"±are ywEïz>x,w> %m'’l.x, aY"+m;Ay tyrIåx]a;B. awEßh/l, yDIî hm'² rC;ên<d>k;Wb)n> 
 `aWh) hn"ïD> %b"ßK.v.mi-l[;( 
But there is a God in the heavens, one revealing secrets and 
making known to the King, Nebuchadnezzar, what will be in the 
end of the days. This is it, the dream and the visions of your head 
upon your bed. 
  
Certainly the vision that speaks of “what will be in the end of the days” (awEßh/l, yDIî hm' 
aY"+m;Ay tyrIåx]a;B.) is important as a part of this scene, but more importantly it shows how 
Daniel and his friends distinguish themselves, with God’s help, through a precise 
recounting of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream and its interpretation: 
                                                                                                                                            
Aramäischen (Hildersheim, Zürich, New York: Georg Olms Verlag, 1995[1927]), 297, translate this 
same phrase in the subjunctive “und die Weisen sollten getötet werden.”   
263 John J. Collins, “The Court-Tales in Daniel and the Development of Apocalyptic,” JBL 94/2 (1975): 
234, clearly identifies Daniel 1-6 as court tales. John G. Gammie, “On the Intention of and Sources of 
Daniel I-VI,” VT 31/3 (1981): 285, states “the stories of Dan. i-vi may be labeled as romances.” David 
M. Valeta, Lions and Ovens and Visions: Satirical Reading of Daniel 1-6 (Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix 
Press, 2008), 21, identifies Daniel 1-6 as “prenovilistic Menippean satires that seek, through humor, to 
resist the oppressive forces of their day.” These chapters are plagued by various genre identifications, 
which may be due to a larger literary misunderstanding. See Klaus Koch, “Is Daniel Also Among the 
Prophets?,” Interpretation 39/2 (1985): 117-130.  
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 `aK'(l.m;-~d'q\ rm:ïanE HreÞv.piW am'êl.x, hn"åD> 36 
We will speak the dream and its interpretation before the king. 
 
The contents of this dream, as peripheral as they are for this scene, become the main 
points of canonical intertextuality within the rest of the book. ~leîc. (image), which 
occurs only here in chapters 2-3, binds these two chapters together through the 
representation of the ~leîc. in chapter 2 and in chapter 3.264 The statement of 
Nebuchadnezzar’s kingdom as the head in 2:37-38 is repeated multiple times in 
chapter 4, all with a new significance. The four kingdoms become the key theme that 
is reinterpreted multiple times through the last half of the book. One interesting 
characteristic found in this first dream is that it is already interpreted within the text. 
This is a key feature that will follow in all of the dream/vision texts in the book of 
Daniel and is another indicator that these narratives once existed separate from one 
another. At the close of the chapter, Daniel and his three friends are exalted over 
Babylon with this confession from Nebuchadnezzar about their God: 
 
  aWhå !Akªh]l'a/ yDIä ‘jvoq.-!mi rm;ªa'w> laYE÷nId'l. aK'’l.m; ûhnE[' 47 
 hz"ïr' aleÞg>mil. T'l.keêy> yDIä !yzI+r' hleäg"w> !ykiÞl.m; areîm'W !yhi²l'a/ Hl'óa/ 
`hn")d> 
The king answered Daniel and said, “Indeed265 your God, he is the 
God of gods and the Lord of kings and one revealing secrets, 
because you were able to reveal this secret.” 
 
God is clearly seen as the one who is sovereign, not Nebuchadnezzar. The scene 
closes with Daniel and his friends in elevated positions over the kingdom—all due to 
what God has given them (cf. 1:9,17; 2:19,47). 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
264 Valeta, Lions and Ovens and Visions, 78, also notes this connection but uses it in support of his 
overall genre description of the book of Daniel as Menippean satire, stating, “The dream statue of 
Daniel 2 and the golden image of Daniel 3 provide together a connecting point for these two stories, 
and the golden image in Daniel 3 reinforces the overall satiric nature of Daniel 2.” Peter Coxon, 
“Nebuchadnezzar’s Hermeneutical Dilemma,” JSOT 66 (1995): 88, also keys in on this connection, “In 
the composite image of ch. 2 he is the head of gold, thus symbolizing the noble intelligence of the king 
chosen by the Most High to exercise sovereignty and ensure stable government over all living 
creatures. The monumental 90-foot golden statue in ch. 3 constitutes Nebuchadnezzar’s logical 
response to such a lofty status and seems to depict his own imperial majesty.” 
265 HALOT, 5:1919, states “yDIä ‘jvoq.-!mi it is in accordance with the truth that, meaning indeed, truly 247.” 
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3.5 Chapter 3 
 Chapter 3 opens with a clear change in scene: 
  ‘HmeWr bh;êd>-yDI( ~leäc. ‘db;[] aK'ªl.m; rC:ån<d>k;Wbn>  1 
 tn:ßydIm.Bi ar'êWD t[;äq.biB. ‘Hmeyqia] tvi_ !yMiäa; HyEßt'P. !yTiêvi !yMiäa; 
`lb,(B' 
Nebuchadnezzar, the king, made an image of gold. Its height was 
sixty cubits and its width was six cubits. He set it up in the valley of 
Dura in the province of Babylon. 
 
Though there is no clear indication of time in this verse, verse 12 makes clear that this 
section is to be viewed after the scene from chapter 2 with the repetition of key words 
from 2:49: 
 
  tn:åydIm. ‘td;ybi[]-l[; ‘!Aht.y" t'yNIÜm;-yDI( !yI©ad'Why> !yrIåb.GU yt;úyai 3:12 
 %yl'[] Wm)f'’-al' %Leªai aY"år;b.GU Ag=n> dbeä[]w: %v:ßyme %r:ïd>v; lb,êB' 
 ~l,c,ól.W !yxiêl.p' al'ä %yh'l'ale ~[eêj. ‘aK'l.m; 
 `!ydI(g>s' al'î T'm.yqEßh] yDIî ab'²h]D; 
There are men, Jews, you appointed them upon the work of the 
province of Babylon, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abenego, these men 
do not pay attention to266 you, the king, they are not serving your 
gods, and to the image of gold which you set up, they are not 
paying homage.   
 
  tn:åydIm. yDI… ‘aT'd>ybi([] l[;Û yNI©m;W aK'êl.m;-!mi a['äB. ‘laYEnId'w> 2:49 
`aK'(l.m; [r;ît.Bi laYEßnId'w> Ag=n> dbeä[]w: %v:ßyme %r:ïd>v;l. lb,êB' 
And Daniel requested from the king and he appointed upon the 
work of the province of Babylon Shadrach, Meshach, and 
Abednego. And Daniel was in the door of the king. 
 
However, the most striking detail in the description of 3:1 is that Nebuchadnezzar 
made a very large “image of gold” (bh;êd>-yDI( ~leäc.). This becomes the first repetition of 
the details from Nebuchadnezzar’s dream and has curious shifts of meaning from the 
previous context. Instead of the image representing four different kingdoms through 
the use of different materials, the entire image is made of gold and all who hear the 
assortment of instruments and music are given the directive in 3:5: 
 
 `aK'(l.m; rC:ïn<d>k;Wbn> ~yqEßh] yDIî ab'êh]D; ~l,c,äl. ‘!WdG>s.tiw> !WlÜP.Ti 5 
You will serve and you will pay homage to the image of gold that 
Nebuchadnezzar, the king, set up. 
  
                                                 
266 The standard Lexicons agree essentially that the phrase l[ ~[j ~yf should be rendered 
idiomatically, HALOT, 5:1885, “to pay attention to, heed”, BDB, 1094, “shew proper deference to,” 
and Franz Buhl, Wilhelm Gesenius’ Hebräisches und Aramäisches Handwörterbuch über das Alte 
Testament (Berlin, Göttingen, Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag, 1962), 908, “Rücksicht nehmen auf 
etwas.”  
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The punishment for those who will not follow the directive is given in the following 
verse: 
 
  ar'ÞWn !WTïa;-aAg*l. ameêr>t.yI at'ä[]v;-HB; dGU+s.yIw> lPeÞyI al'î-yDI-!m;W 6 
`aT'(d>qI)y" 
And whoever will not fall and do homage, in that moment he will 
be thrown to the midst of the furnace of the burning fire. 
 
All of this stands in rather stark contrast to 2:44: 
 
  yDIÛ ‘Wkl.m; aY"Üm;v. Hl'’a/ û~yqiy> !WN©ai aY"åk;l.m; yDIó !AhúymeAyb.W¥ 44 
 qbi_T.v.ti al'ä !r"ßx\a' ~[;îl. ht'êWkl.m;’W lB;êx;t.ti al'ä ‘!ymil.['l. 
`aY")m;l.['l. ~WqïT. ayhiÞw> at'êw"k.l.m; !yLeäai-lK' ‘@yset'w> qDIÛT; 
And in the days of these kingdoms, God of the heavens will raise up 
a kingdom that will be forever, it will not be destroyed and it will 
not be left to another people. It will break in pieces and it will put 
to an end all these kingdoms and it will be established forever.  
 
Instead of God raising up (~yqiy>) a final kingdom that will put an end to all other 
kingdoms and last for eternity, i.e. destroying the image made of multiple 
materials/kingdoms, Nebuchadnezzar is raising up (~yqEßh]) an entire image of gold (he 
is the head of gold in chapter 2) and all who will not worship it (his kingdom) will be 
destroyed.267 With these shifts in key terms and phrases (canonical intertextuality), the 
narrative scene focuses on how Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego (Daniel in the 
previous chapter) distinguish themselves (3:30; cf. 1:20). After the king’s directive is 
proclaimed it is noted by the “Chaldeans” (!yai_D'f.K;) that particular “Jews” (!yI©ad'Why>) 
whom the king had appointed over the province of Babylon are paying no regard to 
the king’s judgment concerning the statue. As Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego are 
brought before the king, the king makes clear the directive and the consequences for 
their disobedience in 3:15: 
 
  an"år>q; lq"å !W[‡m.v.ti-yDI( an"³D'[ib. yDIä !ydIªyti[] !Akåyteyai( !hEô ![;úK. 15 
 hy"÷n>Po’m.Wsw> û!yrITen>s;P. ak'‡B.f; srot.yq; at'äyqiArv.m; 
 al'ä ‘!hew> ètdeb.[;-ydI( am'äl.c;l. é!WdG>s.tiw> !WlåP.Ti ar'ªm'z> ynEåz> Ÿlkoåw> 
 aT'_d>qI)y" ar'ÞWn !WTïa;-aAg*l. !Amêr>t.ti ht'ä[]v;-HB; !WdêG>s.ti 
`yd'(y>-!mi !Akßn>biz>yve(y> yDeî Hl'êa/ aWhå-!m;W 
“Now if you are prepared that in the time that you will hear the 
sound of the horn, the pipe, a lyre, a trigon, a pesanteyrin, and a 
bag-pipe and all kinds of music, you will fall down and you will do 
homage to the image that I have made and if you will not do 
homage, in this moment you will be thrown to the midst of the 
                                                 
267 Valeta, Lions and Ovens and Visions, 80, notes in a similar regard, “Moreover, one cannot help but 
to notice the connection between this golden statue and the one in Daniel 2, with its head of gold. It is 
as if Nebuchadnezzar tries to topple the dream by building a statue that is entirely gold.” 
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furnace of the burning fire and who is the god who will save you 
from my hand?”  
 
With the final statement of this verse, the challenge is not just to these three men, but 
a challenge to who is more powerful, the God they are serving or Nebuchadnezzar? 
The three men answer without hesitation, first in 3:17: 
 
  an"t:+Wbz"yvel. lkiÞy" !yxiêl.p'( an"x.n:åa]-yDI( ‘an"h;’l'a/ yt;ªyai !hEå 17 
`bzI)yvey> aK'Þl.m; %d"ïy>-!miW aT'²d>qI)y" ar'óWn !WT’a;-!mi 
If our God, who we are serving, is able to deliver us from the 
furnace of the burning fire and he will deliver us from your hand. 
 
This is an uncompromising answer to Nebuchadnezzar’s challenge to power: their 
God can save them. The second part of their answer reflects their utter resolve in 3:18: 
 
  an"yt;yai-al' ‘%yIh'l'ale( yDIÛ aK'_l.m; %l"ß-awEh/l, [;ydIîy> al'ê !hEåw> 18 
`dGU)s.nI al'î T'm.yqEßh] yDIî ab'²h]D; ~l,c,ól.W !yxiêl.p'( 
And if not, it will be known to you, O king, that we are not serving 
your gods and the image of gold which you set up we will not do 
homage. 
 
To this uncompromising answer, Nebuchadnezzar goes into a fit of rage (3:19; cf. 
2:12). By the king’s command the oven is heated seven times hotter than usual.  
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego are bound fully clothed by “mighty ones of 
strength” (lyIx;’-yreB'(GI) and end up falling into the oven because these mighty men who 
bound them were killed by the flames (3:22-23).268 To Nebuchadnezzar’s surprise, not 
only are the three men alive and walking around in the fire but even more disturbing 
3:25 reveals there is also a “fourth one being like a son of the gods” (hmeÞD' a'y['ybir> 
!yhi(l'a/-rb;l.). Nebuchadnezzar’s confession in 2:47 (!Akªh]l'a/ “your God”) is now put 
alongside his confession in 3:29 (!Ahªh]l'a/ “their God”), which are joined together in 
3:31-33: 
 
  !yrIa.d'-yDI( aY"±n:V'liw> aY"ôm;au aY"ùm;m.[;(-lk'l.( aK'ªl.m; rC:ån<d>k;Wbn> 31 
 db;ä[] yDI… aY"ëh;m.tiw> ‘aY"t;a'( 32`aGE)f.yI !Akïm.l'v. a['Þr>a;-lk'B. 
`hy")w"x]h;l. ym;Þd'q'¥ rp:ïv. a'yL'[i ah'Þl'a/ yMiê[i 
 ‘HteWkl.m; !ypi_yQit; hm'äK. yhiAhßm.tiw> !ybiêr>b.r; hm'äK. ‘yhiAt’a' 33 
`rd")w> rD"ï-~[i HnEßj'l.v'w> ~l;ê[' tWkål.m; 
31 Nebuchadnezzar, the king, to all the peoples, nations, and 
tongues, who are dwelling in all the earth, your peace will be 
great. 32 Signs and wonders which the Most High God has done to 
                                                 
268 Valeta, Lions and Ovens and Visions, 121, notes in similarly, “The fire intended to kill Daniel’s 
companions is so hot that it kills three of the king’s guards, but he cares not in his extraordinarily 
murderous rage (Dan. 3.22).” What is not apparent is how he arrives at the number three. 
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me, he has been fair to declare before me. 33 How great are his 
signs and how mighty are his wonders, his kingdom is an eternal 
kingdom and his dominion is with generation and generation. 
 
To add to this complex connection between the two chapters, the statement of 
judgment on the king’s court for not being able to give the dream and its 
interpretation in 2:5 is now to be the judgment against those who speak against the 
God of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego: 
 
  hluv' rm:ÜayE-yDI( !V'ªliw> hM'øau ~[;’-lk' ûyDI è~[ej. ~yfiä éyNImiW 3:29 
 !ymiäD'h; aAgën> dbeä[]w: ‘%v;yme %r:Üd>v;-yDI( !Ahªh]l'a/ l[;ä 
 hl'äa/ ‘yt;yai al'Û yDIä lbeªq\-lK' hWE+T;v.yI yliäw"n> HteÞy>b;W dbeê[]t.yI 
`hn")d>Ki hl'ÞC'h;l. lKuîyI-yDI( !r'êx\a' 
And from me was put a judgment that every people, nation, and 
tongue who will speak neglect upon their God, the one of 
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, will be dismembered and his 
house will be made a refuse heap because there is not another god 
who will be able to deliver like this one. 
 
  aD'_z>a; yNIåmi at'ÞL.mi ÎyaeêD'f.k;l.Ð ¿ayED'f.k;l.À rm:åa'w> ‘aK'l.m; hnEÜ[' 2:5 
 !AkßyTeb'W !Wdêb.[;t.Ti ‘!ymiD'h; Hreêv.piW am'äl.x, ‘ynIN:’W[d>Ah)t. al'Û !hEå 
`!Wm)f'T.yI yliîw"n> 
The king answered and said to the Chaldeans: “The word is sure 
from me. If you will not make known the dream and its 
interpretation to me, you will be dismembered and your houses will 
be made a refuse heap.” 
 
In the end the king’s words are reversed. Those who attempted to put the three men to 
death, paid with their own lives while Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego live and are 
again elevated within the kingdom in 3:30: 
 
  tn:ïydIm.Bi Agàn> dbeî[]w: %v:±yme %r:ïd>v;l. xl;²c.h; aK'ªl.m; !yId:åaBe 30 
`lb,(B' 
Then the king caused Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego to 
prosper in the province of Babylon. 
 
God is the source of both their trouble and their salvation. 
 
3.6 Chapter 4 
 Chapter 4 opens with another change in scene: 
 
  !n:ß[.r;w> ytiêybeB. ‘tywEh] hleÛv. rC;ªn<d>k;Wbn> hn"åa]  1 
`yli(k.yheB. 
I, Nebuchadnezzar, was at ease in my house and one flourishing in 
my palace. 
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It is difficult to locate this scene with any precision chronologically, other than to say 
that Daniel has already risen to an exalted station within Nebuchadnezzar’s kingdom 
and has established himself as someone who is a superior interpreter of secrets, 
visions and dreams: 
 
  !yhiÛl'a/ x;Wrå yDIû t[eªd>yI hn"åa] ŸyDIä èaY"m;jur>x; br;ä érC;av;j.l.Be 6 
 tyzE±x]-ydI( ymiól.x, ywE“z>x, %l"+ snEåa'-al' zr'Þ-lk'w> %B'ê ‘!yviyDIq; 
`rm:)a/ HreÞv.piW 
Belteshazzar, chief of the magicians, who I know that a spirit of the 
holy gods is in you and every secret does not oppress you, the 
visions of my dream which I have seen, and speak its 
interpretation. 
 
The parallels between chapter 2 and 4 are obvious. Nebuchadnezzar has a dream that 
disturbs him (2:1-3; 4:1-2). Nebuchadnezzar calls in the same group of interpreters: 
 
  ‘~ypiV.k;m.l;(w> ~ypiªV'a;l'(w> ~yMiøjur>x;l;( aro’q.li %l,M,h;û rm,aYOæw: 2:2 
`%l,M,(h; ynEïp.li Wdßm.[;Y:)w: Wabo§Y"w: wyt'_mol{x] %l,M,Þl; dyGIïh;l. ~yDIêf.K;l;w> 
And the king said to call to the magicians and to the conjurers and 
to the ones practicing sorcery and to the Chaldeans, to report the 
king’s dreams to him. And they went in. And they stood before the 
king. 
 
  aeyD'f.K; aY"ëp;v.a'( ‘aY"m;jur>x; !ylL[' !yId:åaBe 4:4 
`yli( !y[iîd>Ahm.-al' HreÞv.piW !Ahêymed'äq\ ‘hn"a] rm:Üa' am'ªl.x,w> aY"+r;z>g"w> 
Then the magicians, conjurers, Chaldeans, and the ones 
determining went in and I spoke the dream before them and they 
did not make known its interpretation to me. 
 
As is already stated at the end of 4:4, these interpreters are unable to give the 
interpretation (cf. 2:4-11), Daniel “went in” (l[;  2:24; 4:3) and is able to give “the 
interpretation” (ar'Þv.pi) because of “God” (Hl'óa/) in 2:47 and “a spirit of the holy gods” 
(!yviÞyDIq; !yhiîl'a/-x;Wr)  in 4:4-6. In distinction to the earlier scene from chapter 2, the king 
does not require the interpreters also to tell him what his dream was and so with 
Daniel’s entrance, the king tells his vision to Daniel. When 4:7-9 and 2:37-38 are 
examined together the resemblance is striking: 
 
  a['Þr>a; aAgðB. !l"±yai Wlïa]w: tywEëh] hzEåx' ybi_K.v.mi-l[;( yviÞare ywEïz>x,w> 4:7 
 aY"ëm;v.li ajeäm.yI ‘HmeWrw> @qI+t.W an"ßl'yai( hb'îr> 8`ayGI)f; HmeîWrw> 
`a['(r>a;-lK' @Asïl. HteÞAzx]w: 
 Ÿlleäj.T; yhiAtøxoT. Hbe_-aL'koßl. !Az“m'W ayGIëf; HBeän>aiw> ‘ryPiv; HyEÜp.[' 9 
 HNEßmiW aY"ëm;v. yreäP]ci !wr'duy> ‘yhiAp’n>[;b.W ar'ªB' tw:åyxe 
`ar'(f.Bi-lK' !yzIïT.yI 
7 And the visions of my head upon my bed: I was seeing and behold 
a tree in the midst of the earth and its height was great. 8 The tree 
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grew great and it grew strong and its height reached to the heavens 
and its appearance to the end of the whole earth. 9 Its foliage was 
beautiful and its fruit was great and there was food to all the ones 
in it, the beasts of the field had shade under it and the birds of the 
heavens dwelled in its boughs and all flesh was fed from it. 
   
  aY"ëm;v. Hl'äa/ yDI… aY"+k;l.m; %l,m,Þ aK'êl.m; hT.n>a; 2:37 
 !yrIa.d' yDIä-lk'b.W 38`%l")-bh;y> ar'Þq'ywI) aP'îq.t'w> an"±s.xi at'îWkl.m; 
 %d'êyBi bh;äy> ‘aY"m;v.-@A[w> ar'ÛB' tw:“yxe av'n"a]û-ynEB>) 
`ab'(h]d; yDIî hv'Þare aWhê-hT.n>a; !Ah+L.k'B. %j"ßl.v.h;w> 
37 You, the king, are the king of kings whom the God of the 
heavens, the kingdom, the power, and the might and the honor, he 
gave to you. 38 And all the ones who are dwelling, the sons of men, 
the beasts of the field and the birds of the heavens, he gave in your 
hand and he made you ruler in all of them. You are him, the head 
of  gold.  
 
This portion of the vision is essentially lifted from chapter 2, where Daniel is 
interpreting Nebuchadnezzar’s dream about what “will be in the end of days” (awEßh/l, 
aY"+m;Ay tyrIåx]a;B.; 2:28). What was once Daniel’s interpretation of the head of gold in 
relation to the four kingdoms is now a portion of Nebuchadnezzar’s present dream in 
chapter 4. In the remainder of Nebuchadnezzar’s description of his dream in 4:11-13, 
a series of bad things happen to the “tree” (!l"±yai) with the purpose of these judgments 
being found in verse 14: 
 
  tr;‡b.DI-d[; at'_l.ae(v. !yviÞyDIq; rm:ïameW am'êg"t.Pi ‘!yrIy[i tr;ÛzEg>Bi 14 
 av'wn"a] tWkål.m;B. a'yL'[i jyLi’v;-yDI( aY"Y:x;û !W[åD>n>yI yDIä 
 `Hyl;[] ~yqIïy> ~yviÞn"a] lp;îv.W HN:ënIT.yI ‘aBec.yI yDIÛ-!m;l.W 
In the decree of the wakeful ones is the matter and a word of holy 
ones is the affair so that269  the ones living will know that the Most 
High has mastery in the kingdom of men and to whom  he will be 
pleased, he will give it, and one humble of men, he will raise upon 
it. 
 
With the conclusion of Nebuchadnezzar’s description, Daniel—like 
Nebuchadnezzar—is alarmed although it is not the dream that disturbs Daniel but 
rather its interpretation (4:2,16). Daniel states that “the tree” (an"l'yai) which 
Nebuchadnezzar saw, similar to chapter 2, is in fact Nebuchadnezzar (4:19): 
 
  ‘tb'r> %t"ÜWbr>W T.p.qE+t.W tyb;Þr> yDIî aK'êl.m; aWhå-hT.n>a; 19 
`a['(r>a; @Asïl. %n"ßj'l.v'w> aY"ëm;v.li tj'äm.W 
You are it, O king, because you grew great and you grew strong 
and your greatness grew great and it reached to the heavens and 
your dominion to the ends of the earth. 
 
                                                 
269 Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic, 42, offers this translation “so that” for yDIä tr;‡b.DI-d[;. 
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Many elements of the vision are literal judgments that Nebuchadnezzar will actually 
face as verse 22 makes clear (cf. 4:29-30):270 
 
  aB'îf.[iw> %r'ødom. hwE“h/l, ûar'B' tw:åyxe-~[iw> av'‡n"a]-!mi !ydIär>j") %l"åw> 22 
 !ynIßD'[i h['îb.viw> !y[iêB.c;m. %l"å ‘aY"m;v. lJ;ÛmiW !Wmª[]j;(y> %l"å Ÿ!yrIåAtk. 
 ¿ay"L'[iÀ jyLiÛv;-yDI( [D;ªn>ti-yDI( d[;ä Î%l"+[]Ð ¿%yIl;[]À !Wpål.x.y: 
`HN:)nIT.yI aBeÞc.yI yDIî-!m;l.W av'ên"a] tWkål.m;B. Î‘ha'L'[iÐ 
And to you, ones driving from men and with the beasts of the field 
will be your dwelling and they will feed you the herbage as 
bullocks and from the dew of the heavens to you ones making wet 
and seven times will pass by upon you until you will know that the 
Most High has mastery in the kingdom of men and to whom he will 
be pleased, he will give it. 
 
One aspect of the judgment that is not to be interpreted literally is found in verse 23: 
 
  %l"å %t"ßWkl.m; an"ël'yai( yDIä ‘yhiAv’r>v' rQ:Ü[i qB;úv.mil. Wrm;ªa] ydIäw> 23 
`aY")m;v. !jIßLiv; yDIî [D;ên>ti yDIä-!mi hm'_Y"q; 
And what they said “to leave a stock of the roots of the tree” your 
kingdom will be one enduring to you, from which you will know the 
heavens are the ones having mastery. 
 
Nebuchadnezzar will after this time of judgment recognize who is really in charge. 
Daniel concludes his interpretation with an appeal to Nebuchadnezzar in verse 24: 
 
  Î‘%a'j'x]w:Ð ¿%y"j'x]w:À Î%l'ê[]Ð ¿%yIl;[]À rP:åv.yI ‘yKil.mi aK'ªl.m; !hEål' 24 
`%t")w>lev.li hk'Þr>a; awEïh/T, !hE± !yIn"+[] !x:åmiB. %t"ßy"w"[]w: qruêp. hq"åd>ciB. 
Therefore the king, my king, let it be fair to you and tear away your 
sin in right doing and answer your iniquity by showing favor, 
perhaps there will be a lengthening to your prosperity. 
 
With the conclusion of the interpretation, the scene continues demonstrating the truth 
of the dream and its interpretation as everything begins to happen to Nebuchadnezzar 
                                                 
270 Christopher B. Hays, “Chirps from the Dust: The Affliction of Nebuchadnezzar in Daniel 4:30 in Its 
Ancient Near Eastern Context,” JBL 126/2 (2007): 315, views these verses as heavily influenced 
imagery: “Still, at the time that Judahites went into exile in Babylon, a complex set of images about the 
world of the dead appears to have been in full flower in Mesopotamia—in canonical myths, in 
apotropaic spell-prayers, and in private compositions. It is likely that Jewish authors would have been 
exposed to it and influenced by it, probably via Aramaic. The Daniel cycle in general certainly shows 
evidence of Babylonian cultural influence, and this is only part of the Hebrew Bible’s broad pattern of 
adaptation of Mesopotamian traditions, from the primeval history to the Psalms to the wisdom dialogue 
in Job.” When Hays goes on to argue that the narrative context should not be the primary context in 
which the imagery should be understood, namely “the reference in Dan 4:31 to the restoration of reason 
. . . should not be understood to determine the meaning of the imagery in 4:30. Instead, the animal 
images in 4:30 express suffering, lending detail and poignancy to Nebuchadnezzar’s condition. The 
madness mentioned in 4:31 (after the fact) is simply a further symptom of the divine affliction, as it 
sometimes is in Mesopotamian apotropaic incantations” (324). These statements by Hays demonstrate 
a key difference between broad intertextuality, where Near Eastern Literature is the context in which 
understanding is found, and canonical intertextuality, where a context has been created to the exclusion 
of this broader context.   
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“at the end of twelve months” (rf:+[]-yre(T. !yxiÞr>y: tc'îq.li; 4:26) and then concludes “at the 
end of these days” (hY"m;Ay* tc'äq.liw>; 4:31). In this closing section there is yet again a 
recounting of the greatness of Nebuchadnezzar’s kingdom (4:27; cf. 2:37), a 
recounting of his judgment (4:28-30), and not one but two confessions from 
Nebuchadnezzar’s mouth of who is really in charge (4:31-32; 4:34).271 Each of the 
key sections sit one on top of the other, each interpreting the other. Nebuchadnezzar’s 
dream is taken section by section and interpreted by Daniel, and the narrative scene 
that closes the chapter sits on top of these two other texts within the same chapter, 
allowing Nebuchadnezzar’s confession “to the king of the heavens” (aY"ëm;v. %l,m,äl.) to 
close the chapter. The statement in relation to Nebuchadnezzar’s kingdom in chapter 
2, which was obviously a statement of honor, becomes an indictment and punishable 
here in chapter 4. God is in charge of the kingdoms of men even before the final 
kingdom comes to take its indestructible place. Both chapters 3 and 4 find their 
connection in the reuse of material from chapter 2. Interestingly at the end of this 
chapter it is Nebuchadnezzar’s confession that causes him to be “saved” or delivered.  
 
3.7 Chapter 5 
 Chapter 5 begins with a change of scene that chronologically follows chapters 
7 and 8: 
 
  yhiAnàb'r>b.r;l. br;ê ~x,äl. ‘db;[] aK'ªl.m; rC:åav;l.Be  5:1 
`hte(v' ar'îm.x; aP'Þl.a; lbeîq\l'w> @l:+a] 
Belshazzar, the king, made a great feast for a thousand of his chiefs 
and because of this the thousand was drinking wine. 
 
  ~l,xeä ‘laYEnID' lb,êB' %l,m,ä ‘rC;v;al.bel. hd'ªx] tn:åv.Bi  7:1 
 vareî bt;êk. am'äl.x, ‘!yId;’aBe Hbe_K.v.mi-l[;( HveÞare ywEïz>x,w> hz"ëx] 
`rm:)a] !yLiÞmi 
In the first year of Belshazzar the king of Babylon, Daniel saw a 
dream and the visions of his head upon his bed, then he wrote the 
dream, the sum of the words. He said: 
 
  !Azùx' %l,M,_h; rC:åv;al.Be tWkßl.m;l. vAlêv' tn:åv.Bi  8:1 
hL'(xiT.B; yl;Þae ha'îr.NIh; yre²x]a; laYEënId' ynIåa] ‘yl;ae ha'Ûr>nI 
                                                 
271 Herbert Niehr, “Das Buch Daniel,” in Einleitung in das Alte Testament, ed. Erich Zenger, 7th ed. 
(Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 2008), 508, remarks based on the chiastic structure of the Aramaic chapters 
and in particular this confession, “Damit ist das thematische Zentrum der aramäischen 
Danielerzählungen genannt: Es geht um die Aufrichtung der Königsherrschafft Gottes angesichts der 
einander ablösenden Weltherrschaften menschlicher Machthaber.”  
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In the third year of the reign of Belshazzar, the king, a vision 
appeared to me, I, Daniel, after the one appearing to me in the 
beginning. 
 
This is only transparent when the final verse of the scene is also read in 5:30: 
 
 `a'yD'f.k; aK'îl.m; rC:ßv;al.Be lyji§q. ay"ël.yleäB. HBe… 30 
In this very night, Belshazzar, the king of the Chaldeans, was 
killed. 
 
This detail moves this scene chronologically to a point subsequent to both of the 
visions in chapters 7 and 8.272 Once this obvious detail of discontinuity is recognized, 
the organizing strategy can be easily identified by the contents of the chapter. 
Belshazzar, Nebuchadnezzar’s son (5:2,11,13,18), has a feast that includes a large 
group of people: “the king and his nobles, his consorts, and his concubines” (‘aK'l.m; 
Hte(n"xel.W HteÞl'g>ve yhiAnëb'r>b.r;w>). The entirety of verse 2 recounts in greater detail the 
circumstances: 
 
  ab'äh]D; ‘ynEam'l. ‘hy"t'y>h;l. ar'ªm.x; ~[eäj.Bi Ÿrm:åa] rC;úav;l.Be 2 
 ~l,_v.Wrybi yDIä al'Þk.yhe-!mi yhiWbêa] rC:ån<d>k;Wbn> ‘qPen>h; yDIÛ aP'ês.k;w> 
`Hte(n"xel.W HteÞl'g>ve yhiAnëb'r>b.r;w> ‘aK'l.m; !AhªB. !ATåv.yIw> 
Belshazzar said under the influence of the wine to bring in the 
vessels of gold and silver which Nebuchadnezzar, his father, had 
brought out from the temple which was in Jerusalem and the king 
and his nobles, consorts, and concubines drank from them. 
 
The reader is reminded of the now foreshadowing statement made almost in passing 
from 1:2: 
 
  yleäK. ‘tc'q.miW hd'ªWhy>-%l,m,( ~yqIåy"Ahy>-ta, Adøy"B. yn"“doa] û!TeYIw: 2 
 ~yliäKeh;-ta,w> wyh'_l{a/ tyBeä r["ßn>vi-#r,a,( ~aeîybiy>w: ~yhiêl{a/h'(-tybe 
`wyh'(l{a/ rc:ïAa tyBeÞ aybiêhe 
And the Lord gave in his hand Jehoiakim, the king of Judah, and 
some of273 the articles of the house of God and he caused them to 
go into the land of Shinar, to the house of his gods and he caused 
the articles to go into the treasure house of his gods. 
 
                                                 
272 Les P. Bruce, “Discourse Theme and the Narratives of Daniel,” in Bibliotheca Sacra 160/2 (2003): 
178, while arguing for the single authorship of the book of Daniel, notes in relation to the overall 
literary strategy of the book: “The first six chapters of the book form the historical section. Chapters 5 
and 6, later events in the life of Daniel, are taken out of chronological order and placed with the other 
narratives. All the narratives are grouped together because they form a section based on literary genre, 
having a mutually reinforcing theme.” Though others like Karel van der Toorn, “In the Lions’ Den: 
The Babylonian Background of a Biblical Motif,” CBQ 60/4 (1998): 629, assume the opposite in 
relation to historical nature of these narratives, “the story of Daniel’s rise, fall, and restoration is that of 
the fictitious career of a legendary figure,” the literary observation in relation to the whole of the book 
still stands. 
273 BDB, 892, offers this translation of the difficult phrase tc'q.mi. 
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Belshazzar, who is drunk, has the novel idea of bringing out the vessels (yleäK.;ynEam') that 
his father had taken from the temple in Jerusalem. Not only do they drink in praise to 
the gods of which these vessels were made but even to gods of other materials (5:4). 
“In this moment” (ht'ª[]v;-HB;) a hand appears and writes a message on the wall of the 
palace (5:5). Belshazzar’s drunken response expresses how disturbing this sight was 
in 5:6: 
 
  ‘Hcer>x; yreÛj.qiw> HNE+Wlh]b;y> yhinOàyO[r;w> yhiAnëv. yhiwOæyzI ‘aK'l.m; !yId:Üa/ 6 
`!v")q.n") ad'Þl. aD'î HteêB'kur>a;’w> !yIr;êT'v.mi 
The king’s brightness was changed and his thoughts alarmed him 
and the knots of his loins were loosened274 and his knees were 
knocking one to another. 
 
Just as the vision alarmed Nebuchadnezzar in 4:2 (ynIN:)luh]b;y>) and Daniel’s thoughts 
alarmed him about Nebuchadnezzar’s vision in 4:16 (HNE+luh]b;y> yhinOàyO[.r;), so also 
Belshazzar’s thoughts alarmed him in 5:6 (HNE+Wlh]b;y> yhinOàyO[r;). Here in verse 6 Belshazzar 
is comically pictured with the joints of his loins having been loosened (‘Hcer>x; yreÛj.qi 
!yIr;êT'v.mi) and later Daniel in verses 12 and 16 is found as someone who loosens mental 
or metaphorical knots (!yrIªj.qi areäv'm.; are_v.mil. !yrIåj.qi).275 This obvious contrast between 
Belshazzar and Daniel through this play on words seems also to be connected with 
2:22, where God is pictured using the same verbal root of arv as one who dwells 
(are(v.) in the light. The statement in 2:22 explains how God can reveal the deep and 
secret things, because “the light dwells with him” (are(v. HMeî[I ar'yOhn>W). Belshazzar, just 
as his father, brings in the normal group of interpreters along with the promise of 
rewards (5:7; cf. 2:2, 6). The narrator and direct speech from Belshazzar both indicate 
that these people were not able to interpret the writing (!yliÛh]k'-al'; 5:8,15). Daniel is 
presented this time not by the chief executioner but by the queen as the one who can 
interpret what the writing means with the aforementioned play on words (5:10-12; cf. 
2:24-25). Daniel is escorted into the king’s presence and offered a series of rewards 
for being able to interpret the writing by Belshazzar in 5:16 similar to what 
                                                 
274 Al Wolters, “Untying the King’s Knots: Physiology and Wordplay in Daniel 5,” JBL110/1 (1991): 
119, argues that !yIr;êT'v.mi ‘Hcer>x; yreÛj.qi should be understood in a technical sense, “The loss of sphincter 
control would then be described as the ‘loosening of the knots’ situated in the lumbar region of the 
loins.”  
275 Wolters, “Untying the King’s Knots: Physiology and Wordplay in Daniel 5,” 122, further argues 
because of the repeating use of this phrase: “A modern translation would be well advised to give the 
literal translation ‘untying knots’ in each case, perhaps with a footnote explaining the different specific 
references.” 
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Nebuchadnezzar offered for the successful recounting and interpretation of his dream 
in 2:6: 
 
  !yrI±v.Pi lKuwti-yDI( %yl'[] t[eäm.vi ‘hn"a]w: 5:16 
 ab'øt'K. lKuwTi û!he ![;‡K. are_v.mil. !yrIåj.qiw> rv:ßp.mil. 
 ak'nIwm.h;w> vB;ªl.ti an"åw"G>r>a; ynIt;ê[ud'äAhl. ‘Hrev.piW areªq.mil. 
 `jl;(v.Ti at'ÞWkl.m;b. aT'îl.t;w> %r'êaW>c;-l[;( ‘ab'h]d;-ydI( 
And I heard concerning you that you are able to interpret 
interpretations and to loosen knots. Now if you are able to read the 
writing and its interpretation to make known to me, you will be 
clothed in purple and the necklace of gold on your neck and you 
will rule third in the kingdom. 
 
  ayGIëf; rq"åywI ‘hB'z>bin>W !n"ÜT.m; !wOëx]h;T.( ‘Hrev.piW am'Ûl.x, !he’w> 2:6 
`ynIwO*x]h; HreÞv.piW am'îl.x, !he§l' ym'_d'q\-!mi !WlßB.q;T. 
And if you will declare the dream and its interpretation, gifts and a 
reward and great honor you will receive from before me. 
Therefore, you will declare the dream and its interpretation. 
 
Even with Daniel’s declining of the gifts and a reward, he agrees to interpret the 
writing (5:17). Daniel begins his interpretation of the writing not with reading the 
writing itself but instead by recounting details that are also found in chapters 2 and 4. 
The statement in 5:18 is parallel to 2:37 in relation to Nebuchadnezzar and his 
kingdom: 
 
  at'ÛWkl.m; a'yL'[i ‘ah'l'a/ aK'_l.m; hT.n>a; 5:18 
`%Wb)a] rC:ïn<d>k;bun>li bh;Þy> hr'êd>h;w> ar'äq'ywI ‘at'Wbr>W 
You, the king, the Most High God gave the kingdom and the 
greatness and the honor and the majesty to Nebuchadnezzar, your 
father. 
 
  aY"ëm;v. Hl'äa/ yDI… aY"+k;l.m; %l,m,Þ aK'êl.m; hT.n>a; 2:37 
`%l")-bh;y> ar'Þq'ywI) aP'îq.t'w> an"±s.xi at'îWkl.m; 
You, the king, are the king of kings which the God of the heavens 
gave the kingdom, the power, and the might and the honor to you. 
 
As a matter of fact this exact statement from 2:37 is almost completely found coming 
out of Nebuchadnezzar’s mouth with the addition of “majesty” (rdh) in 4:27: 
 
  hn"Üa]-yDI( at'_B.r; lb,äB' ayhiÞ-ad' al'îh] rm;êa'w> ‘aK'l.m; hnEÜ[' 4:27 
`yrI)d>h; rq"ïyliw> ynIßs.xi @q:ït.Bi Wkêl.m; tybeäl. ‘Ht;y>n:b/ 
The king answered and said: “Is this not Babylon the great which I 
have built for a house of the kingdom in the might of my power and 
for the glory of my splendor?” 
 
The authority that was given by God was then the basis for Nebuchadnezzar’s 
judgment from God when he attributed this power and honor to himself (5:20). For 
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the fourth time in the narrative of Daniel, first in Nebuchadnezzar’s recounting of his 
dream in 4:7-14, second in Daniel’s interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream in 
4:22-24, third in the narrative recounting of Nebuchadnezzar’s judgment in 4:29-30, 
and now for the fourth time in 5:21 this judgment narrative is (re)used. This (re)use 
has also created a series of interpretations with regard to this situation. In chapter 4 
these interpretations are somewhat parallel in 4:14, 4:23 and 4:34: 
 
  tr;‡b.DI-d[; at'_l.ae(v. !yviÞyDIq; rm:ïameW am'êg"t.Pi ‘!yrIy[i tr;ÛzEg>Bi 4:14 
 av'wna] tWkål.m;B. a'yL'[i jyLi’v;-yDI( aY"Y:x;û !W[åD>n>yI yDIä 
 `Hyl;[] ~yqIïy> ~yviÞn"a] lp;îv.W HN:ënIT.yI ‘aBec.yI yDIÛ-!m;l.W 
In the decree of the wakeful ones is the matter and a word of holy 
ones is the affair so that276  the ones living will know that the Most 
High has mastery in the kingdom of men and to whom  he will be 
pleased, he will give it, and one humble of men, he will raise upon 
it. 
 
  %l"å %t"ßWkl.m; an"ël'yai( yDIä ‘yhiAv’r>v' rQ:Ü[i qB;úv.mil. Wrm;ªa] ydIäw> 4:23 
`aY")m;v. !jIßLiv; yDIî [D;ên>ti yDIä-!mi hm'_Y"q; 
“And what they said ‘to leave a stock of the roots of the tree’ your 
kingdom will be one enduring to you, from which you will know 
that the heavens are the ones having mastery.”277 
 
  aY"ëm;v. %l,m,äl. ‘rD;h;m.W ~meÛArm.W xB;’v;m. rC;ªn<d>k;Wbn> hn"åa] ![;úK. 4:34 
 lkiÞy" hw"ëgEB. !ykiäl.h.m; ‘ydIw> !yDI_ HteÞx'r>aow> jvoêq. ‘yhiAd’b'[]m;-lk' yDIÛ 
`hl'(P'v.h;l. 
Now I, Nebuchadnezzar, praise and exalt and glorify the King of 
the Heavens, whose whole work is truth and his ways are judgment 
and ones who walk in pride, he is able to humble them. 
 
As parallel as these passages are, 5:22-23 now applies these passages to Belshazzar 
and the predicament that he presently finds himself in: 
 
  %b"+b.li T.l.PeÞv.h; al'î rC;êav;l.Be ‘HreB. hT.n>a;w> 22 
 T'm.m;‡Art.hi ŸaY"åm;v.-are(m' l[;äw> 23`T'[.d;(y> hn"ßD>-lk' yDIî lbe§q\-lK' 
 hT.n>a;w> %ym'd'q' wytiäy>h; Hteøy>b;-ydI( aY"“n:am'(l.W 
 è!AhB. !yIt:åv' éar'm.x; é%t'n"xel.W %t"ål'g>vE) %yn"b'r>b.r;w> 
 yDIû an"©b.a;w> a['äa' al'øz>r>p; av'’x'n> ab'h]d;w>û-aP'(s.k; yheäl'ale(w> 
 %t"ïm.v.nI-yDI( ah'úl'ale(w> T'x.B;_v; !y[iÞd>y" al'îw> !y[i²m.v'-al'w> !yIz:ôx'-al'( 
`T'r>D:)h; al'î HleÞ %t"ïx'r>ao-lk'w> Hde²yBi 
22 And you his son, Belshazzar, did not humble your heart, though 
you knew all this. 23 And against the Lord of the heavens you 
raised yourself and to the vessels of his house which were brought 
before you and you and your nobles, your consorts and your 
concubines, were drinking wine in them and you praised the gods 
of silver and gold, bronze, iron, wood, and stone, who do not see 
                                                 
276 Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic, 42, offers this translation “so that” for yDIä tr;‡b.DI-d[;. 
277 Bauer and Leander, Grammatik des Biblisch-Aramäischen, 330, translates aY")m;v. !jIßLiv; yDIî simililarly 
but in the singular “daß der Himmel mächtig ist.” 
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and do not hear and do not know and to the God who has your 
breath in his hand and all your ways, you have not glorified him. 
 
Belshazzar should have learned from the situation with his father278 and instead of 
humbling himself, he also raised himself against “the Lord of the heavens” (-are(m' 
aY"åm;v.; 5:23; cf. 5:20). Daniel explains that this is why the hand came, and then finally 
turns to the interpretation of the writing, the proclamation of judgment on Belshazzar, 
the rewarding and exaltation of Daniel (cf. 2:48), and the slaughter of Belshazzar in 
the night. Though the narrative is to be seen as chronologically subsequent to later 
chapters, it has clearly been placed here due to its related reinterpreted content from 
chapter 4, where the message was not only to be for Nebuchadnezzar but for others 
because “you knew all this” (T'[.d;(y> hn"ßD>-lk'; 5:22). 
 
3.8 Chapter 6 
 As has already been mentioned, chapters 5 and 6 represent a chronological 
progression with the death of Belshazzar in 5:30 and Darius receiving the kingdom in 
6:1. The opening verse of chapter 6 does, however, mark a clear change in scene, 
identifying a clear shift from Belshazzar “the Chaldean” (aydXk; 5:30) to Darius who 
is “the Mede” (aydm; 6:1). The narrative parallels are obvious with material from a 
variety of earlier chapters. Daniel is elevated to a position of significant authority 
within Darius’s kingdom in 6:2, just as Daniel, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego 
were elevated in 2:48-49. In this context Daniel begins to distinguish himself above 
the satraps and even the other two chiefs in 6:4, just as the four had distinguished 
themselves in their early training in 1:18-20. Daniel is found to have “a surpassing 
spirit” (ar'yTiy: x;Wr) in 6:4 just as he is described by the queen in 5:12. The other leaders 
conspire against Daniel, decide to ask Darius to establish an edict that they know is 
clearly against what is “in the law of his God” (Hhe(l'a/ td'îB.), and convince the king to 
inscribe just such an edict in 6:8:279 
                                                 
278 This is how the biblical text refers to the relationship between Belshazzar and Nebuchadnezzar (see 
yhiWbêa] rC:ån<d>k;Wbn> “Nebuchadnezzar, his father” in 5:2, two times %Wbªa] “your father” in verse 11, and 
rC;êav;l.Be ‘HreB. hT.n>a:Üw> “and you his son, Belshazzar” in verse 22). 
279 Van der Toorn, “In the Lions’ Den: The Babylonian Background of a Biblical Motif,” 638, believes 
this whole story to be based on a misunderstanding of Ludlul, an Akkadian story: “Our biblical author, 
however, mistook a metaphor for a literal description. The Mesopotamian authors had intimated that 
the competition among the king’s scholars was such that life at court was comparable to life in a pit of 
lions.” Clearly the narrative does indicate a struggle in Darius’s court, as there was in 
Nebuchadnezzar’s court in chapter 3, but, as noted, the text speaks of both a struggle in the court and 
an actual lions’ den used for capital punishment, so there is no confusion in the biblical narrative.  
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  aY"år;b.D'(h; ‘aY"n:P.r>D;v.x;a]w:¥ aY"Ün:g>si at'ªWkl.m; ykeär>s' ŸlKoå Wj[;øy"t.ai 8 
 h[eäb.yI-yDI(-lk' yDIä rs"+a/ hp'ÞQ't;l.W aK'êl.m; ‘~y"q. hm'ÛY"q;l. at'êw"x]p;W 
 aK'êl.m; %N"åmi ‘!hel' !ytiªl'T. !ymiäAy-d[; vn"÷a/w<) Hl'’a/-lK'-!mi W[b'û 
`at'(w"y"r>a; bgOàl. ame§r>t.yI 
All the chiefs of the kingdom, the prefects, and the Satraps, the 
ministers, and the governors took counsel together to establish an 
edict of the king and to strengthen an interdict that everyone who 
will seek a request from any god and man until thirty days except 
from the king will be thrown into the pit of the lions. 
 
Nebuchadnezzar established the worship of his gold image in chapter 3 not per se to 
trap the three leaders whom he had appointed, but the net result is the same. Daniel 
goes and makes no effort to be obedient to Darius’s decree and this striking 
description is found in 6:11: 
 
  !yWI“k;w> Hteêy>b;l. l[;ä ‘ab't'K. ~yviÛr>-yDI( [d;øy> ydI’K. laYEnId'w>û 11 
 ŸaWhå am'øAyb. ht'’l'T. û!ynIm.zIw> ~l,_v.Wry> dg<n<ß HteêyLi[iB. ‘Hle !x"ïytiP. 
 ‘lbeq\-lK' Hheêl'a/ ~d'äq\ ‘adeAmW aLeÛc;m.W yhiAkªr>Bi-l[; %rEåB' 
`hn")D> tm;Þd>q;-!mi dbeê[' aw"åh]-yDI( 
And Daniel as he knew that the writing had been inscribed went to 
his house and his windows in his upperroom being open facing 
Jerusalem and three times in this day blessing upon his knees and 
praying and praising before his God all of which he was doing 
before this.  
 
Daniel changes nothing of his regular habit in relation to prayer even with the clear 
knowledge of Darius’s decree. This effective refusal of Darius’s edict is similar to the 
open defiance shown by Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego to Nebuchadnezzar in 
3:16-18: 
 
  rC;ên<d>k;Wb)n> aK'_l.m;l. !yrIßm.a'w> Agën> dbeä[]w: ‘%v;yme %r:Üd>v; An©[] 16 
 yt;ªyai !hEå 17`%t")Wbt'h]l; ~g"ßt.Pi hn"±D>-l[; hn"x.n:ôa] !yxi’v.x;-al'( 
 ar'óWn !WT’a;-!mi an"t:+Wbz"yvel. lkiÞy" !yxiêl.p'( an"x.n:åa]-yDI( ‘an"h;’l'a/ 
`bzI)yvey> aK'Þl.m; %d"ïy>-!miW aT'²d>qI)y" 
 an"yt;yai-al' ‘%yIh'l'ale( yDIÛ aK'_l.m; %l"ß-awEh/l, [;ydIîy> al'ê !hEåw> 18 
 `dGU)s.nI al'î T'm.yqEßh] yDIî ab'²h]D; ~l,c,ól.W !yxiêl.p'( 
16 Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego answered the king and said 
to the king, “Nebuchadnezzar, we do not need upon this matter to 
return to you. 17 If our God, who we are serving, is able to deliver 
us from the furnace of the burning fire and he will deliver us from 
your hand 18 and if not it will be known to you, the king, that we 
are not serving your gods and the image of gold which you set up 
we will not do homage.” 
 
Daniel is accused by “the chiefs and the Satraps” (aY"©n:P.r>D;v.x;a]w: aY"÷k;r>s") and Shadrach, 
Meshach, and Abednego are accused by the “Chaldeans” (!yai_D'f.K;), ruling classes from 
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the respective cultures (6:5; 3:8). However, when King Darius learns who has broken 
his edict, he does everything in his power to rescue Daniel in 6:15: 
 
  l[;ów> yhiAlê[] vaeäB. ‘ayGIf; [m;ªv. at'äL.mi ydIóK. aK'øl.m; !yId;’a/ 15 
 rD:ßT;v.mi aw"ïh] av'êm.vi yleä['m,( ‘d[;w> Hte_Wbz"yvel. lB'Þ ~f'î laYE±nID' 
`Hte(WlC'h;l. 
Then the king as he heard the word (it was very evil to him) and he 
put his mind to deliver him and until the going in of the sun he was 
struggling to rescue him.  
 
This is all to no avail because in the end the king can do nothing to save him from the 
punishment found in his own edict (6:16). All this is in contrast to Nebuchadnezzar’s 
response in 3:20-23, where the king does everything in his power to make the 
punishment as severe as possible. Darius passes the night sleeplessly and comes to the 
pit of lions where Daniel was left the night before. Darius’s question and Daniel’s 
answer in 6:21-23 reveal a significant contrast to chapter 3: 
 
  aK'øl.m; hnE“[' q[i_z> byciÞ[] lq"ïB. laYEënId"ål. aB'êgUl. Hbeär>q.mik.W 21 
 hT.n>a; yDIä %h'ªl'a/ aY"ëx; ah'äl'a/ ‘dbe[] ‘laYEnID") laYE©nId'l. rm:åa'w> 
`at'(w"y"r>a;-!mi %t"ßWbz"yvel. lkiîy>h; ar'ydIt.Bi ‘Hle-xl;(P'( 
`yyI)x/ !ymiîl.['l. aK'Þl.m; lLi_m; aK'Þl.m;-~[i laY<ënID' ‘!yId;’a/ 22 
 ynIWl+B.x; al'äw> at'Þw"y"r>a; ~Puî rg:±s]W¥ Hkeªa]l.m; xl;äv. yhiúl'a/ 23 
 %ym'd'q' @a:Üw> yliê tx;k;äT.v.hi ‘Wkz" ‘yhiAm’d'q") yDIÛ lbeªq\-lK' 
`tde(b.[; al'î hl'ÞWbx] aK'êl.m; 
21 And as to approach the pit, he cried out in a grieved voice to 
Daniel. The king answered and said to Daniel, “Daniel, servant of 
the living God, your God whom you are continually serving, was he 
able to deliver you from the lions?” 22 Then Daniel spoke to the 
king, “Let the king live forever! 23 My God sent his messenger and 
he closed the mouth of the lions and they did not injure me, all on 
account which before me innocence has been found to me and also 
before the king I have done no hurtful act.”    
 
Darius, though he was powerless to save Daniel from his own edict, had hoped that 
Daniel’s God could save him and indeed he did. Nebuchadnezzar posed the question 
in relation to Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego in 3:15: 
 
 `yd'(y>-!mi !Akßn>biz>yve(y> yDeî Hl'êa/ aWhå-!m;W 
“And what God is there who will deliver you from my hand?” 
 
Nebuchadnezzar thought there was no chance that these men could be saved from the 
impending judgment by any god, only to find out that he was wrong. Those who 
accused Daniel were thrown with their families into the pit of lions and were killed 
(6:25) just as the executioners were put to death by the flames of the fire as they 
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attempted to throw the three men into the furnace of fire (3:22). Daniel is brought up 
out of the pit with this statement made by the narrator about his condition in 6:24: 
 
 `Hhe(l'aBe !mIïyhe yDIÞ HBeê xk;äT.v.hi-al' ‘lb'x]-lk'w> 
And not any injury was found on him because he had trusted his 
God. 
 
The only other occurrence of the Aramaic term lb'x] (injury) is found in the 
description of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego in 3:25: 
 
  hmeÞD' a'y['ybir> yDIä ‘HwErew> !Ah+B. yt;äyai-al' lb'Þx]w: 
`!yhi(l'a/-rb;l. 
And there was no injury on them and his appearance of the fourth 
one was like a son of the gods. 
 
In both situations those who have been rescued are found without injury. In Daniel’s 
case it is made clear that this was because he trusted (!!mIïyhe) in his God. In Shadrach, 
Meshach, and Abednego it is somehow connected with the presence of this fourth 
person who is similar to a son of the gods, and in the dialogue Nebuchadnezzar gives 
his explanation of what the meaning of this fourth person was in 3:28: 
 
  ‘%v;yme %r:Üd>v;-yDI( ‘!Ahh]l'a/ %yrIÜB. rm;ªa'w> rC;øn<d>k;Wb)n> hnE“[' 28 
 WcxiÞr>t.hi yDIî yhiAdêb.[;l. bzIåyvew> ‘Hkea]l.m; xl;Ûv.-yDI( Agën> dbeä[]w: 
 yDIû !Ahym.v.g< Wbh;äywI wyNIëv; ‘aK'l.m; tL;ÛmiW yhiAl+[] 
`!Ah)h]l'(ale !hEßl' Hl'êa/-lk'l. ‘!WdG>s.yI-al'(w> !WxÜl.p.yI-al'( 
Nebuchadnezzar answered and said, “Blessed is their God, the one 
of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, who sent his messenger and 
he delivered his servants who set their trust upon him and they 
changed the word of the king and they gave their bodies that they 
not pay reverence and not do homage to any god except their 
God.” 
 
In both cases it is recognized that it is their God who delivered them without “injury” 
(lb'x]) and further it is connected with the fact that they trusted in God (!mIïyhe; WcxiÞr>t.hi). 
Just as in chapters 2, 3 and 4 all this leads to a confession from the king, in this case 
Darius, found in 6:27-28: 
 
  !wOÝh/l, ytiªWkl.m; !j"ål.v'-lk'B. ŸyDIä è~[ej. ~yfiä éym;d'q\-!mi 27 
 ŸaWhå-yDI laYE+nId")-yDI Hheäl'a/ ~d'Þq\-!mi !yliêx]d'äw> !y[ia.z" 
 lB;êx;t.ti al'ä-yDI( ‘HteWkl.m;W !ymiêl.['äl. ‘~Y"q;w> aY"©x; ah'äl'a/ 
`ap'(As-d[; HnEßj'l.v'w> 
 yDI… a['_r>a;b.W aY"ßm;v.Bi !yhiêm.tiw> !ytiäa' ‘dbe['w> lCiªm;W bzIåyvem. 28 
`at'(w"y"r>a; dy:ß-!mi laYEënId")l. byzIåyve 
27 From before me was put a judgment that in every dominion of 
my kingdom there will be ones trembling and fearing his God, the 
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one of Daniel, who is the the living God and enduring forever and 
his kingdom is that which will never pass away and his dominion is 
until the end, 28 one delivering and rescuing and doing signs and 
wonders in the heavens and on the earth with which he saved 
Daniel from the hand of the lions. 
 
The confession in chapter 2 from Nebuchadnezzar emphasized the superiority of 
Daniel, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego’s God (!Akªh]l'a/) because Daniel was able 
to reveal “this secret” (hn")d> hz"ïr'; 2:47). The confession in chapter 4, again from 
Nebuchadnezzar’s mouth, reverses his own statements regarding his kingdom in 4:27, 
where the greatness of his kingdom is attributed to himself. In verses 31 and 34 these 
statements are completely attributed “to the Most High” (a'yL'[il.W) and “to the King of 
the Heavens” (aY"ëm;v. %l,m,äl.), with the obvious realization that he is the one “who is 
able to humble kings going about in their pride” (hl'(P'v.h;l. lkiÞy" hw"ëgEB. !ykiäl.h.m; ‘ydI; 4:34). 
However, the confession from chapter 3 has several parallels with the confession in 
chapter 6. Both 6:26 from Darius and 3:31 from Nebuchadnezzar are found in an open 
address to their subjects: 
 
  aY"±n:V'liw> aY"ôm;au aY"ùm;m.[;(-lk'l.( bt;K.û aK'ªl.m; vw<y"år>D' !yId;øaBe 6:26 
`aGE)f.yI !Akïm.l'v. a['Þr>a;-lk'B. !yrIa.d'-yDI( 
Then Darius, the King, wrote to all the peoples, nations, and 
tongues, who are dwelling in every land, “May your peace be 
great!” 
 
  !yrIa.d'-yDI( aY"±n:V'liw> aY"ôm;au aY"ùm;m.[;(-lk'l.( aK'ªl.m; rC:ån<d>k;Wbn> 3:31 
`aGE)f.yI !Akïm.l'v. a['Þr>a;-lk'B. 
Nebuchadnezzar, the King, to all the peoples, nations, and the 
tongues, who are dwelling in every land, may your peace be great. 
 
A statement made in relation to Nebuchadnezzar in 5:19, which Daniel indicates 
clearly was given by God, is then transformed in the mouth of Darius into a 
confession about God in 6:27, with the added contrast of the eternal nature of God’s 
kingdom: 
 
  Aw°h] aY"ën:V"åliw> ‘aY"m;au aY"©m;m.[;( lKoå Hleê-bh;y> yDIä ‘at'Wbr>-!miW 5:19 
 ljeªq' aw"åh] abeøc' hw"“h]-yDI( yhiAm+d'q\-!mi !yliÞx]d'w> !y[ia.z" 
 hw"ïh]-ydI(w> ~yrIêm' hw"åh] ‘abec' hw"Üh]-ydI(w> axeêm; hw"åh] ‘abec' hw"Üh]-ydI(w> 
`lyPi(v.m; hw"ïh] abeÞc' 
And from the greatness which he gave to him, all the peoples, 
nations, and the tongues were ones trembling and fearing before 
him, with whom he was pleased he was killing and with whom he 
was pleased he was striking and with whom he was pleased he was 
raising and with whom he was pleased he was one making low. 
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  !wOÝh/l, ytiªWkl.m; !j"ål.v'-lk'B. ŸyDIä è~[ej. ~yfiä éym;d'q\-!mi 6:27 
 ŸaWhå-yDI laYE+nId")-yDI Hheäl'a/ ~d'Þq\-!mi !yliêx]d'äw> !y[ia.z" 
 lB;êx;t.ti al'ä-yDI( ‘HteWkl.m;W !ymiêl.['äl. ‘~Y"q;w> aY"©x; ah'äl'a/ 
`ap'(As-d[; HnEßj'l.v'w> 
From before me was put a judgment that in every dominion of my 
kingdom there will be ones trembling and fearing his God that of 
Daniel who is the the living God and enduring forever and his 
kingdom is that which will never pass away and his dominion is 
until the end. 
 
This Aramaic collocation  !yliÞx]d'w> !y[ia.z" (trembling and fearing) occurs only in these 
two verses in the Masoretic text. 6:28 reflects a final similarity between chapter 6 and 
chapter 3, specifically 3:32-33 with an emphasis on the signs and wonders described 
within each chapter: 
 
  yDI… a['_r>a;b.W aY"ßm;v.Bi !yhiêm.tiw> !ytiäa' ‘dbe['w> lCiªm;W bzIåyvem. 6:28 
`at'(w"y"r>a; dy:ß-!mi laYEënId")l. byzIåyve 
One delivering and rescuing and doing signs and wonders in the 
heavens and on the earth with which he saved Daniel from the 
hand of the lions. 
 
  rp:ïv. a'yL'[i ah'Þl'a/ yMiê[i db;ä[] yDI… aY"ëh;m.tiw> ‘aY"t;a'( 3:32 
 !ypi_yQit; hm'äK. yhiAhßm.tiw> !ybiêr>b.r; hm'äK. ‘yhiAt’a' 33`hy")w"x]h;l. ym;Þd'q'¥ 
`rd")w> rD"ï-~[i HnEßj'l.v'w> ~l;ê[' tWkål.m; ‘HteWkl.m; 
The signs and wonders which the Most High God did to me, it 
seemed good to declare before me. How great are  his signs and 
how mighty are his wonders, his kingdom is an eternal kingdom 
and his dominion is with each generation. 
 
The Aramaic word collocation !yhiêm.tiw> !ytiäa' (signs and wonders) only occurs in these 
two passages in the Masoretic text. The confession that concludes chapter 6 carefully 
weaves together several other elements from the book, but for its own purpose. The 
whole scene of chapter 6 ends with a statement that summarizes Daniel’s prestige for 
the rest of Darius’s reign and then into Cyrus’s reign: 
 
  vr,AKï tWkßl.m;b.W vw<y"+r>D' tWkål.m;B. xl;Þc.h; hn"ëD> laYEånId'w> 6:29 
`a'ys'r>P' 
And this Daniel prospered in the kingdom of Darius and in the 
kingdom of Cyrus the Persian. 
  
It is interesting that 1:21, as the closing verse of the opening chapter of these 
narratives scenes, makes a similar statement: 
 
 `%l,M,(h; vr,Akïl. tx;Þa; tn:ïv.-d[; laYEënID") ‘yhiy>w:) 21 
And Daniel existed until the first year of Cyrus the king. 
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Both statements move Daniel from the reign of one king and kingdom to another. 
However, the closing statement of chapter 1 spans the reigns mentioned in the whole 
of the book, though not moving the reader to the furthest chronological point within 
the book, which is “in the third year of Cyrus, king of the Persians” (vAlªv' tn:åv.Bi    
sr;êP' %l,m,ä ‘vr,Ak’l.; 10:1). This opening statement in chapter 1 marks a sort of summary 
for the whole of the book and the close of the opening scene. The closing verse of 
chapter 6 marks not only the chronological connection between two reigns and the 
end of the scene of chapter 6, but also the close of these narrative sketches that form 
the first portion of the book. 
 
3.9 Summary of Chapters 1-6 
Chapter 1-6, though diverse in their narrative material, have served the purpose of 
illustrating how Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah distinguished themselves 
under the reigns of Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar, and Darius.280 The narratives 
actually reveal two key ways in which these men distinguish themselves. Daniel’s 
superior abilities in relation to interpreting dreams and visions led to not only his 
exalted status within the kingdom but also to Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah 
attaining an exalted status. The four men also exhibit a devotion to God that leads to 
their own punishment. God is the one who gives them their distinguishing character 
that leads to their prosperity, which in turn leads to their troubles from which God 
delivers them. Key to these narratives is the profession from the mouth of the king in 
relation to God at the end of each chapter (with the exception of chapters 1 and 5). 
The parallel confessions in chapters 3 and 6 from Nebuchadnezzar and Darius 
                                                 
280 John Goldingay, “The Stories in Daniel: A Narrative Politics,” in JSOT 37/F (1987): 100, views 
these stories in a much more political manner: “Whatever historical value they may have, they are 
literary artifacts which blend the forms of court contest and court conflict tale, confessor legend and 
prophetic legend, and (among others) aretology, midrash, pesher, and literary psalmody, into artful 
narratives which carry a vision of how life in politics may be lived, and on what basis.” Walter 
Brueggemann, “At the Mercy of Babylon: A Subversive Rereading of the Empire,” JBL 110/1 (1991): 
13, also sees a political dimension through the typoligizing of Babylon: “When we come to the book of 
Daniel, we see that Israel’s theological reflection cannot finally finish with Babylon. It is clear that by 
the time of the Daniel texts, we have broken free of historical reference; Nebuchadnezzar now looms 
on the horizon of Israel as a cipher for a power counter to the Lord.” Valeta, Lions and Ovens and 
Visions, 177, states: “The classical forms and use of many common biblical genres are commandeered 
and combined by the menippea form of Daniel 1-6 in order to bring scorn upon the king and his 
kingdom.” J. C. H. Lebram, “Bemerkungen und Gedanken zu Martin Hengels Buch über „Judentum 
und Hellenismus“,” in VT 20/4 (1970): 515, in his negative assessment of Martin Hengel’s thesis states, 
“Unsere Analyse hat gezeigt, daß das Buch Daniel eine Deutung politischer Ereignisse von priesterlich-
kultischem Standpunkt aus gibt. Von einem Kampf zwischen jüdischen Volksgesetz und „Interpretatio 
Graeca“ des Judentums ist bei ihm nichts zu erkennen.” Each of these theses seems to presuppose a 
monolithic Sitz im Leben, where the text(s) suggest a much more varied set of contexts.   
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respectively, though similar in content, reflect the obvious transformation in setting 
and purpose. Nebuchadnezzar meets God’s humbling power which leads to his 
confession, and Darius’s hope is realized through Daniel’s deliverance which leads to 
his confession. The intentional reordering of the material marks the obvious 
transformation of these opening chapters from chronological scenes to a thematically 
driven arrangement, that includes the key characteristics already mentioned. The 
canonical intertextuality is not just found in the recurrent vision material from chapter 
2 but through the whole of each narrative, with whole phrases and descriptions being 
used in another context in a similar and yet distinct purpose through which the text 
grows. With this complex in place, chapters 7-12 mark as a whole another case of 
canonical intertextuality as the material from the vision in chapter 2 becomes the 
springboard for the rest of the book, but for a different purpose than was found in 
chapter 2 and the complex as a whole. 
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4. Canonical Intertextuality: 
Daniel 7-12 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 The opening six chapters of the book of Daniel show how Daniel and his 
companions distinguished themselves under the reigns of Nebuchadnezzar, 
Belshazzar, and Darius. The text of each chapter reveals not only common characters, 
setting, and plot, but also themes, phrases, and repeating narrative patterns.  
Descriptions that have a particular meaning in one narrative scene develop into 
something quite distinct in another scene. The scenes with dreams and visions, and 
with interpretations and confessions in relation to God, demonstrate the exemplary 
character of Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah, mixed with the reality of God’s 
power, sovereignty, and glory.281 
 The closing six chapters of the book repeat many of the key elements that have 
already been seen in the earlier portion of the book.282 However, rather than 
functioning as scenes demonstrating the superior qualities of the key characters from 
the opening portion of the book, the scenes focus on the visions narrated by Daniel in 
the first person. What were only details in relation to Nebuchadnezzar’s dreams and 
visions now become the focal point of the narratives. Add to this multiple layers of 
interpretation within each of these texts, and there is not only canonical intertextuality 
within the larger strategy of the book itself (the relationship of the chapters 1-6 and 7-
12) but even within the narrative scenes themselves, as has already been demonstrated 
in chapters 1-6.283     
 
                                                 
281 Bruce, “Discourse Theme and the Narratives of Daniel,” 186, proposes this last statement as the 
overarching theme that unifies the whole of the book: “The theme proposed in this study—that only 
God is truly sovereign and that He will establish an eternal kingdom—provides coherence for the entire 
Book of Daniel.” 
282 H. I. Ginsberg, “The Composition of the book of Daniel,” Vetus Testamentum 4/3 (1954): 246, in 
arguing against H. H. Rolwley’s one author theory “during the persecution of the Jewish religion by 
Antiochus IV,” lists the then present understanding of the book under issues of authorship and dating 
with the key connection points: “Daniel, ‘The Book of the Courtier Tales’, comprising chs. i-vi, which 
is pre-Epiphanian; and Daniel B, ‘The Book of the Apocalypses’, comprising chs. vii-xii, which is 
Epiphinian. The respective starting-points for the analyses of the two parts are two chapters–ii and 
vii—whose similarities are obvious but whose differences are no less real and instructive.”  
283 David M. Valeta, “Court or Jester Tales? Resistance and Social Reality in Daniel 1-6,” Perspectives 
in Religious Studies 32/3 (2005): 309, views this relationship from a social resistance perspective: “The 
imaginative use of humor and satire reflects a creative manipulation of the social reality of life in the 
royal court to resist king and empire, and thus crafts a thematic link with the judgment visions of Dan 
7-12.”  
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4.2 Chapter 7       
 As has already been noted, the opening verse of chapter 7 represents a bold 
chronological statement that precedes earlier narrative scenes in the book, namely the 
preceding two chapters of the book that moved from the final days for Belshazzar’s 
kingdom up to Daniel prospering in Cyrus’s kingdom: 
 
  ~l,xeä ‘laYEnID' lb,êB' %l,m,ä ‘rC;v;al.bel. hd'ªx] tn:åv.Bi  7:1 
 vareî bt;êk. am'äl.x, ‘!yId;’aBe Hbe_K.v.mi-l[;( HveÞare ywEïz>x,w> hz"ëx] 
`rm:)a] !yLiÞmi 
In the first year of Belshazzar the king of Babylon, Daniel saw a 
dream and the visions of his head upon his bed. Then he wrote the 
dream, the sum of the words. He said: 
 
Though the rest of the chapter comes in the form of a first person narration which 
recounts the vision and its interpretation, this opening verse reveals a tension within 
the larger narrative. It is a simple statement giving the setting for the following 
narrative scene.284 Yet it demonstrates a purposeful break from an otherwise 
chronological order within the book. This purposeful identification gives not only a 
retrospective context in which the following text is to be viewed, but also a shift in 
narrative strategy, as Daniel’s visions will be the focus for the rest of the book. 
Though Daniel has already had another “vision of the night” (ay"ßl.yle-ydI( aw"ïz>x,) in 2:19 
(cf. 7:2), this scene represents the first time that Daniel’s skill in relation to dreams 
and visions is not used directly in relation to his service of the king. However, it does 
appear, through this careful choice of words that occur only in 2:19 and in 7:2, 7:7, 
and 7:13, that the connection is intentional with the material in chapter 2. The 
description of the vision is the most extensive that has been seen so far in the book 
with thirteen verses in 7:2-14 (cf. 2:31-35; 4:7-14). The interpretation is also 
extensive spanning another twelve verses in 7:17-28 (although cf. 2:37-45; 4:17-23). 
With the general scene set in 7:1, verses 2-3 give the opening context in which the 
dream unfolds: 
 
                                                 
284 Stefan Beyerle, “‘Der mit den Wolken des Himmels kommt’: Untersuchungen zum 
Traditionsgefüge ‘Menschensohn,’” in Gottessohn und Menschensohn: Exegetische Studien zu zwei 
Paradigmen biblischer Intertextualität, ed. Dieter Sänger (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 2004), 52, notes after an 
extensive evaluation of Daniel 7: “Kompositorisch erweist sich Dan 7 nicht nur als Einheit, vielmehr 
sind auch die häufig literarisch angezweifelten Visionen in V.9f und V. 13f fest in den Kontext 
eingebunden.”  
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  Wrªa]w: ay"+l.yle(-~[i ywIßz>x,B. tywE±h] hzEïx' rm;êa'w> ‘laYEnId' hnEÜ[' 2 
 !b'êr>b.r; ‘!w"yxe [B;Ûr>a;w> 3`aB'(r; aM'îy:l. !x"ßygIm. aY"ëm;v. yxeäWr ‘[B;r>a; 
  `aD'(-!mi aD'î !y"ßn>v' aM'_y:-!mi !q"ßl.s' 
Daniel answered and said: “I was seeing in the visions of the night 
and behold four winds of the heavens were breaking forth to the 
Great Sea. And four great beasts were coming up from the sea, 
each being different from the other. 
 
The number four plays a significant role in the vision. There are “four winds of the 
heavens” (aY"ëm;v. yxeäWr ‘[B;r>a;) in 7:2, “four great beasts” (!b'êr>b.r; ‘!w"yxe [B;Ûr>a;) in 7:3-7, 
“four wings” ([B;²r>a; !yPiîG:), “four heads” (!yviare h['ÛB.r>a;) to the third beast in 7:6, and the 
emphasis on “the fourth beast” (hy"['ybir> hw"åyxe) in 7:7-8. This emphasis especially on the 
fourth beast does find an interesting parallel not in the vision from chapter 2 but in the 
interpretation of the vision from 2:40 on the fourth kingdom. 7:7 and 2:40 viewed side 
by side represent an interesting comparison: 
 
  hy"['ybir> hw"åyxe Wråa]w: ay"©l.yle( ywEåz>x,B. tywE÷h] hzE“x' ûhn"D> rt:åaB' 7:7 
 lz<ïr>p;-yDI( !yIN:“viw> ar'yTiªy: ap'øyQit;w> ynI“t'm.yae(w> ûhl'yxiD> 
 hs'_p.r' Hyl;g>r;B. ar'Þa'v.W hq'êD/m;W hl'äk.a'( !b'êr>b.r; ‘Hl; 
`Hl;( rf:ß[] !yIn:ïr>q;w> Hym;êd'q'¥ yDIä ‘at'w"yxe(-lK'-!mi hy"©N>v;m. ayhiäw> 
In place of this one, I was seeing in the vision of the night and 
behold a fourth beast, being feared and terrible and exceedingly 
mighty and teeth of iron, eating many and breaking in pieces and 
the rest trampling with its feet and it was different from all the 
beasts which were before it and ten horns were to it. 
 
  al'_z>r>p;K. hp'ÞyQit; awEïh/T, hy"['ybir> ‘Wkl.m;W 2:40 
 [[;îr'm.-yDI( al'²z>r>p;k.W¥ aL'Koê ‘lvex'w> qDeÛh;m. ‘al'z>r>p; yDIÛ lbeªq\-lK' 
`[;ro)tew> qDIîT; !yLeÞai-lK' 
And the fourth kingdom will be mighty like iron because iron 
breaks in pieces and shatters all things and like iron which shatters 
all of these, it will break [them] in pieces and will shatter[them].  
 
Not only is there an emphasis on the sequence through the use of hy"['ybir> but also the 
description that follows. Both the kingdom and the beast are “mighty” (ap'øyQit;), 
contain “iron” (lz<ïr>p;), that leads to “breaking in pieces” with the use of the feminine 
participle hq'êD/m; in 7:7 and the masculine participle qDeÛh;m. in 2:40. The connection 
within the present text appears to be more than accidental. The transformation is 
obvious. The interpretation of chapter 2 through this collection of vocabulary is now 
being connected with the vision of chapter 7. The image of chapter 2, interpreted as 
four kingdoms, is now through the description of the fourth beast developing another 
layer of interpretation within the book of Daniel. The four components of the image 
and related kingdoms in chapter 2 are not difficult to associate with the four beasts of 
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chapter 7. However, it is the latter part of the vision that represents the most 
significant change from the vision and interpretation of chapter 2. After describing the 
intricacies of the fourth beast, the throne scene of “one Aged of Days” (!ymiÞAy qyTiî[;), 
and the destruction of the fourth beast, there is an interesting description of the 
kingdom that follows. This description is more akin to the interpretation of chapter 2 
than the vision that it interprets. 7:13-14 and 2:44 demonstrate yet another 
comparison: 
 
  vn"ßa/ rb:ïK. aY"ëm;v. ynEån"[]-~[i ‘Wra]w: ay"ël.yle( ywEåz>x,B. ‘tywEh] hzEÜx' 7:13 
 Hle’w> 14`yhiWb)r>q.h; yhiAmßd'q.W hj'êm. ‘aY"m;Ay* qyTiÛ[;-d[;w> hw"+h] hteäa' 
 Hleä aY"ßn:V'liw> aY"±m;au aY"©m;m.[;( lkoåw> Wkêl.m;W rq"åywI ‘!j'l.v' byhiÛy> 
 al'î-yDI HteÞWkl.m;W hDeê[.y< al'ä-yDI( ‘~l;[' !j"Ül.v' HnEùj'l.v' !Wx+l.p.yI 
 `lB;(x;t.ti 
13 I was seeing in the vision of the night and behold with the 
clouds of the heavens one like a son of man was coming and until 
he reached the one Aged of Days and they brought him before him. 
14 And to him was given dominion and honor and a kingdom  and 
all peoples, nations, and tongues were paying reverence to him, his 
dominion is eternal which will not pass away and his kingdom will 
not be destroyed. 
 
  yDIÛ ‘Wkl.m; aY"Üm;v. Hl'’a/ û~yqiy> !WN©ai aY"åk;l.m; yDIó !AhúymeAyb.W¥ 2:44 
 qbi_T.v.ti al'ä !r"ßx\a' ~[;îl. ht'êWkl.m;’W lB;êx;t.ti al'ä ‘!ymil.['l. 
`aY")m;l.['l. ~WqïT. ayhiÞw> at'êw"k.l.m; !yLeäai-lK' ‘@yset'w> qDIÛT; 
And in the days of these kings, the God of the heavens will set up a 
kingdom which is eternal, it will not be destroyed and the kingdom 
will not be left to another people, it will break [them]in pieces and 
it will put to an end all these kingdoms and it will be established 
forever. 
 
The interpretation from chapter 2 emphasizes that in the days of the fourth kingdom 
God will raise up an indestructible eternal kingdom. The vision of chapter 7 also 
emphasizes a kingdom. This kingdom will come after the destruction of the fourth 
beast and will also be an indestructible eternal kingdom. The major difference that is 
found in the vision of chapter 7 is that this kingdom is identified as having a particular 
ruler over it that is “like a son of man” (vn"ßa/ rb:ïK.).285 He receives this eternal kingdom 
                                                 
285 Alexander A. Di Lella, “The One in Human Likeness and the Holy Ones of the Most High in Daniel 
7,” in CBQ 39/1 (1977): 8, argues for a one-to-one correspondence of the imagery in this chapter: 
“Since, as is generally agreed, the four hideous beasts in 7:3-7 symbolize only the four pagan empires, 
and ‘the little horn’ symbolizes Antiochus IV, and the ‘Ancient One’ (vv 9, 13, 22) symbolizes the God 
of Israel, then we must assume that those responsible for this apocalypse meant each of these symbols 
to have a one-to-one relationship with the respective reality being symbolized.” This argument supports 
his opening assumption that “one in human likeness” corresponds to “the holy ones of the Most High” 
(1). The challenge of the present thesis is that these terms do not need to be harmonized with one 
another but allowed to dialogue with one another, giving a spectrum of interpretation that includes 
through the vision and interpretation(s) individual and group concepts. Beyerle, “‘Der mit den Wolken 
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that will not pass away and will not be destroyed. There is of course “the stone” 
(an"åb.a;) from chapter 2 that destroys all the other components. But even this detail 
creates a further contrast, as there is no mention of destruction in relation to the one 
who is like a son of man (vn"ßa/ rb:ïK.) in chapter 7. Though it is an important detail in 
the vision that the one who is like a son of man receives all of this from “one aged of 
days” (aY"m;Ay* qyTiÛ[;), even this has its parallel to material in 2:37 and 5:18: 
 
  aY"ëm;v. Hl'äa/ yDI… aY"+k;l.m; %l,m,Þ aK'êl.m; hT.n>a; 2:37 
`%l")-bh;y> ar'Þq'ywI) aP'îq.t'w> an"±s.xi at'îWkl.m; 
You, the king, are the king of kings which the God of the heavens 
gave to you the kingdom, the power, and the might and the honor to 
you. 
 
  at'ÛWkl.m; a'yL'[i ‘ah'l'a/ aK'_l.m; hT.n>a; 5:18 
`%Wb)a] rC:ïn<d>k;bun>li bh;Þy> hr'êd>h;w> ar'äq'ywI ‘at'Wbr>W 
You, the king, the Most High God gave the kingdom and the 
greatness and honor and glory to Nebuchadnezzar, your father. 
 
All kingdoms and those who rule over them are recognized to have been given to 
these rulers by God. The vision has the exact same effect on Daniel in 7:15 as the 
vision from chapter 4 had on Nebuchadnezzar in 4:2 and is only slightly different 
from Belshazzar’s response in 5:6. 
 
“and the visions of my head alarmed me”    ynIN:)luh]b;y> yviÞare ywEïz>x,w>7:15 
“and the visions of my head alarmed me”   ynIN:)luh]b;y> yviÞare ywEïz>x,w>>4:2
his thoughts alarmed  him      HNE+Wlh]b;y> yhinOàyO[r;w>>5:6
 
Now it is not Daniel who sits in the role of interpreter, but rather one of the 
unidentified ones standing in his vision (aY"ëm;a]q"å-!mi ‘dx;  7:16). The vision as a whole is 
given quite a simple interpretation in 7:17-18: 
 
  !ykiÞl.m; h['îB.r>a; [B;_r>a; !yNIßai yDIî at'êb'r>b.r; at'äw"yxe ‘!yLeai 17 
 !WnÝs.x.y:w> !ynI+Ayl.[, yveÞyDIq; at'êWkl.m; ‘!WlB.q;ywI) 18`a['(r>a;-!mi !WmïWqy> 
`aY")m;l.[' ~l;î[' d[;Þw> am'êl.['ä-d[;¥ ‘at'Wkl.m; 
                                                                                                                                            
des Himmels kommt,’” 47, concludes in relation to this figure: “Der an Hand von Quellen- und damit 
Traditionsvergleichen, aber auch durch philologische und kompositionskritische Erwägungen 
gewonnene Befund zum dan. „Menschensohn“ beschreibt eine im himmlischen Heiligtum lokalisierte 
Gestalt, Gott wohl untergeordnet, doch zugleich in ausgezeichneter und unvergleichlicher Nähe zum 
göttlich-königlich Thronenden.”   
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17 These great beasts of these four are four kingdoms [that] will 
arise from the earth. 18 The holy ones the Most High286 will receive 
the kingdom and they will take possession of the kingdom until 
forever and until forever of the forevers.  
 
Distinct from chapter 2 is the use of  “kings” (!ykiÞl.m;) instead of “kingdom” (Wkïl.m;). 
These four kings are lumped together in the interpretation. The collocation yveÞyDIq; 
!ynI+Ayl.[, (the holy ones the Most High) is found only in chapter 7 (vss. 18, 22, 25, 27). 
Whereas the vision focused on an individual who will be given the kingdom, “one 
like a son of man” (vn"ßa/ rb:ïK.), the interpretation focuses on a group who receives the 
kingdom, “the holy ones the Most High” (!ynI+Ayl.[, yveÞyDIq;). The kingdom is simply 
eternal; it is emphatically eternal in 7:18 just as was indicated in the vision from 7:14 
and in the interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream in 2:44.  
 
“until forever and until forever of the 
forevers” 
aY")m;l.[' ~l;î[' d[;Þw> am'êl.['ä-d[;¥7:18
“eternal dominion” ~l;[' !j'l.v'7:14
“forever” !ymil.['l. 2:44
                                                             
This simple explanation is further expanded as Daniel, again speaking in the first 
person, desires “to make certain regarding the fourth beast” (‘at'w>yxe(-l[; ab'êC'y:l. 
at'êy>["åybir>). Daniel’s recounting of what he would like to make certain in 7:19-22 gives 
a clear focus on the fourth beast and even reveals further details in relation to what he 
was seeing: 
 
  hy"ßn>v") tw"ïh]-yDI( at'êy>["åybir> ‘at'w>yxe(-l[; ab'êC'y:l. ‘tybic. !yId;ªa/ 19 
 ‘lz<r>p;-yDI( HyN:vi hr'yTiªy: hl'äyxiD> !wheL.K'-!mi 
`hs'(p.r'( Hyl;îg>r;B. ar'Þa'v.W hq'êD]m; hl'äk.a'( vx'ên>-yDI( Hyr;äp.jiw> 
 wl'pn>W tq;êl.si yDIä ‘yrIx\a'w> Hv;êareb. yDIä ‘rf;[] aY"Ün:r>q;-l[;w> 20 
 Hl;ª !ynIåy>[;w> !KeødI an"“r>q;w> tl'_T. Hym;d'q\-!mi 
`Ht;(r'b.x;-!mi br;î Hw:ßz>x,w> !b'êr>b.r; lLiäm;m. ‘~puw> 
 hl'Þk.y"w> !yvi_yDIq;-~[i br'Þq. hd'îb.[' !KeêdI an"år>q;w> tywEëh] hzEåx' 21 
`!Ah)l. 
                                                 
286 The translation of !ynI+Ayl.[, follows the standard lexicons, HALOT, 5:1948, “the most high,” BDB, 
1106, “pl. of God,” and Buhl, 919, “(wahrsch. ein Doppelpluralis) die Heiligen des Höchsten.” John 
Goldingay, “‘Holy Ones on High’ in Daniel 7:18,” JBL 107/3 (1988): 496, argues in distinction that, 
“The phrase should indeed be taken as an example of the use of a second plural in a construct chain 
when the expression as a whole is plural, as Bauer and Leander suggest, but the second plural is 
epexegetical or adjectival, like other instances in GKC §124q. The phrase is equivalent to !ynwyl[ !yvydq 
and means ‘high saints,’ ‘holy ones on high.’” However, he does concede in footnote 12 that “Hasel is 
right that it could be treated as a proper name, so that the whole phrase would be determinate; the 
translation “the holy ones of [the] Most High” would then be justified” (497). 
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 !ynI+Ayl.[, yveÞyDIq;l. bhiêy> an"åydIw> aY"ëm;Ay* ‘qyTi[; ht'ªa]-yDI( d[;ä 22 
`!yvi(yDIq; Wnsiîx/h, at'ÞWkl.m;W hj'êm. an"åm.zIw> 
19 Then I desired to make certain concerning the fourth beast 
which was different from all of them, being feared exceedingly, its 
teeth of iron and its claws of bronze, eating, breaking in pieces, 
and the rest trampling with its feet, 20 and concerning the ten 
horns which were on its head and another that went up and three 
fell from before it and this horn and eyes to it and a mouth 
speaking great things and its appearance was greater than its 
fellows. 21 I was seeing and this horn was making war with the 
holy ones and was prevailing against them 22 until which the aged 
of days came and he gave the judgment to the holy ones of the Most 
High and the time arrived and the holy ones took possession of the 
kingdom.   
 
The text of 7:19-22 repeats key words and phrases from 7:7-8 and the issue in relation 
to “the horn” (an"år>q;) and the “holy ones” (!yvi_yDIq;) that has not been seen in any form 
yet in the book of Daniel. Not only is there going to be a prevailing war against the 
holy ones from the horn, but the kingdom does not come to the holy one from “the 
one aged of the days” without these difficult circumstances. The detailed 
interpretation spans 7:23-27: 
 
  a'y['ybir> WkÜl.m; at'êy>["åybir> ‘at'w>yxe( èrm;a] é!Ke 23 
 a['êr>a;-lK' ‘lkuatew> at'_w"k.l.m;-lK'-!mi anEßv.ti yDIî a['êr>a;b. awEåh/T, 
`HN:)qiD>t;w> HN:ßviWdt.W 
 !r'úx\a'w> !Wm+quy> !ykiÞl.m; hr'îf.[; ht'êWkl.m; ‘HN:mi rf;ê[] aY"ån:r>q;w> 24 
`lPi(v.h;y> !ykiÞl.m; ht'îl't.W ayEëm'd>q;-!mi ‘anEv.yI aWhÜw> !Ahªyrex]a; ~Wqåy> 
 aLe_b;y> !ynIßAyl.[, yveîyDIq;l.W lLiêm;y> a'yL'[i dc;Ûl. !yLiªmiW 25 
 !ynIßD'[iw> !D"ï[i-d[; HdeêyBi !Wbåh]y:t.yIw> td'êw> !ynIåm.zI ‘hy"n"v.h;l. rB;ªs.yIw> 
`!D")[i gl;îp.W 
`ap'(As-d[; hd'Þb'Ahl.W hd'îm'v.h;l. !ADê[.h;y> HnEåj'l.v'w> bTi_yI an"ßydIw> 26 
 aY"ëm;v.-lK' tAxåT. ‘tw"k.l.m; yDI… at'ªWbr>W an"÷j'l.v'w> ht'’Wkl.m;W 27 
 ‘lkow> ~l;ê[' tWkål.m; ‘HteWkl.m; !ynI+Ayl.[, yveäyDIq; ~[;Þl. tb;§yhiy> 
`!W[)M.T;v.yI)w> !Wxßl.p.yI Hleî aY"ën:j"ål.v' 
23 So he said, “The fourth beast will be the fourth kingdom on the 
earth which will be different from all the kingdoms and it will eat 
the whole earth and it will tread it down and it will break it in 
pieces. 24 And the ten horns from it are ten kingdoms that will 
arise and another will arise from them and he will be different from 
the former ones and he will humble three kings 25 and he will 
speak words against [to the side of] the most high and he will wear 
out the holy ones of the most high and he will intend to change 
times and law and they will be given in his hand until a time and 
times and half a time. 26 And the judgment will be seated and they 
will take away his dominion to destroy and to cause to perish until 
the end. 27 And the kingdom and the dominion which the kingdoms 
under all the heavens were given to the people287 of the holy ones 
of the Most High, its kingdom is a kingdom of perpetuity and all of 
                                                 
287 The following third person masculine singular suffixes “its” are being translated with “people” (~[;Þ) 
as their antecedent. Compare with Hartman and Di Lella, The Book of Daniel, 207.  
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the dominions will pay reverence to it and they will show 
themselves obedient.   
 
The fourth beast is a “kingdom” (WkÜl.m;) as in the interpretation of chapter 2. This 
kingdom will be different (anEßv.ti) from the preceding kingdoms (cf. with !ykiÞl.m; “kings” 
of 7:17). The difference is found in its destructive nature in relation to the whole earth 
(a['êr>a;-lK'). The ten horns of the fourth beast are ten kings (!ykiÞl.m;) who give way to 
another king. This king, like the fourth beast/kingdom, is different (anEv.yI) from these 
former ten kings. Again its difference is identified with its power: power to subject 
three other kings, to speak against (dc;Ûl. “to the side of”; cf. 6:5) the Most High, to 
wear out the saints, and to intend to change times and law (td'), all of which is given a 
particular time period that will last “until a time and times and half a time” (!D"ï[i-d[;  
!D")[i gl;îp.W !ynIßD'[iw>). The apparent corresponding detail in 7:12 lists a period of time that 
is “until a time and a time” (!D")[iw> !m:ïz>-d[;). This detail, as with this whole 
interpretation, expands and at the same time gives a level of precision to the previous 
statement. The statements with regard to time are absent from the vision and 
interpretation in chapter 2. As in 7:12, the turning point is found when “the judgment 
will be seated” (bTi_yI an"ßydI) and the king’s destructive power is taken away with another 
time reference “until the end” (ap'(As-d[;). The interpretation concludes with the 
statement not that the kingdom is given to the “holy ones of the Most High” (yveäyDIq; 
!ynI+Ayl.[,) but more specifically “to the people of the holy ones of the Most High” (~[;Þl. 
!ynI+Ayl.[, yveäyDIq;). This kingdom is not to be confused with these other temporal kingdoms 
that have preceded it. This kingdom is “a kingdom of perpetuity” (~l;ê[' tWkål.m;). The 
word ~[; (people) becomes the antecedent to the third person singular pronominal 
suffixes in the last portion of 7:27, so that the people have “a kingdom of perpetuity” 
~l;ê[' tWkål.m; and the ~[; is the one to whom “all of the dominions will pay reverence to 
it and they will show themselves obedient” (!W[)M.T;v.yI)w> !Wxßl.p.yI Hleî aY"ën:j"ål.v' ‘lko). In the 
beginning of the chapter, the narrator introduced the material with the phrase “head” 
or “sum of the words” (!yLiÞmi vare) and now the chapter closes in the first person 
narrative with “until here is the end of the words” (at'_L.mi-ydI( ap'äAs hK'Þ-d[;). The final 
half of 7:28, when viewed in relation to other similar passages, indicates much less a 
conclusion than the expectation of an interpretation yet to come: 
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  yn:åAy[.r; ŸayGIåf; laYE÷nId") hn"“a] at'_L.mi-ydI( ap'äAs hK'Þ-d[; 28 
`tre(j.nI yBiîliB. at'ÞL.miW yl;ê[] !ANæT;v.yI ‘yw:yzIw> ynIN:©luh]b;y> 
Until here is the end of the words. I, Daniel, my thoughts alarmed 
me exceedingly and my brightness changed upon me and I kept the 
word in my heart. 
 
Nebuchadnezzar has this similar response in 4:2: 
 
  yviÞare ywEïz>x,w> ybiêK.v.mi-l[;( ‘!yrIhor>h;w> ynIN:+lix]d;ywI) tyzEßx] ~l,xeî 2 
`ynIN:)luh]b;y> 
I saw a vision and it made me afraid and my imaginings on my bed 
and the visions of my head alarmed me. 
 
Belshazzar encounters the writing on the wall and responds, as has already been 
noted, in a similar manner: “Then the king, his brightness changed and his thoughts 
alarmed him” (HNE+Wlh]b;y> yhinOàyO[r;w> yhiAnëv. yhiwOæyzI ‘aK'l.m; !yId:Üa/; 5:6). Just a few verses later a 
similar description is found: “Then the king Belshazzar was exceedingly alarmed and 
his brightness changed upon him” (yhiAl+[] !yIn:åv' yhiwOàyzIw> lh;êB't.mi ayGIåf; ‘rC;av;l.be aK'Ûl.m; !yId;a/; 
5:9). The queen encourages the king with similar words in the next verse: “Do not let 
your thoughts alarm you and let your brightness be changed” (%yw"ßyzIw> %n"ëAy[.r; ‘%Wlh]b;y>-la;( 
AN*T;v.yI-la;  5:10). What is critical to notice is that these similar responses not only 
narrate how the characters within the story are reacting to the visions they encounter, 
but also indicate that an interpretation is to follow. This is even the case in the close of 
chapter 7; a further interpretation is yet to follow.  
Chapter 7 represents a transition within the book from how Daniel and his 
companions distinguished themselves to the visions of Daniel.288 This move is 
indicated through the diachronic regression in the opening verse of the chapter and 
obviously by the content of the chapter. The chapter exhibits canonical intertextuality 
not only through the connection with the vision and interpretation in chapter 2, but 
with the whole of the opening six chapters. There is not only a further interpretation 
of the material from chapter 2, but the chapter itself contains four layers, one on top of 
                                                 
288 Rolf Rendtorff, Das Alte Testament: Eine Einführung, 6th. ed. (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener 
Verlag, 2001), 288, remarks on this relationship a little differently: “Kap. 7 bildet zugleich das 
Bindeglied zu den folgenden Kapiteln; denn während Kap. 1-6 Daniel und seine Freunde stets im 
Gegenüber zum babylonischen bzw. persischen König zeigen, is Daniel in Kap. 7 allein mit seiner 
Vision wie auch in den folgenden Kapiteln. Terminoligisch ist die Brücke nach rückwärts durch das 
Wort „Traum“ in 7,1 geschlagen (vgl. 2,1ff; 4,2f), das in den folgenden Kapiteln nicht vorkommt. Im 
übrigen ist auch durch die einleitenden Datierungen in 2,1; 7,1; 8,1; 9,1; 10,1 der Zusammenhang 
hergestellt.” 
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another, of interpretation. The vision (7:2-14), the short interpretation (7:17-18), 
Daniel’s recounting what he wanted to make certain (7:19-22) and the extended 
interpretation closing the chapter (7:23-27), represent canonical intertextuality within 
the chapter itself. All of this points to a further interpretation through the closing 
words of the chapter in the present macro structure of the book. 
 
4.3 Chapter 8 
 Chapter 8 opens with another chronological statement that is subsequent to the 
previous chapter, but is prior to those found in chapters 5 and 6: 
 
  !Azùx' %l,M,_h; rC:åv;al.Be tWkßl.m;l. vAlêv' tn:åv.Bi  8:1 
`hL'(xiT.B; yl;Þae ha'îr.NIh; yre²x]a; laYEënId' ynIåa] ‘yl;ae ha'Ûr>nI 
In the third year of the reign of Belshazzar the king, a vision 
appeared to me, I, Daniel, after the one appearing to me in the 
beginning. 
 
Without warning the Masoretic text returns to Hebrew for the first time since 2:4. In 
2:4 the transition was made as a response from Nebuchadnezzar’s normal group of 
counselors: “And the Chaldeans spoke to the king in Aramaic” (%l,M,Þl; ~yDI²f.K;h; WrôB.d;y>w:) 
tymi_r'a]). At the beginning of chapter 8 there is no such transition and no explanation. 
This very obvious tension is simply retained within the text. As in chapter 7 it is a 
“vision” (!Azùx') that is the main concern, a vision that was “after the one appearing to 
me in the beginning” (hL'(xiT.B; yl;Þae ha'îr.NIh; yre²x]a;). Presumably this statement 
demonstrates somewhat of a sequence in relation to the material of the previous 
chapter, whether “in the beginning” (hL'(xiT.B;) is in reference to the beginning of 
Belshazzar’s reign or the viewing of the first occurrence of this type of vision.289 The 
opening words found in 8:2 “and I saw in the vision” (!Azx'B, éha,r.a,w") seem to indicate 
that the vision is to follow and the verb yhiy>w: (and it came to pass) actually begins the 
narration of the vision itself rather than giving a secondary description of the 
setting.290 Daniel sees “in the vision” (!Azx'B,) that he is “in the castle Susa which is in 
the Province Elam” (hn"+ydIM.h; ~l'äy[eB. rv<ßa] hr'êyBih; !v:åWvB.) and further that he was “on the 
river Ulai” (yl'(Wa lb;îWa-l[;). The first part of the vision focuses on an “ram” (lyIa:) that 
                                                 
289 Collins, Daniel, 329, opts for the latter of these two options: “‘That which appeared’ refers to the 
vision of chap. 7. The explicit attempt to relate the two visions is understandable if some time elapsed 
between their composition, whether by the same author or not.” 
290 GKC §111 f, 327, notes: “The introduction of independent narratives, or of a new section of the 
narrative, by means of an imperfect consecutive, likewise aims at a connexion, though again loose and 
external, with that which has been narrated previously.” 
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is standing in front of the river. This ram has “two horns” (~yIn"+r'q.). One is higher than 
the other, with the higher of the two “going up afterwards” ( hn")rox]a;B' hl'Þ[o). 291 Though 
there is an obvious change in language between chapters 7 and 8, it is difficult to pass 
over the use of !yIn:ïr>q; (horns) in 7:7 and the description of the ram here in 8:2 also with 
~yIn"+r'q. (two horns), both dual though !yIn:ïr>q; is followed by rf:ß[] (ten) in 7:7.292 This 
simple grammatical and syntactical connection may represent not only another 
connection with chapter 7 but a further layer of interpretation in relation to the fourth 
beast of chapter 7. Daniel narrates with particular clarity in relation to the lyIa: “ram” 
in 8:4: 
 
  ‘tAYx;-lk'w> hB'g>n<©w" hn"Apøc'w> hM'y"“ ûx;GEn:m. lyIa;‡h'-ta, ytiyaiär' 4 
`lyDI(g>hiw> Anàcor>ki hf'î['w> Ad=Y"mi lyCiÞm; !yaeîw> wyn"ëp'l. Wdåm.[;y:)-al{) 
I saw the ram thrusting to the sea and to the north and to the south 
and all beasts did not stand before him and there was no one 
delivering from his hand and he did as his desire and he did great 
things. 
 
The “beast” (hw"åyxe) from chapter 7 was “being different from all the beasts” (-!mi hy"©N>v;m. 
at'w"yxe(-lK'). The ram (lyIa;‡h') of chapter 8 demonstrates instead its dominance over “all 
the beasts” (tAYx;-lk'). Both are demonstrating their difference/dominance in relation to 
the other beasts. Daniel’s vision, however, continues in chapter 8 with the appearance 
of another animal, a “he-goat of the she-goats” (~yZI[ih'(-rypic.), who comes “from the 
west” (br'[]M;h;(-!mi) and “was not touching on the earth” (#r,a'_B' [;gEßAn !yae). This animal 
does not have two horns like the ram but has “a horn of conspicuousness between its 
eyes” (wyn")y[e !yBeî tWzàx' !r,q<). After this short description of the origin and appearance of 
                                                 
291 All of the standard lexicons are understanding hn")rox]a;B' adverbially with HALOT, 36, “later on,” 
BDB, 31, “at the last,” and Buhl, 26, “nachher, zuletzt.” 
292 Of course this observation is based on the Masoretic pointing; the consonantal text allows for both 
dual and plural readings. Marcus Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and 
Yerushalmi, and the Midrashic Literature (Peabody, Massachusetts: Hendrickson, 2005[1943]), 1422-
1423, lists the normal Aramaic plural form as !ynIr.q;. Ernestus Vogt, ed., Lexicon Linguae Aramaicae 
Veteris Testamenti (Roma: Editrice Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 1994), 152, also lists the plural form as 
!ynIr.q;, but states that the dual reading in 7:7 is a variant reading of the plural form, “v. l. !ynIr.q;.” James 
Alfred Loader, Intertextualität in geschichteten Texten des Alten Testaments (unpublished paper 
presented at the Winter 2007 Privatissimum for Old Testament at the University of Vienna, 2007 [now 
published under the editorship of Oda Wischmeyer & Stefan Scholz]), 3-5,  argues that even the vowel 
points demonstate points of dialogue within the Hebrew Bible, as they are yet another layer of 
interpretation with regard to the layered biblical text. He notes: “Formalisieren wir unsere Beobachtung 
noch mehr und betrachten wir das Phänomen der Punktierung in der hebräischen Bibel, so weist 
dieser völlig äußere Aspekt des „vorliegenden“ Textes in die gleiche Richtung. Die Frage, was der 
„vorliegende“ Text ist, ist nicht so einfach zu beantworten und bekommt heute wieder erneut 
Aktualität. Der schrifliche hebräische Text ohne Vokale ist ein anderer als der schriftliche hebräische 
Text mit Vokalen” (3).  
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the he-goat of the she-goats, the vision turns to the violent interaction between these 
two animals. 8:6-7 outlines the hopeless situation for the ram: 
 
  ynEåp.li dmeÞ[o ytiyaiêr' rv<åa] ~yIn:ër'Q.h; l[;B;ä ‘lyIa;’h'-d[; aboªY"w: 6 
 lyIa;ªh' lc,aeä Ÿ[;yGIåm; wytiúyair>W 7`Ax*Ko tm;îx]B; wyl'Þae #r'Y"ïw: lb'_auh' 
 wyn"ër'q. yTeäv.-ta, ‘rBev;y>w: lyIa;êh'-ta, %Y:åw: ‘wyl'ae rm:Ür>m;t.YIw: 
 Whseêm.r>YIw:) hc'r>a; WhkeÛyliv.Y:w: wyn"+p'l. dmoå[]l; lyIa:ßB' x;ko± hy"h"ï-al{w> 
`Ad*Y"mi lyIa:ßl' lyCi²m; hy"ïh'-al{w> 
6 And he went to the ram, the owner of the two horns, which I saw 
standing before the river. And he ran to him in the fury of his 
power. 7 And I saw him touching beside the ram. And he 
embittered himself to him. And he struck the ram. And he broke two 
of his horns and there was not strength in the ram to stand before 
him. And he threw him to the ground. And he trampled him and 
there was no one delivering the ram from his hand.  
   
The ram that had proved itself to be so dominant is violently destroyed by the he-goat 
of the she-goats. When this text is viewed in relation to the activity of the fourth beast 
in 7:7 the verbal similarities are striking: 
 
  hy"['ybir> hw"åyxe Wråa]w: ay"©l.yle( ywEåz>x,B. tywE÷h] hzE“x' ûhn"D> rt:åaB' 7 
 lz<ïr>p;-yDI( !yIN:“viw> ar'yTiªy: ap'øyQit;w> ynI“t'm.yae(w> ûhl'yxiD> 
 hs'_p.r' Hyl;g>r;B. ar'Þa'v.W hq'êD/m;W hl'äk.a'( !b'êr>b.r; ‘Hl; 
`Hl;( rf:ß[] !yIn:ïr>q;w> Hym;êd'q'¥ yDIä ‘at'w"yxe(-lK'-!mi hy"©N>v;m. ayhiäw> 
In place of this one, I was seeing in the vision of the night and 
behold a fourth beast, being feared and terrible and exceedingly 
mighty and teeth of iron, eating many and breaking [them] in 
pieces and the rest trampling with its feet and it was different from 
all the beasts which were before it and ten horns were to it. 
 
Their dominance in relation to their predecessors is obvious but further they are 
shattering (rBev;y>; hq'êD/m;) and trampling (Whseêm.r>YI; hs'_p.r') those before them. With the 
destruction of the ram the description of the he-goat of the she-goats continues in 8:8: 
 
  !r,Q<åh; ‘hr'B.v.nI Amªc.['k.W dao+m.-d[; lyDIäg>hi ~yZIß[ih' rypiîc.W 8 
 tAxïWr [B;Þr>a;l. h'yT,êx.T; ‘[B;r>a; tWzÝx' hn"l,ø[]T;w:) hl'êAdG>h; 
`~yIm")V'h; 
And the he-goat of the she-goats did even293 greater things and as 
he was mighty, the great horn was broken. And four conspicuous 
ones went up in its place to the four winds of the heavens. 
 
The description of the vision uses the verb lyDIäg>hi (he did greater things) as in 8:4 but 
this time to describe the he-goat of the she goats. The one who shattered (rBev;y>w:) the 
two horns of the ram now at the peak of his power has his horn shattered (hr'B.v.nI). 
                                                 
293 The standard lexicons agree that dao+m.-d[; has to do with degree, HALOT, 787, “expresses the 
measure or degree,” BDB, 724, “[o]f degree, to suggest a higher or the highest,” and Buhl, 564, “v. 
Grade.” 
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This shattering of the horn (!r,Q<åh;) that was earlier described as a “horn of 
conspicuousness” ( tWzàx' !r,q<) is now replaced by “four conspicuous ones” (tWzÝx' 
‘[B;r>a;). These horns reach “to the four winds of the heavens” (~yIm")V'h; tAxïWr [B;Þr>a;l.), a 
collocation that occurred in the previous chapter in Aramaic in 7:2 (aY"ëm;v. yxeäWr ‘[B;r>a;). 
8:9-12 then gives this extended description of one of the horns: 
 
  rt,y<±-lD;g>Tiw: hr'_y[iC.mi tx;Þa;-!r,q<) ac'îy" ~h,ême tx;äa;h'-!miW 9 
 ~yIm"+V'h; ab'äc.-d[; lD;Þg>Tiw: 10`ybiC,(h;-la,w> xr'Þz>Mih;-la,w> bg<N<ïh;-la, 
`~se(m.r>Tiw:) ~ybiÞk'AKh;-!miW ab'îC'h;-!mi hc'r>a:± lPeîT;w: 
 dymiêT'h; ~yr;hu ‘WNM,’miW lyDI_g>hi ab'ÞC'h;-rf:) d[;îw> 11 
`Av*D'q.mi !Akïm. %l:ßv.huw> 
 ht'Þf.['w> hc'r>a;ê ‘tm,a/ %lEÜv.t;w> [v;p'_B. dymiÞT'h;-l[; !tEïN"Ti ab'²c'w> 12 
`hx'yli(c.hiw> 
9 And from one of them, one smaller horn went out. And it grew in 
excess to the south and to the east and to the west. 10 And it grew 
until the host of the heavens. And it caused to fall to the earth from 
the host and from the stars. And it trampled them. 11 And until the 
chief of the host he did great things and he lifted from him the 
continual offering and the fixed-place of his sanctuary was thrown 
down. 12 And a host will be given upon the continual offering in 
transgression and it will throw truth to the earth and it does and it 
prospers. 
 
In 7:8 “another small horn went up from between them” (tq"ål.si ‘hr'y[ez> yrIÜx\a' !r,q<å 
!wheynEyBe) and in 8:8  “from one of them a smaller one went up” (ac'îy" ~h,ême tx;äa;h'-!mi 
hr'_y[iC.mi tx;Þa;-!r,q<) . In both cases the smaller horn arises from the larger group and in 
both cases they distinguish themselves among the others. The horn (!r,q<) of chapter 7 
distinguishes itself through its grotesque appearance and message: “And behold eyes 
as the eyes of men were in this horn and a mouth speaking great things” (!ynI÷y>[; Wl’a]w: 
!b")r>b.r; lLiîm;m. ~puÞW ad'ê-an"r>q;B. ‘av'n"a] ynEÜy>[;K.). The horn (!r,q<) of chapter 8 distinguishes 
itself in a manner similar to the interpretation of the vision from chapter 7 found in 
7:24b-25: 
 
  !ykiÞl.m; ht'îl't.W ayEëm'd>q;-!mi ‘anEv.yI aWhÜw> !Ahªyrex]a; ~Wqåy> !r'úx\a'w>24b 
 yveîyDIq;l.W lLiêm;y> a'yL'[i dc;Ûl. !yLiªmiW 25`lPi(v.h;y> 
 HdeêyBi !Wbåh]y:t.yIw> td'êw> !ynIåm.zI ‘hy"n"v.h;l. rB;ªs.yIw> aLe_b;y> !ynIßAyl.[, 
`!D")[i gl;îp.W !ynIßD'[iw> !D"ï[i-d[; 
24b And another will arise after them and he will be different from 
the former ones and he will humble three kings. 25 And he will 
speak words against the most high and he will wear out the holy 
ones of the most high and he will intend to change times and law 
and they will be given in his hand until a time and times and half a 
time. 
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From the four horns in chapter 8, the smaller horn grows to excess and dominates in 
three different directions initially, to the south, east and west (xr'Þz>Mih;-la,w> bg<N<ïh;-la, 
ybiC,(h;-la,w>). The king who arises in chapter 7 who is the interpretation of the little horn 
from earlier in the same chapter humbles three other kings (lPi(v.h;y> !ykiÞl.m; ht'îl't.). 
Initially in chapter 7 it is said that the little horn had “a mouth speaking great things” 
(!b")r>b.r; lLiîm;m. ~puÞ; 7:8,20!) which is further interpreted in 7:25 as “he will speak words 
against the most high” (lLiêm;y> a'yL'[i dc;Ûl. !yLiªmi) and seems to appear in the vision of 
8:10 as “and it grew until the host of the heavens” (~yIm"+V'h; ab'äc.-d[; lD;Þg>Tiw:). The added 
detail in relation to the vision found in 7:21 is that “this horn was making war with the 
holy ones and was prevailing against them” (hl'Þk.y"w> !yvi_yDIq;-~[i br'Þq. hd'îb.[' !KeêdI an"år>q; 
!Ah)l.). The detail is interpreted in 7:25 as “he will wear out the saints of the Most 
High” (aLe_b;y> !ynIßAyl.[, yveîyDIq;l.) and then appears in the vision of chapter 8 in 8:10 “and it 
will cause to fall to the earth from the host and from the stars and it will trample 
them” (~se(m.r>Tiw:) ~ybiÞk'AKh;-!miW ab'îC'h;-!mi hc'r>a:± lPeîT;w:). Again from the interpretation of the 
vision from chapter 7, 7:25 states “he will intend to change times and law” (rB;ªs.yI   
td'êw> !ynIåm.zI ‘hy"n"v.h;l.) and then in 8:11b-12 we find this extended statement: 
 
  ab'²c'w> 12`Av*D'q.mi !Akïm. %l:ßv.huw> dymiêT'h; ~yrIhu ‘WNM,’mi 11b 
 ht'Þf.['w> hc'r>a;ê ‘tm,a/ %lEÜv.t;w> [v;p'_B. dymiÞT'h;-l[; !tEïN"Ti 
`hx'yli(c.hiw> 
11b And he lifted from him the continual offering and the fixed-
place of his sanctuary was thrown down. 12 And a host will be 
given upon the continual offering in transgression and it will throw 
truth to the earth and it does and it prospers. 
 
At this point in Daniel’s recounting of the vision, the vision itself turns to the 
interpretation of itself, as Daniel overhears a conversation in 8:13-14: 
 
  ynIåAml.P;(l; vAdøq' dx'’a, ûrm,aYOw: rBE+d;m. vAdßq'-dx'a,( h['îm.v.a,w" 13 
 vd,qoïw> tTe² ~meêvo [v;P,äh;w> ‘dymiT'h; !AzÝx'h, yt;úm'-d[; rBeªd;m.h;( 
`sm'(r>mi ab'Þc'w> 
 qD;Þc.nIw> tAa+me vl{åv.W ~yIP:ßl.a; rq,Boê br,[,ä d[;… yl;êae rm,aYOæw: 14 
`vd,qo) 
13 And I heard one holy one speaking. And one holy one said to 
another one, speaking: “Until when is the vision of the continual 
offering and the transgression causing horror to give both294 the 
holy place and the host for trampling295?” 14 And he said to me, 
                                                 
294 GKC §154 footnote 1, 484, lists the double use of w> in this instance along with Psalm 76:7 and 
Daniel 1:3 as examples where the first should be understood as “both” and the second as “and.”  
295 The standard lexicons list sm'(r>mi as a nomimal form, HALOT, 637, “trampling,” BDB, 942, 
“trampling,” and Buhl, 462, “das, was m.d. Füßen zetreten, niedergetreten w.”  
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“Until evening-morning two thousand three hundred and the holy 
place is justified.”   
 
As Daniel hears one holy one speaking to anther, a question is asked that also gives a 
key term for the rest of the book: “Until when is the vision of the continual offering 
and the transgression causing horror to give both the holy place and the host for 
trampling?” (sm'(r>mi ab'Þc'w> vd,qoïw> tTe² ~meêvo [v;P,äh;w> ‘dymiT'h; !AzÝx'h, yt;úm'-d[;). The answer to 
this question is not given to one of the holy ones but to Daniel as he is overhearing 
this whole situation: “Until evening-morning two thousand three hundred and the holy 
place is justified” (vd,qo) qD;Þc.nIw> tAa+me vl{åv.W ~yIP:ßl.a; rq,Boê br,[,ä d[;). This specificity of time 
was first seen in 7:12 where “a lengthening in life was given to them until a time and 
a time” (!D")[iw> !m:ïz>-d[; !Ahßl. tb;yhiîy> !yYI±x;b. hk'ór>a;) and later in the interpretation of  7:25  
“and they were given into his hand until a time and times and half a time” (!Wbåh]y:t.yIw> 
!D")[i gl;îp.W !ynIßD'[iw> !D"ï[i-d[; HdeêyBi) and now with a much greater level of precision here in 
8:14.  
“until a time and a time” !D")[iw> !m:ïz>-d[;7:12 
“until a time and times and half a time” !D")[i gl;îp.W !ynIßD'[iw> !D"ï[i-d[;7:25
“until evening-morning  two thousand 
three hundred” 
tAa+me vl{åv.W ~yIP:ßl.a; rq,Boê br,[,ä d[;8:14
 
Clearly the details are developing with each layer of interpretation that even includes 
the visions themselves, where details from each vision are expanding as they are read 
in context with one another. The verb yhiªy>w: (and it came to pass) at the beginning of 
8:15 marks a new narrative section within the larger scene.296 Though 8:13-14 marks 
a decided change within the whole of the vision by Daniel eavesdropping and then 
receiving the answer, it is here that the vision as a whole turns to Daniel seeking 
understanding (hn"ëybi). One would well note this pattern in the second half of the book 
where Daniel is receiving both the vision and the interpretation within the same 
vision. Daniel sees something “like the appearance of a man” (rb,g")-haer>m;K.) in 8:15 and 
the general scene is realigned with 8:2-3 with a new key character in 8:16: 
 
  !bEïh' lae§yrIb.G: rm;êaYOw: ‘ar'q.YIw: yl'_Wa !yBeä ~d'Þa'-lAq [m;îv.a,w" 16 
`ha,(r>M;h;-ta, zL'Þh;l. 
And I heard a voice of a man between the Ulai. And He called. And 
he said: “Gabriel, give understanding to this one the vision!” 
                                                 
296 Again GKC §111 f, 327, notes: “The introduction of independent narratives, or of a new section of 
the narrative, by means of an imperfect consecutive, likewise aims at a connexion, though again loose 
and external, with that which has been narrated previously.” 
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Daniel’s vision returns to the Ulai (yl'_Wa; cf. 8:2) but instead of seeing a ram, a he-goat 
of the she-goats, and an unfolding battle, he sees “Gabriel” (lae§yrIb.G:), the one similar in 
appearance to a man (rb,g")-haer>m;K.) and having the voice of a human (~d'Þa'-lAq). All of 
this is a marked contrast to what Daniel had seen (ha,êr>a,) earlier and what he will now 
hear ([m;îv.a,). The explicit purpose of this next portion is found in the command to 
Gabriel at the end of the verse: “Gabriel, give understanding to this one the vision!” 
(ha,(r>M;h;-ta, zL'Þh;l. !bEïh' lae§yrIb.G:.). Daniel was seeking understanding (hn"ëybi) in 8:15 and 
Gabriel is being given the command “give understanding to this one” (zL'Þh;l. !bEïh'). This 
time Daniel is terrified (yTi[;êb.nI) not by the vision at this point but by the one who has 
come to him (cf. 7:15). The first issue that is discerned is “that the vision is for the 
time of the end” (!Az*x'h, #qEï-t[,l. yKi; 8:17). In particular this time period is “in the end 
of the indignation because it is to an appointed end” (#qE) d[eîAml. yKiÞ ~[;Z"+h; tyrIåx]a;B.; 
8:19). In 2:28 Nebuchadnezzar’s dream is said to describe “in the end of the days” 
(aY"+m;Ay tyrIåx]a;B.). Through the repetition of this key phrase, “in the end” (tyrIåx]a;B.), even 
across languages, a connection with the material from chapter 2 is being established 
and transformed to include “the indignation” (~[;Z"+h;). Within this time period the 
information that follows is in particular being identified. The ram (lyIa:ïh') from 8:3-7 is 
clearly identified as the kingdoms of Media and Persia (sr'(p'W yd;îm' ykeÞl.m;) in 8:20. The 
he-goat of the she-goats (ry[iÞF'h; rypiîC'h;w>)297 from 8:5-12 is further clearly identified as 
“a king of Greece” (!w"+y" %l,m,ä) in 8:21. However, the horns represent different 
kings/kingdoms. The first king is represented in the vision as “the great horn which 
was between his eyes” (wyn"ëy[e-!yBe rv<åa] ‘hl'AdG>h; !r,Q<Üh;). With the breaking of this 
horn/king (tr,B,êv.NIh;  cf. 8:8) four other kingdoms (tAy°kul.m;) take his place (h'yT,_x.T; [B;Þr>a;  
cf. 8:8). These interpretations, still within the vision, represent the first two examples 
where the countries and kings are identified outside of Nebuchadnezzar as the first 
kingdom from the vision in chapter 2 (cf. 2:38). It is in the end of the reign of these 
kingdoms (~t'êWkl.m; ‘tyrIx]a;b.W) that another king arises in the period that was described 
as “in the end of the indignation” (~[;Z"+h; tyrIåx]a;B.) in 8:19 and now “as to complete the 
transgressions” (~y[i_v.Poh; ~teÞh'K.) in 8:23. As in 7:24b-26, the focus is more extensive in 
relation to this king(dom) in 8:23-26: 
                                                 
297 There is a curious use of ry[iÞF'h; at this point instead of ‘~yZI[ih'( which is used in the earlier portion of 
the chapter.  
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  ~ynIßP'-z[; %l,m,î dmo±[]y: ~y[i_v.Poh; ~teÞh'K. ~t'êWkl.m; ‘tyrIx]a;b.W¥ 23 
 tyxiÞv.y: tAaïl'p.nIw> Axêkob. al{åw> ‘AxKo ~c;Û['w> 24`tAd)yxi !ybiîmeW 
`~yvi(doq.-~[;w> ~ymiÞWc[] tyxiîv.hiw> hf'_['w> x;yliäc.hiw> 
 hw"ßl.v;b.W lyDIêg>y: Abæb'l.biW Adêy"B. ‘hm'r>mi x;yliÛc.hiw> Alªk.fi-l[;w> 25 
`rbE)V'yI dy"ß sp,a,îb.W dmoê[]y: ‘~yrIf'-rf;-l[;Ûw> ~yBi_r; tyxiäv.y: 
 ~toås. ‘hT'a;w> aWh+ tm,äa/ rm:ßa/n< rv<ïa] rq,Bo±h;w> br,[,óh' hae’r>m;W 26 
`~yBi(r; ~ymiîy"l. yKiÞ !Azëx'h,(  
23 And in the end of their kingdom, as to complete the 
transgressions, a king will stand, fierce of face and understanding 
riddles. 24 And his strength is mighty and not in his strength and 
he will wonderously ruin and he prospers and he does and he ruins 
mighty ones and a people of holy ones. 25  And upon his insight 
and he causes deceit to prosper in his hand and he will make his 
heart great and in ease he will destroy many and upon the chief of 
chiefs he will stand and in an end of a hand he will be broken. 26 
And a vision of the evening and the morning which it was said is 
true and you seal up the vision because it is for many days.   
 
It should be noted that the direct correlation that preceded this interpretation is not 
present at this point. This extended interpretation found in the mouth of Gabriel is just 
as in need of interpretation as the description in 8:9-12 because there are so many new 
details and cryptic statements. What does it mean to be “fierce of face” (~ynIßP'-z[;) or 
“understanding riddles” (tAd)yxi !ybiîme)?298 How does one reconcile the statement “and 
his strength is might and not in his strength” (Axêkob. al{åw> ‘AxKo ~c;Û[')? Even more 
disturbing is the closing statement to Daniel that he is to “seal the vision because it is 
for many days” (~yBi(r; ~ymiîy"l. yKiÞ !Azëx'h,( ~toås.). Daniel’s response, just as at the end of 
chapter 7, pushes toward a further resolution in the present context. The comments of 
8:27 are no surprise: 
 
  hf,Þ[/a,(w" ~Wq§a'w" ~ymiêy" ‘ytiyle’x/n<¥w> ytiyyEÜh.nI laYE©nId' ynIåa]w: 27 
`!ybi(me !yaeîw> ha,Þr>M;h;-l[; ~meîATv.a,w" %l,M,_h; tk,al,äm.-ta, 
And I, Daniel, I was done and I was sick days and I rose and I did 
the work of the king and I was appalled upon the vision and there 
was no understanding. 
 
Again it should be noted that the details, like chapter 7, like the rest of the book, place 
one interpretation on top of another. The placement of chapter 8 after chapter 7, 
                                                 
298 J. C. H. Lebram, “König Antiochus im Buch Daniel,” Vetus Testamentum 25/4 (1975): 737, on the 
one hand identifies these statements without hesitation with “Antiochus IV. Epiphanes von Syrien,” 
and “[e]ine zusammendfassende Darstellung von Antiochus’ Wirken finden wir in viii 23-25” (738). 
On the other hand he sees these descriptions as a type: “Skopus und Formulierung der Darstellung des 
Antiochus legend as Schwergewicht auf die Tatsache, dass er der apokalyptische Feind des 
Gottesvolkes ist. Im Grunde wird dies nicht durch Bezugnahme auf den historischen Antiochus und 
seine Taten erwiesen, sondern durch seine Identifizierung mit einem Typus” (743). The text has only 
the latter, with no actual mention of Antiochus.   
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though chronologically correct, also creates an interpretive expectancy because of 
Daniel’s troubled nature in relation to what he has seen. The obvious connection 
between the details in both chapters has created on the one hand a greater level of 
detail and even given the specific identification of what countries these king(dom)s 
will come from. However, there is this reality that the interpretation is still open, the 
story is not finished. The canonical intertextuality is found again not only in the use of 
and transformation of other material, but even in the placement of these narrative 
scenes in sequence with one another.  
 
4.4 Chapter 9 
 Chapter 9 opens with yet another chronological marker in 9:1: 
 
  yd'_m' [r;Z<åmi vArßwEv.x;a]-!B, vw<y"±r>d'l. tx;ªa; tn:åv.Bi  1 
`~yDI(f.K; tWkïl.m; l[;Þ %l;êm.h' rv<åa] 
In the first year of Darius, the son of Ahasuerus, from the seed of 
the Medes, who was made king upon the kingdom of the Chaldeans. 
 
Not only does this mark the beginning of a new scene, but also it draws attention to 
the purposeful ordering of the text. This statement puts what is to follow subsequent 
to chapters 7 and 8 with chapters 5 and 6 as indicated by the narrative chronological 
markers intervening between the conclusion of chapter 8 and the beginning of chapter 
9. It also puts the prayer that is to follow in the same general time period where 
Daniel was placed in great danger due to prayer in chapter 6, almost as if the content 
of Daniel’s heroic act of prayer in chapter 6 is being revealed here in chapter 9. By 
identifying Darius (vw<y"±r>d') as “from the seed of the Medes” (yd'_m' [r;Z<åmi) the question is 
raised whether he is one of the two kingdoms mentioned in 8:20 (sr'(p'W yd;îm' ykeÞl.m;). 
This strategy, the ordering of narrative scenes, reinforces the fact that the two halves 
of the book, though textually intertwined, reflect two different emphases. The first 
half of the book focuses on how Daniel and his companions distinguished themselves 
and the second half focuses on these apocalyptic and eschatological visions and their 
interpretations. 9:2 outlines the narrower context of this narrative scene as a particular 
moment of understanding in Daniel’s life: 
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  rP:ås.mi ~yrI+p'S.B; ytinOàyBi laYEënID") ‘ynIa] Akêl.m'l. ‘tx;a; tn:Üv.Bi 2 
 twaL{±m;l. aybiêN"h; hy"åmir.yI-la, ‘hw"hy>-rb;d> hy"Üh' rv,’a] ~ynI©V'h; 
`hn")v' ~y[iîb.vi ~÷Il;Þv'Wry> tAbïr>x'l. 
2 In the first year he was king, I, Daniel, I understood in the 
writings the number of years which the word of YHWH was to 
Jeremiah the Prophet to fulfill the ruins of Jerusalem, seventy 
years. 
 
The scene finds Daniel observing in the writings (~yrI+p'S.B; ytinOàyBi). Among this 
collection of writings he finds in particular “the word of YHWH to Jeremiah the 
prophet” (aybiêN"h; hy"åmir.yI-la, ‘hw"hy>-rb;d>). What was of particular importance to Daniel 
was that Jerusalem was to fulfill seventy years of ruin (~y[iîb.vi ~÷Il;Þv'Wry> tAbïr>x'l. twaL{±m;l. 
hn")v'). It appears that Daniel 9:2 has two passages in particular in view from the book 
of Jeremiah. Jeremiah 25:11-12 gives initially “the word” (rb'úD'h;) in relation to “all the 
people of Judah” (hd'êWhy> ~[;ä-lK') of which the ones dwelling in Jerusalem are included 
(~÷Il;Þv'Wry> ybeîv.yO; 25:1-2): 
 
  ~yIïAGh; Wdøb.['’w> hM'_v;l. hB'Þr>x'l. taZOëh; #r,a'äh'-lK' ‘ht'y>h")w> 11 
 ~y[iäb.vi twal{åm.ki hy"åh'w> 12`hn")v' ~y[iîb.vi lb,ÞB' %l,m,î-ta, hL,ae²h' 
 hw"±hy>-~aun> aWhôh; yAG“h;-l[;w> ûlb,B'-%l,m,(-l[; dqoåp.a, hn"³v' 
`~l'(A[ tAmïm.vi(l. Atßao yTiîm.f;w> ~yDI_f.K; #r,a,ä-l[;w> ~n"ßwO[]-ta, 
11 And all this land is for a ruin, for a waste and the nations serve 
this one, the king of Babylon, seventy years. 12 And it will be as to 
fulfill seventy years, I will visit upon the king of Babylon and upon 
that nation, declaration of YHWH, their iniquity and upon the land 
of the Chaldeans and I will put him for a continual waste. 
 
Key to the text from Daniel are the use of “a ruin” (hB'Þr>x'l.) and “seventy years” 
(~y[iîb.vi hn")v'). The text primarily addresses the devastated nature of the land with a 
particular view toward proclaiming doom to the people of the land. The second text 
from Jeremiah represents a portion of a letter “writing which Jeremiah the prophet 
sent from Jerusalem” (~÷Il'_v'Wrymi aybiÞN"h; hy"ïm.r>yI xl;²v' rv<ïa] rp,Seêh;  29:1) and is found in 
29:10: 
 
  hn"ßv' ~y[iîb.vi lb,²b'l. tal{ôm. ypiúl. yKiû hw"ëhy> rm:åa' ‘hko-yKi( 10 
 byviäh'l. bAJêh; yrIåb'D>-ta, ‘~k,yle[] ytiÛmoqih]w: ~k,_t.a, dqoåp.a, 
`hZ<)h; ~AqßM'h;-la, ~k,êt.a, 
Because thus said YHWH: “As299 to fulfill to Babylon seventy 
years, I will visit you and I will set up upon you my good word to 
return you to this place.” 
 
                                                 
299 HALOT, 916, gives “as” as gloss for the phrase ypil.  
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This second passage with the introductory phrase includes the keys words from 
Daniel 9:2—“Jeremiah the prophet” (aybiÞN"h; hy"ïm.r>yI), “to fulfill” (tal{ôm.), and “seventy 
years” (hn"ßv' ~y[iîb.vi). The point of the text from Jeremiah 29 is the opposite of the first 
in Jeremiah 25. It is given as a comfort, putting a deadline on the time of captivity and 
calling the people to live in their new contexts as though they are going to be there a 
while (29:4-7). What is clear from Daniel’s response beginning in 9:3, however, is 
that he finds no comfort in these words, corresponding with the negative outlook 
given in Jeremiah 25:11-12. Semantically “a ruin” (hB'Þr>x') is dependant on Jeremiah 
25:11 where as “seventy years” (hn"ßv' ~y[iîb.vi) is found in both of these texts. Only 
“Jeremiah the prophet” (aybiÞN"h; hy"ïm.r>yI) and “to fulfill” (tal{ôm.) are unique in this 
comparison to Jeremiah 29 and Daniel 9:2. Though Daniel’s reading appears to be 
semantically dependent on both passages from Jeremiah, he has chosen to focus on 
Jerusalem and not all of Judah as both passages in Jeremiah indicate. Further, the 
negative aspect of this destruction, which is mainly dependent on Jeremiah 25:11-12, 
has been retained. This focus on Jerusalem has been present since the opening verses 
of the book of Daniel where the besieging of Jerusalem is in view (1:1) and in 
particular where “the articles of the house of God” are taken (~yhiêl{a/h'(-tybe yleäK.; 1:2). 
This detail becomes a key to understanding chapter 5, where Belshazzar takes 
“vessels of gold and silver” (aP'ês.k;w> ab'äh]D; ‘ynEam') which came from Jerusalem (5:2-3), 
“the temple of the house of God” (ah'Þl'a/ tybeî-yDI( al'²k.yhe; 5:3), and begins to 
idolatrously drink from them (5:3-4). Daniel returns to his home in 6:11 and prays 
toward Jerusalem, praising before his God (Hheêl'a/ ~d'äq\ ‘adeAm). Jerusalem’s importance 
is tied with the reality that God’s temple is located there as 9:16 makes clear: “from 
your city Jerusalem, the mountain of your holiness” (^v<+d>q'-rh; ~÷Il;Þv'Wry> ï^r>y[i(me). One 
further observation to be made in relation to 9:2 is that for the first time in the book, 
God’s covenant name “YHWH” (hwhy) is used (9:2, 4, 8, 10, 13, 14, 20).300 It is only 
used in this chapter in the book of Daniel. The use of God’s covenant name is not a 
                                                 
300 Klaus Koch, “Das aramäisch-hebräische Danielbuch Konfrontation zwischen Weltmacht und 
monotheistischer Religionsgemeinschaft in universalgeschichtlicher Perspektive,” in Die Geschichte 
der Daniel-Auslegung in Judentum, Christentum und Islam: Studien zur Kommentierung des 
Danielbuches in Literatur und Kunst, eds. Katharina Bracht and David S. du Toit (Berlin and New 
York: Walter de Gruyter, 2007), 9-10, understands this as an indication that this text is older than other 
portions of the book, “Partikulare Begriffe wie das Tetragramm als Gottesname und selbst der Name 
Israel als Bezeichnung des eigenen Volkes tauchen deshalb nur in dem einer älteren Überlieferung 
entkommenen psalmartigen Gebet Dan 9,4-16 auf (und in der deutero-kanonischen Erweiterung 
3,36ff.).” 
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sudden stylistic change, but instead is deeply connected to the material that follows in 
9:3-20. 9:3-5 makes this connection clear: 
 
  ~ynI+Wnx]t;w> hL'ÞpiT. vQEïb;l. ~yhiêl{a/h'( ‘yn"doa]-la, yn:©P'-ta, hn"åT.a,w" 3 
 hr'ªm.ao)w" hD,_w:t.a,w" yh;Þl{a/ hw"ïhyl; hl'²l.P;(t.a,w") 4`rp,ae(w" qf;îw> ~AcßB. 
 ds,x,êh;w>) ‘tyrIB.h; rmEÜvo ar'êANh;w> ‘lAdG"h; laeÛh' ‘yn"doa] aN"Üa' 
`wyt'(wOc.mi yreîm.vol.W wyb'Þh]aol. 
 ^t<ßwOc.Mimi rAsðw> Wnd>r'_m'W Wn[.v;r>hiw WnywIß['w> Wnaj'îx' 5 
`^yj,(P'v.MimiW 
3 And I gave my face to the Lord God, to seek prayer and 
supplication for favor, in fasting and sackcloth and ashes. 4 And I 
prayed to YHWH my God and I confessed and I said: “O! My 
Lord, the great God and the one being feared, keeping the covenant 
and the kindness to the ones loving him and to the ones keeping his 
commandments. 5 We have sinned and we have committed iniquity 
and we have acted wickedly and we have rebelled and turned away 
from your commandments and from your judgments. 
 
The ruins of Jerusalem and the seventy years are all connected to this covenant with 
“YHWH” (hwhy). Daniel, who has been portrayed as nothing other than faithful, 
whether to God or his responsibilities in the kingdom, now begins to pray and 
confess. Daniel speaks in the first person plural and confesses that they have not 
listened “to your servants the prophets” (~yaiêybiN>h; ^yd,äb'[]-la,; 9:6) and what he gave “in 
the hand of his servants the prophets” (~yai(ybiN>h; wyd'îb'[] dy:ßB.; 9:10) and that they now are 
receiving what was “written in the Law of Moses” (hv,ämo ‘tr;AtB. ‘hb'WtK. rv<Üa]; 9:11, 13). 
The whole of the prayer reflects the plural nature of Daniel’s observing in the writings 
(~yrI+p'S.B;) and from 9:2 the prayer as a whole is laced with references in particular to 
the aforementioned material from “the prophets” (~yai(ybiN>h;) and “the Law of Moses”   
(hv,ämo ‘tr;AtB.). Further, key words from these other “writings” (~yrI+p'S.) will be dealt 
with more thoroughly in a subsequent chapter. For now the reality is that Daniel is 
identifying deeply with these texts and is making a supplication for favor before the 
Lord (~ynI+Wnx]t;w> in 9:3, 13, 18 and ytiªN"xiT. in 9:20). All of which is predicated within the 
narrative on the understanding of why Jerusalem will be in ruins for seventy years. 
The prayer as a whole works toward 9:19: 
 
  hfeÞ[]w: hb'yviîq]h;( yn"±doa] hx'l'ês. Ÿyn"ådoa] ‘h['m'’v. Ÿyn"Üdoa] 19 
`^M<)[;-l[;w> ß^r>y[i-l[; ar'êq.nI å^m.vi-yKi( yh;êl{a/ å^n>[]m;(l. rx:+a;T.-la; 
Lord, listen, Lord, forgive, incline and do not delay, on account of 
you my God because your name is called upon your city and upon 
your people. 
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The appeal is to forgiveness and in particular that the Lord “not delay” (rx:+a;T.-la;). 
What follows in the chapter is a far cry from this request. At this critical point in 
Daniel’s prayer Gabriel appears (not in a vision) for a second time to Daniel (cf. 8:16) 
and offers to give insight “in the appearance” (ha,(r>M;B;  9:23). This puzzling statement 
connects the material that has been chronologically reordered within the narrative—
chapters 5 and 6 intervene between the close of chapter 8 and the opening of chapter 9 
within the narrative—and this appearance becomes the binding material between the 
two chapters. Gabriel is commanded in 8:16: “Give understanding to this one to 
discern the appearance” (ha,(r>M;h;-ta, zL'Þh;l. !bEïh'). Gabriel makes clear his threefold 
purpose in 9:23: “To proclaim that you are precious and to discern in the word and to 
discern in the appearance” (ha,(r>M;B; !bEßh'w> rb'êD'B; ‘!ybiW hT'a'_ tAdßWmx] yKiî dyGIëh;l.).  
• The first purpose is to let Daniel know that he is “precious” (tAdßWmx]).  
• The second purpose is encapsulated in the command “to discern in the word” 
(rb'êD'B; ‘!ybiW). In context this “word” ( rb'êD') is not to be understood as this 
threefold statement but instead as some sort of response to Daniel’s 
“supplication for favor” in chapter 9 (~ynI+Wnx]t;  cf. 9:3 and 9:23).  
• The third purpose is stated in the final command of 9:23 “to discern in the 
appearance” (ha,(r>M;B; !bEßh'). This “appearance” (ha,(r>M;) is to be undertood as the 
vision from chapter 8. Daniel states in 8:27: “And I was appalled upon the 
appearance and there was no understanding” (ha,Þr>M;h;-l[; ~meîATv.a,w" !ybi(me !yaeîw>).  
Through this threefold purpose, Daniel’s prayer in response to “the word of YHWH to 
Jeremiah the prophet” (aybiêN"h; hy"åmir.yI-la, ‘hw"hy>-rb;d>) is being connected with the 
appearance (ha,(r>M;) of chapter 8 and is now going to be discerned here in 9:24-27. 
Multiple texts are being interpreted together at this point, chapter 8 which contains 
multiple layers of interpretation, texts from Jeremiah and their interpretation by 
Daniel in chapter 9, and now the text of 9:24-27. Contrary to Daniel’s passionate 
request in 9:19 “do not delay” (rx:+a;T.-la;), Jeremiah’s “seventy years” (hn")v' ~y[iîb.vi) 
will now be “seventy weeks” (~y[iøb.vi ~y[i’buv'; 9:24). In connection with 9:2 and the 
texts from Jeremiah 25 and 29 this is understood as weeks of years, massively 
expanding what Daniel had already viewed as a horrible situation, especially since 
these weeks represent what “has been determined upon your city and upon the city of 
your holiness” (^v,ªd>q' ry[iä-l[;w> Ÿ å^M.[;-l[;( %T:ïx.n<).  
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With this time frame, people, and city in mind, Gabriel lists what has been 
determined. First, it has been determined “to bring transgression to an end” (aLe’k;l. 
[v;P,øh;). The noun “transgression” ([v;P,) occurs only three times in the book of Daniel, 
here in 9:24 and twice in chapter 8, verses 12 and 13 respectively (the verb occurs 
once in 8:23). The transgression ([v;P,øh;) that is in view is the one described in 8:12-13, 
where “a host will be given upon the continual offering in transgression” (!tEïN"Ti ab'²c' 
[v;p'_B. dymiÞT'h;-l[;  8:12) and the related question: “Until when is the vision of the 
continual offering and the transgression causing horror to give both the holy place and 
the host for trampling?” (sm'(r>mi ab'Þc'w> vd,qoïw> tTe² ~meêvo [v;P,äh;w> ‘dymiT'h; !AzÝx'h, yt;úm'-d[;  8:13). 
Second, it has been determined either “to seal up sins” (twajx ~txlw) or “to 
complete sin” (tajx ~thlw). The key textual problem is found in the Ketiv “and to 
seal up” (~txlw) and the Qere “and to complete” (~thlw). The Qere reflects an 
agreement with the first statement that it has been determined “to complete the 
transgression” ([v;P,øh; aLe’k;l.), which demonstates an interesting affinity to 8:23 “and in 
the end of their kingdom as to complete the transgressions” (~teÞh'K. ~t'êWkl.m; ‘tyrIx]a;b.W 
~y[i_v.Poh;). As such, the second statement would have a similar meaning whether the 
noun “sin” is read singular as in the Qere reading (‘taJ'x;) or plural as in the Ketiv 
reading (tAaJ'x;). The sin/sins in view are the ones Daniel has been confessing in the 
course of the prayer. This noun is used only here and twice in 9:20. The Ketiv reading 
“and to seal up” (~Tox.l;W) reflects a verbal connection with the last half of the verse, 
where it has been further determined “and to seal up vision and prophet” (!Azæx' ‘~Tox.l;w> 
aybiên"w>). This verbal connection leads to further statements in 12:4 “and to seal up the 
writing until the time of the end” (#qE+ t[eä-d[; rp,SeÞh; ~toïx]w:) and 12:9  “and the words 
being sealed up until the time of the end” (#qE) t[eî-d[; ~yrIßb'D>h; ~ymi²tux]w:), where both 
signify that the document is to be closed or not expanded. In either case some sort of 
completion is in view during these weeks in relation to sin (taJ'x;).  
Third, it has been determined “to atone iniquity” (!wOë[' rPEåk;l.W). The Hebrew text 
of Daniel only uses “iniquity” (!wOë[') here, in 9:13 “and we did not appease before 
YHWH our God to return from our iniquity” (‘bWvl' Wnyheªl{a/ hw"åhy> ŸynEåP.-ta, WnyLiøxi-al{)w> 
WnnEëwO[]me(), and in 9:16 “because in our sin and in the iniquities of our fathers” (‘Wnyae’j'x]b; yKi 
Wnyteêboa] tAnæwO[]b;W). The iniquity that is going to be atoned for is that of Daniel and the 
people during these weeks.  
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Fourth, it is has been determined “to cause to go in righteousness of eternity” 
(~ymi_l'[o) qd,c,ä aybiÞh'l.W). Though there has been a great preoccupation with eternal things 
so far in the book, the concept of “righteousness of eternity” (~ymi_l'[o) qd,c,ä) has yet to be 
discussed.  
Fifth, it has been determined together “to seal up vision and prophet” (‘~Tox.l;w> 
aybiên"w> !Azæx'). As has been earlier discussed, both of these would be finished in the sense 
that nothing would be added to them (cf. 12:4,9). The statement from 8:26 “and you 
seal up the vision because it is for many days” (~yBi(r; ~ymiîy"l. yKiÞ !Azëx'h,( ~toås. ‘hT'a;w>) seems 
also to support this position.  
Sixth it has been determined during this time period “to anoint the holy of 
holies” (~yvi(d'q") vd,qoï x;voßm.liw>).  
As was the case in 7:12,16, and 8:14, 9:25-27 turns to the particular break 
down of these seventy weeks (~y[iøb.vi ~y[i’buv'):301 
 
  ‘~÷Il;’v'Wr)y> tAnÝb.liw> ‘byvih'l. rb'ªd' ac'ämo-!mi lKeøf.t;w> [d;’tew> 25 
 ‘bWvT' ~yIn:©v.W ~yViävi ~y[iúbuv'w> h['_b.vi ~y[iÞbuv' dygIën" x;yviäm'-d[; 
`~yTi([ih' qAcßb.W #Wrêx'w> bAxår> ‘ht'n>b.nIw> 
 ry[i’h'w> Al= !yaeäw> x;yviÞm' treîK'yI ~yIn:ëv.W ~yViävi ‘~y[ibuV'h; yreÛx]a;w> 26 
 hm'êx'l.mi #qEå ‘d[;w> @j,V,êb; ACåqiw> ‘aB'h; dygIÜn" ~[;ä tyxiv.y:û vd,Qoøh;w> 
`tAm)mevo tc,r,Þx/n< 
 ŸtyBiäv.y: [;WbøV'h; yci’x]w: dx'_a, [;Wbåv' ~yBiÞr;l' tyrI±B. ryBiîg>hiw> 27 
 hc'êr'x/n<åw> ‘hl'K'-d[;w> ~meêvom. ‘~yciWQvi @n:ÜK. l[;’w> hx'ªn>miW xb;z<å 
 `~me(vo-l[; %T:ßTi 
25 And you will know and you will have insight, from the going out 
of the word to return and to build Jerusalem until the anointed 
prince, seven weeks, and sixty-two weeks it will return and the 
broad place and the moat will be built and in distress of the times. 
26 And after sixty-two weeks an anointed one will be cut off and 
there will be nothing to him and the city and the holy place, he will 
destroy a people, the prince going in, and his end is in a flood and 
until an end a battle is determined devastation. 27 And he will 
cause a covenant to grow great to many, one week, and half a week 
he will put an end to sacrifice and offering and one causing horror 
upon an edge of detestable things and until complete destruction 
and it is determined, it will pour forth upon one causing horror. 
                                                 
301 Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel, 482-483, views these weeks as an exegetical 
reinterpretation “stimulated by 2 Chron. 36:21 which, owing its reuse of Lev. 26:34-5, seems to have 
understood the seventy years of Jeremiah’s oracle as ten sabbatical cycles. Another influence on Dan. 
9:24-7 was undoubtedly the jubilee computation of Lev. 25:1-55 as a whole, wherein it is taught that a 
jubilee cycle of forty-nine years marked both the maximal period of indentured servitude and the 
maximal period wherein land may be alienated—due to economic distraints—from its ancestral heirs.” 
However, this exegetical work seems to be driven by the need to have have these statements end in the 
time of Antiochus IV: “The span of 490 years, or 70 sabbatical cycles, is an attempt to represent the 
span of ancient Israelite history from the destruction of the first Temple in Jerusalem (in 587 BCE) to 
the expected destruction of the abominations polluting the rebuilt Temple in the days of the Seleucid 
Antiocus IV Epiphanes (174-64 BCE)” (483).  
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Daniel is to know that there will be seven weeks between the command to rebuild 
Jerusalem and the “anointed prince” (dygIën" x;yviäm').302 Sixty-two weeks will encompass 
the time of rebuilding including “broad place and moat” (#Wrêx'w> bAxår>) and this will be 
“in distress of the times” (~yTi([ih' qAcßb.). After these sixty-two weeks of rebuilding “an 
anointed one will be cut off and there will be nothing to him” (Al= !yaeäw> x;yviÞm' treîK'yI). 
During this same time Jerusalem and the temple that were rebuilt will be destroyed by 
“a prince going in” (‘aB'h; dygIÜn"). Of this prince it is said that “he will a cause a covenant 
to grow great to many” (~yBiÞr;l' tyrI±B. ryBiîg>hi) during the one remaining week. At the 
halfway point of this remaining week “he will destroy sacrifice and offering and upon 
the edge of detestable things causing horror and until complete destruction” (@n:ÜK. l[;’w> 
hx'ªn>miW xb;z<å ŸtyBiäv.y: hl'K'-d[;w> ~meêvom. ‘~yciWQvi). As it was determined in the opening 
statement, so also in 9:27—“it is determined it will pour forth upon one causing 
horror” (hc'êr'x/n<åw> ~me(vo-l[; %T:ßTi). The participle from the vision of chapter 8 “causing 
horror” (~me(vo; 8:13) and its related verbal form “causing horror” (~meêvom.; 9:27) link 
together three elements: 
• the vision of chapter 8,  
• the seventy years of Jeremiah and the prayer of Daniel in chapter 9,  
• and the interpretation of these seventy weeks.303  
 Far from Daniel finding comfort, it has been determined that there will be 
further destruction and “causing horror” (~me(v). The whole of the chapter again is one 
                                                 
302 Montgomery, The Book of Daniel, 379, due to the ambiguity of the terms raised gives the three 
normal suggestions as to whom this person may be: “Hence both terms are ambiguous, and their 
combination does not assist identification, for which three candidates have been proposed: Cyrus, the 
‘Anointed’ of Is. 451; Zerubbabel, the acclaimed Messiah of the Restoration; and his contemporary the 
high priest Joshua b. Josedek.” 
303 Childs, Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture, 617, comments in relation to this 
connection: “In his prayer Daniel combines the prophecy of Jeremiah with the punishment of 
disobedience which the law of Moses (Dan. 9.11) had threatened. The land would lie fallow to make up 
for the Sabbaths which had been disregarded. Then the writer is made to understand that the exile was 
only a foreshadowing of the final period of indignation. Not seventy years, but seventy weeks of years 
were intended. The point of this reinterpretation is not that Jeremiah was mistaken in his prophecy, but 
that which he correctly envisioned was further clarified by a fresh illmunation of scripture through the 
spirit.” John F. Walvoord, Daniel: The Key to Prophetic Revelation (Chicago: Moody Press, 1971), 
236, summarizes these seventy weeks from a very different perspective: “In summary, it may be 
concluded that Daniel’s great prophecy of the seventy sevens comprehends the total history of Israel 
from the time of Nehemiah in 445 B.C. until the second coming of Jesus Christ. In the first period of 
seven sevens, the city and the streets are rebuilt. In the second period of sixty-two sevens which 
follows, the Messiah appears and is living at the conclusion of the period. In the parenthesis between 
the sixty-ninth seven and the seventieth seven, at least two major events take place: the cutting off of 
the Messiah (the death of Christ) and the destruction of Jerusalem in A.D. 70. Actually, the whole 
present age intervenes.” 
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layer of interpretation on top of another. Daniel begins by understanding Jeremiah’s 
word in relation to his own situation, this is then linked with the vision of chapter 8 
through the understanding given by Gabriel into the seventy years becoming seventy 
weeks of years that will again entail “causing horror” (~me(vo). 
 
4.5 Chapters 10-12 
The final scene is found in chapters 10-12. Though 11:1 also contains another 
chronological marker it is found in the dialogue of the larger scene. As such 10:1 
records the final chronological marker for the scenes of the book of Daniel: 
 
  hl'äg>nI ‘rb'D' sr;êP' %l,m,ä ‘vr,Ak’l. vAlªv' tn:åv.Bi 1 
 ab'äc'w> ‘rb'D'h; tm,Ûa/w< rC:+av;j.l.Be Amßv. ar'îq.nI-rv,a] laYEënId")l. 
`ha,(r>M;B; Alß hn"ybiîW rb'êD'h;-ta, ‘!ybiW lAdêg" 
In the third year of Cyrus, king of Persia, a word was revealed to 
Daniel, whose name was called Belteshazzar, and the word is truth 
and is a great war and he considered304 the word and there was 
understanding to him in the appearance. 
 
By the designation “in the third year of Cyrus, king of Persia” (‘vr,Ak’l. vAlªv' tn:åv.Bi  
sr;êP' %l,m,ä) the furthest point in the chronology of the narrative has been reached. The 
reign of Cyrus (vr,Ak’l.) has been anticipated since 1:21 where the text states: “And 
Daniel existed until the first year of Cyrus” (%l,M,(h; vr,Akïl. tx;Þa; tn:ïv.-d[; laYEënID") ‘yhiy>w:). 
Daniel’s role within this kingdom is also alluded to in 6:29: 
 
  vr,AKï tWkßl.m;b.W vw<y"+r>D' tWkål.m;B. xl;Þc.h; hn"ëD> laYEånId'w> 29 
`a'ys'r>P' 
And this Daniel prospered in the kingdom of Darius and in the 
kingdom of Cyrus, the Persian. 
 
In this verse there is also a connection made with the first half of the book through the 
use of Daniel’s other name “Belteshazzar” (rC:+av;j.l.Be). This was given by the “chief of 
the eunuchs” (~ysiÞyrIS'h; rf;) in 1:7 along with other names for Hananiah, Mishael, and 
Azariah, though all four retain their Hebrew names through the rest of the scene. 
When Daniel is presented before Nebuchadnezzar by Arioch (‘%Ayr>a;) the narrator 
introduces the response from Nebuchadnezzar with the formulaic quote introduction 
                                                 
304 BDB, 106, lists !yBi in this instance as a Qal, perfect, third person, masculine, singular. GKC, § 73, 
lists !yBi  in this instance as a “shortened” Hiph‘il, perfect, third person, masculine, singular. Meyer, 
Hebräische Grammatik, 269, gives a similar explanation to GKC stating, “Die Formengleichheit des 
Imperf. mit dem Hi. bewirkt mitunter ein sekundäres Perf. Hi., so bei !yBi „bemerken, einsehen“: !ybihe, 
das möglicherweise in !ybiW „und er gab acht“ (Da. 10,1) in verkürzter Gestalt vorliegt.”    
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and this explanatory comment in relation to Daniel’s name in 2:26: “The king 
answering and saying to Daniel, whose name is Belteshazzar” (rm:åa'w> ‘aK'l.m; hnEÜ[' 
rC:+av;j.l.Be HmeÞv. yDIî laYEënId'l.). The collocation “to Daniel, whose name” (HmeÞv. yDIî laYEënId'l.) 
minus the prefixed “to” (l.) is found in the first person description of Daniel by 
Nebuchadnezzar in 4:5 “Daniel whose name is Belteshazzar” (HmeÛv.-yDI( laYE÷nID' 
‘rC;av;j.l.Be) and he is further directly addressed in 4:6 as “Belteshazzar, chief of the 
magicians” (èaY"m;jur>x; br;ä érC;av;j.l.Be). As is the case with each of these examples, 10:1 
seeks to make this double name clear with a verbal clause that gives the main theme 
of the next chapters: “a word was revealed to Daniel” (laYEënId")l. hl'äg>nI ‘rb'D'), which is 
explained by the relative clause “whose name is called Belteshazzar” (Amßv. ar'îq.nI-rv,a] 
rC:+av;j.l.Be). This redundant explanation could be viewed as a clumsy compositional 
strategy, mimicking earlier portions of the book, but it seems more plausible that it 
speaks along with the chronological indicators at the head of each chapter of the 
independent nature that these scenes had at one point from one another.  
The last half of 10:1 sets a series of clauses together to identify what follows: 
“And the word is truth and is a great war and he considered the word and there was 
understanding to him in the appearance” (hn"ybiîW rb'êD'h;-ta, ‘!ybiW lAdêg" ab'äc'w> ‘rb'D'h; tm,Ûa/w< 
ha,(r>M;B; Alß).  
• The first clause “and the word is truth” (rb'D'h; tm,Ûa/w<) confirms the quality of 
the content of chapters 10-12.  
• The second clause “and is a great war” (lAdêg" ab'äc'w>) gives the main theme of 
what follows.  
• The third and fourth clauses “and he considered the word and there was 
understanding to him in the appearance” (ha,(r>M;B; Alß hn"ybiîW rb'êD'h;-ta, ‘!ybiW) 
explain the purpose of what follows.  
10:2, as has been the case with each scene since chapter 7, marks the return to 
the first person narration from Daniel. “In these days” (~he_h' ~ymiÞY"B;) at the beginning of 
10:2 appears to be in reference to “in the third year of Cyrus, king of Persia, a word 
was revealed to Daniel” (laYEënId")l. hl'äg>nI ‘rb'D' sr;êP' %l,m,ä ‘vr,Ak’l. vAlªv' tn:åv.Bi) of 10:1. This 
“word” (rb'D') leads Daniel to mourn for three weeks (~ymi(y" ~y[iÞbuv' hv'îl{v. lBeêa;t.mi). This 
interpretation is supported by the statement to Daniel in 10:12: 
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  rv,’a] !AvªarIh' ~AYæh;-!mi ŸyKiä èlaYEnId' ar'äyTi-la; éyl;ae rm,aYOæw: 12 
 ^yr,_b'd> W[åm.v.nI ^yh,Þl{a/ ynEïp.li tAN°[;t.hil.W !ybióh'l. ±^B.li-ta,( T't;ón" 
`^yr,(b'd>Bi ytiab'Þ-ynIa]w: 
And he said to me, “Do not be afraid, Daniel, because the first day 
which you gave your heart to understand and to humble yourself 
before your God, your words were heard and I have come in your 
words. 
 
Daniel’s “mourning” (lBeêa;t.mi) in 10:2 is understood as “to humble yourself” 
(tAN°[;t.hil.) in 10:12 and is connected with his activity where “he considered the word” 
(rb'êD'h;-ta, ‘!ybi) in 10:1. The word (rb'D') revealed to Daniel in 10:1 is further described 
in the nominal clause through the statement that “the word is truth” (tm,Ûa/w< rb'D'h;  
10:1). It then becomes the word in the mouth of one “as the appearance of a human” 
(~d'Þa' haeîr>m;K.). This description appears in 10:21 right before the explanation begins in 
chapter 11: 
 
  qZEÜx;t.mi dx'øa, !yae’w> tm,_a/ bt'Þk.Bi ~Wvïr'h'-ta, ^êl. dyGIåa; ‘lb'a] 21 
`~k,(r>f; laeÞk'ymi-~ai yKiî hL,aeê-l[; ‘yMi[i 
Verily, I will report to you the one having been inscribed in writing 
of truth and there is not one holding strong with me upon these but 
Michael, your chief. 
 
 All of this creates an interesting comparison between chapters 9 and 10. 
Daniel’s understanding (ytinOàyBi) of “the word of YHWH to Jeremiah” (-la, ‘hw"hy>-rb;d> 
hy"åmir.yI) in chapter 9 leads him to this response in 9:3 “to seek prayer and supplication 
for favor in fasting and sackcloth and ashes” (rp,ae(w" qf;îw> ~AcßB. ~ynI+Wnx]t;w> hL'ÞpiT. vQEïb;l.), 
which leads to a response from “the man Gabriel” (lae‡yrIb.G: vyaiäh'w>; 9:21) that Daniel 
“perceive in the word and understand in the appearance” (ha,(r>M;B; !bEßh'w> rb'êD'B; ‘!ybi; 
9:23). In chapter 10 “a word was revealed to Daniel in the appearance” (hl'äg>nI ‘rb'D' 
laYEënId")l.; 10:1), which leads Daniel to “mourning three weeks of days” (hv'îl{v. lBeêa;t.mi 
~ymi(y" ~y[iÞbuv'; 10:3), to which one “as the appearance of a human” (~d'Þa' haeîr>m;K.; 10:18; 
cf. with vn"ßa/ rb:ïK. of 7:13) comes in response to Daniel’s desire “to understand” 
(!ybióh'l.; 10:12). In these cases this pattern is completed through explanation with 9:24-
27 and chapters 11-12 respectively.  
 With regard to other verbal connections, Daniel is told that the word (rb'D') has 
gone out in 9:23 “because you are preciousness” (hT'a'_ tAdßWmx] yKi). This expression is 
similarly used in 10:11 and 10:19 when Daniel is described as “a man of 
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preciousness”  (tAdmux]û-vyai). In a further reach 10:14 gives this explanation in relation 
to this “vision” (!Azàx'; cf. 7:1 and 8:1): 
 
  ~ymi_Y"h; tyrIåx]a;B. ^ßM.[;l. hr'îq.yI-rv,a] tae² ^ên>ybiäh]l; ‘ytiab'’W 14 
`~ymi(Y"l; !Azàx' dA[ï-yKi 
And I have come to give you understanding with what will happen 
to your people in the end of the days because it is still a vision for 
the days. 
 
It was in Daniel’s explanation to Nebuchadnezzar in 2:28 that a similar statement was 
made: 
 
  ‘aK'l.m;l. [d;ªAhw> !yzIër' aleäG" ‘aY"m;v.Bi Hl'Ûa/ yt;úyai ~r;‡B. 28 
 %v"±are ywEïz>x,w> %m'’l.x, aY"+m;Ay tyrIåx]a;B. awEßh/l, yDIî hm'² rC;ên<d>k;Wb)n> 
 `aWh) hn"ïD> %b"ßK.v.mi-l[;( 
But there is a God in the heavens, one revealing secrets and 
making known to the King, Nebuchadnezzar, what will be in the 
end of the days. This is it, the dream and the visions of your head 
upon your bed. 
 
The Hebrew and Aramaic collocations “in the end of the days” (~ymi_Y"h; tyrIåx]a;B.;     
aY"+m;Ay tyrIåx]a;B.) demonstrate a verbal connection between these two texts that both 
concern this particular time period.  
 According to Daniel 2, there were to be four kingdoms with Nebuchadnezzar’s 
as “the head of gold” (ab'(h]d; yDIî hv'Þare), which begins the sequence of these kingdoms 
as indicated by the first portion of 2:39 “and in your place will rise another kingdom 
to the earth from you” (a[r;äa] yrIßx\a' Wkïl.m; ~Wq±T. %r'ªt.b'W %N"+mi).  
 By chapter 10 Daniel has lived through the reigns of “Nebuchadnezzar, the 
king of Babylon” (1:1; 2:1; cf. 3:1), Nebuchadnezzar’s “son” Belshazzar (5:1 and 
5:11; 7:1; 8:1), “Darius, the Mede” (a'yd'm' ‘vw<y"’r>d'w> 6:1; cf. yd'_m' [r;Z<åmi vArßwEv.x;a]-!B, vw<y"±r>d'l. 
of 9:1), and Cyrus, the king of Persia (9:1; cf. 1:21).  
 Two kingdoms were particularly identified in 8:20 as the “kings of Media and 
Persia” (sr'(p'W yd;îm' ykeÞl.m;) with a third king being identified in 8:21 as the “king of 
Greece” (!w"+y" %l,m,).  
 In the chronological note, chapter 10 locates the scene “in the third year to 
Cyrus, King of Persia” (sr;êP' %l,m,ä ‘vr,Ak’l. vAlªv' tn:åv.Bi). Further, 10:13 gives the 
reasoning for Daniel’s delayed response: 
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  hNEåhiw> ~Ayë dx'äa,w> ~yrIåf.[, ‘yDIg>n<l. dmeÛ[o sr;ªP' tWkål.m; Ÿrf:åw> 13 
 ~v'ê yTir>t:åAn ‘ynIa]w: ynIrE+z>['l. aB'ä ~ynIßvoarIh' ~yrIïF'h; dx;²a; laeªk'ymi( 
`sr'(p' ykeîl.m; lc,aeÞ 
And the chief of the kingdom of Persia was standing in front of me 
twenty-one days and behold Michael one of the head chiefs came to 
help me and I was left there beside the kings of Persia. 
 
The collocation that connects chapters 10 and 2, the identification of Daniel under the 
reigns of multiple kings and kingdoms, the identification of the order and 
correspondence of these various scenes with this order, puts Daniel on the dawn of 
“the end of the days” (~ymi_Y"h; tyrIåx]a;B.) where the “king of Greece” (!w"+y" %l,m,) will rise. 
But just as expectations were delayed with the transition from seventy years to 
seventy weeks of years in chapter 9, so this expectation will be delayed. With regard 
to this connection, the curious chronological reference within the dialogue found in 
11:1 gives concrete grounds for this relationship when viewed with the chronological 
scene marker of 9:1: 
 
  ydI²m.[' ydI_M'h; vw<y"ßr>d'l. tx;êa; tn:åv.Bi ‘ynIa]w:  11:1 
`Al* zA[ßm'l.W qyzIïx]m;l. 
And I, in the first year to Darius the Mede, I was standing to 
strengthen and for protection to him. 
 
  yd'_m' [r;Z<åmi vArßwEv.x;a]-!B, vw<y"±r>d'l. tx;ªa; tn:åv.Bi  9:1 
`~yDI(f.K; tWkïl.m; l[;Þ %l;êm.h' rv<åa] 
In the first year to Darius, son of Ahasuerus, from the seed of the 
Medes, who was made king upon the kingdom of the Chaldeans. 
 
In particular this delay is made transparent with the clear statement of 11:2: 
 
  ~ydIäm.[o ~ykiøl'm. hv'’l{v. ûdA[-hNEhi %l"+ dyGIåa; tm,Þa/ hT'§[;w> 2 
 Arêv.['b. Atåq'z>x,k.W lKoêmi ‘lAdG"-rv,[o) ryviÛ[]y: ‘y[iybir>h")w> sr;ªp'l. 
`!w")y" tWkïl.m; taeÞ lKoêh; ry[iäy" 
And now I will proclaim the truth to you. Behold there are still 
three kings standing to Persia and the fourth will gain great riches 
from everyone and as his strength in his riches he will excite the 
whole kingdom of Greece. 
 
Rather than being at the dawn of “the end of the days” there will be a further delay 
because “there are still three kings standing to Persia” (~ydIäm.[o ~ykiøl'm. hv'’l{v. ûdA[-hNEhi 
sr;ªp'l.). It is only during the reign of a fourth Persian kingdom that the “kingdom of 
Greece” (!w")y" tWkïl.m;) will even enter the picture. Again, as with the seventy years 
turning into seventy weeks of years, the expectation of “the end of the days” is still 
delayed for at least four reigns.  
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 As with the material from chapter 9:24-27, 11:2b-12:7 comes more in the form 
of an explanation as opposed to the symbolic visions of chapters 7 and 8. It is 
important to note that the explanation that follows gives only one more clue in 
relation to ethnicity when presumably a person who only has the designation “from 
the shoot of her roots” (h'yv,Þr'v' rc,NEïmi), with the feminine pronominal suffix in relation 
to the “daughter of the king of the south” (bg<N<©h;-%l,m,( tb;ä), will cause to bring in certain 
items to “Egypt” (~yIr"+c.mi; 11:8). As a whole one must be content with titles of “a 
mighty king” (rAB=GI %l,m,; 11:3), “the king of the south” (bg<N<ßh;-%l,m,(; 11:5, 6, 9, 11, 14, 
25, 40), and “the king of the north” (!ApêC'h; %l,m,ä; 11:6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 15, 40). The mighty 
king comes during the reign of the fourth king to Persia. Presumably this mighty king 
represents the “kingdom of Greece” (!w")y" tWkïl.m;). It is said in 11:4 about this kingdom 
that “as he stood, his kingdom was broken and it was divided to the four winds of the 
heavens” (~yIm"+V'h; tAxåWr [B;Þr>a;l. #x'§tew> AtêWkl.m; rbEåV'Ti ‘Adm.['k.W). A strikingly similar 
description is found in the vision of the “he-goat of the she goats” (~yZIß[ih' rypiîc.) in 8:8: 
 
  !r,Q<åh; ‘hr'B.v.nI Amªc.['k.W dao+m.-d[; lyDIäg>hi ~yZIß[ih' rypiîc.W 8 
 tAxïWr [B;Þr>a;l. h'yT,êx.T; ‘[B;r>a; tWzÝx' hn"l,ø[]T;w:) hl'êAdG>h; 
`~yIm")V'h; 
And the he-goat of the she-goats did even greater things and as he 
was mighty the great horn was broken. And four conspicuous ones 
went up in its place to the four winds of the heavens. 
 
In the interpretation of this portion of the vision in 8:22, this further statement is 
made: 
 
  yAGðmi tAy°kul.m; [B;ór>a; h'yT,_x.T; [B;Þr>a; hn"d>moï[]T;(w: tr,B,êv.NIh;’w> 22 
`Ax*kob. al{ïw> hn"d>moß[]y: 
And the one being broken and four will stand in its place, four 
kingdoms from a nation will stand and not in his strength. 
 
A third layer of interpretation is now being added to what has already been said in 
chapter 8 about this particular kingdom. Though chapter 8 indicates there will be four 
kingdoms that come from this mighty king, chapter 11 focuses on only two of these 
kingdoms. Starting with chapter 8, verse 22b states “four kingdoms from a nation will 
stand and not in his strength” (Ax*kob. al{ïw> hn"d>moß[]y: yAGðmi tAy°kul.m; [B;ór>a;) in relation to these 
kingdoms. 8:23a elaborates a little more “in the end of their kingdom as to complete 
the transgressions” (~y[i_v.Poh; ~teÞh'K. ~t'êWkl.m; ‘tyrIx]a;b.W¥). However, chapter 11 is 
concerned only with the king of the south and the king of the north. The verbal 
imagery of the struggle between the ram and the he-goat of the she-goats in chapter 8, 
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representing the struggle between the “kings of Media and Persia” (sr'(p'W yd;îm' ykeÞl.m;) 
and the “king of Greece (!w"+y" %l,m,ä; 8:20-21), now plays a prominent role in the struggle 
between the king of the south and the king of the north of chapter 11. 8:7 records that 
the he-goat of the she-goats “embitters himself” (rm:Ür>m;t.YIw:) against the ram, so also 
11:11 records that the king of the south “embitters himself” against the king of the 
north (rm;r>m;t.yIw>). In 8:4 the ram is “thrusting” (x;GEn:m.) in multiple directions, so also 
11:40 states that the king of the south “will engage in thrusting” (xG:Ün:t.yI) with the king 
of the north. In 8:6 the he-goat of the she-goats runs to the ram “in the rage of his 
strength” (Ax*Ko tm;îx]B;), so also in 11:44 the king of the south will go out “in great rage” 
(hl'êdog> am'äxeB.). The he-goat of the she-goats shattered (rBev;y>w:) the horn of the ram in 8:7, 
so also in 11:26 the companions of the king of the south will shatter him (WhWrßB.v.yI). 8:8 
states that horn of the he-goat of the she-goats was shattered (hr'B.v.nI) during a time of 
his strength, so also in 11:20 the king of the north will be shattered (rbeêV'yI). Each of 
these examples provide parallels between these two chapters, where the verbal 
imagery has been shifted from the vision of the ram (lyIa:ïh') and the he-goat of the she-
goats (ry[iÞF'h; rypiîC'h;), which was understood to be the “kings of Media and Persia” 
(sr'(p'W yd;îm' ykeÞl.m;  8:20) and the “king of Greece” (!w"+y" %l,m,ä; 8:21) respectively, to a 
vision that has two kings primarily in view, “the king of the south” (bg<N<ßh;-%l,m,() and 
“the king of north” (!ApêC'h; %l,m,ä), that are both pictured as being somehow derived 
from “the kingdom of Greece” (!w")y" tWkïl.m;  11:2-4). However, even these two kings are 
not static referents but show a succession with use once of the phrase “he stood … his 
place” (AN=K; . . .dm;²['w>; 11:7) and twice “he stood upon his place” (ANK;-l[; dm;Û['w>; 11:20, 
21).305 11:7 makes reference to the king of the south and 11:20-21 make double 
reference to the king of the north. Though the king of the north will prevail over the 
king of the south (11:40-43), he too will perish and “there is no one helping him” (!yaeîw> 
Al* rzEßA[; 11:45).  
With 12:1 Daniel finally gets an answer to his petition from chapter 9: 
 
  lAdªG"h; rF:åh; laeøk'ymi( dmo’[]y: ûayhih; t[eäb'W  1 
 ‘ht'y>h.nI-al{) rv<Üa] hr'êc' t[eä ‘ht'y>h'w> è^M,[; ynEåB.-l[; édme[oh' 
 ^êM.[; jleäM'yI ‘ayhih; t[eÛb'W ayhi_h; t[eäh' d[;Þ yAGë tAyæh.mi( 
`rp,Se(B; bWtïK' ac'Þm.NIh;-lK' 
                                                 
305 BDB, 487, notes in relation to ANK;-l[; “i.e. in his stead, as his successor, cf. Germ. an seiner Stelle.” 
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And in this time, Michael, the great chief, the one standing upon 
the sons of your people, will stand and there will be a time of 
distress which has not been done from to exist a nation until this 
time and in this time your people will escape, everyone being found 
written in the writing. 
  
Comfort is given to Daniel in that “your people will escape, everyone being found 
written in the writing” (rp,Se(B; bWtïK' ac'Þm.NIh;-lK' ^êM.[; jleäM'yI). 7:10 describes a time when 
“writings were opened” (Wxyti(P. !yrIïp.si). In chapter 7 this statement is followed by the 
destruction of the horn which was speaking “great words” (yDIî at'êb'r>b.r; aY"åL;mi ‘lq'-!mi 
hl'_L/m;m. an"ßr>q;  7:11) and in chapter 12 was preceded by the destruction of the one who 
“will speak wonderful things” (tAa+l'p.nI rBEßd;y>; 11:36). In chapter 7 when the “writings 
were opened” (Wxyti(P. !yrIïp.si) judgment follows. In chapter 12 “everyone being found 
written in the writing” (rp,Se(B; bWtïK' ac'Þm.NIh;-lK') represents those of Daniel’s people who 
“will be delivered” (jleäM'yI).306 Though the judgment of chapter 7 gives way to the 
eternal kingdom of the one “like a son of man” (vn"ßa/ rb:ïK.; 7:13-14) through the 
kingdom being given “to a people, the holy ones of the Most High” (yveäyDIq; ~[;Þl. 
!ynI+Ayl.[,; 7:27), chapter 12 transforms this victory into a picture of resurrecting the dead 
either to eternal life (~l'êA[ yYEåx;l.) or in verse 2 “to reproach, to abhorrence of eternity” 
(!Aaïr>dIl. tApßr'x]l; ~l'(A[). With this hope, the pattern again returns to that of chapter 8 
and Daniel (similar to 8:26) is given this command in 12:4: 
 
  #qE+ t[eä-d[; rp,SeÞh; ~toïx]w: ~yrI±b'D>h; ~toôs. laYE©nId") hT'äa;w> 4 
`t[;D'(h; hB,îr>tiw> ~yBiÞr; Wjïj.voy> 
And you, Daniel, shut up the words and seal up the writing until the 
time of the end, many will go eagerly and knowledge will grow 
great. 
 
Daniel was to seal the vision in 8:26 “because it is for many day” (~yBi(r; ~ymiîy"l. yKiÞ) and 
now Daniel is to seal “the writing until the time of the end” (#qE+ t[eä-d[; rp,SeÞh;). Like 
9:2, where Daniel was discerning “in the writings” (~yrI+p'S.B;) in relation to Jerusalem, 
so now this vision has become “the writing” (rp,SeÞh;), that can be read and understand 
“until the time of the end” (#qE+ t[eä-d[;). Even with the commands of 12:4, Daniel 
overhears a further description ([m;úv.a,w"; 12:7; cf. 8:13) giving particular information in 
relation to the question of 12:6 “until when is the end of the wonderful things”  
(tAa)l'P.h; #qEï yt;Þm'-d[;) in 12:7: 
                                                 
306 BDB, 572, notes this late passive use of jleäM'yI. 
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  ymeäymel. él[;M;mi rv<åa] ~yDIªB;h; vWbål. Ÿvyaiäh'-ta, [m;úv.a,w" 7 
 ~l'_A[h' yxeäB. [b;ÞV'YIw: ~yIm;êV'h;-la, ‘Alamof.W AnÝymiy> ~r,Y"“w: èraoy>h; 
 hn"yl,îk.Ti vd,qoß-~[;-dy: #Peîn: tAL±k;k.W ycixeªw" ~ydIø[]Am) d[e’Aml. ûyKi 
`hL,ae(-lk' 
And I heard the man being clothed with the white linen who was 
above the waters of the river and he lifted his right hand and his 
left hand to the heavens and he swore in the one living of the 
eternity that to an appointed time, appointed times and a half and 
as to come to an end dashing to pieces the hand of a people of 
holiness, all these things will come to an end. 
  
The answer “to an appointed time, appointed times and a half” (ycixeªw" ~ydIø[]Am) d[e’Aml.) 
gives the similar period of time as found in 7:25: 
 
 
  aLe_b;y> !ynIßAyl.[, yveîyDIq;l.W lLiêm;y> Î‘ha'L'[iÐ ¿ay"L'[iÀ dc;Ûl. !yLiªmiW 7:25 
 !ynIßD'[iw> !D"ï[i-d[; HdeêyBi !Wbåh]y:t.yIw> td'êw> !ynIåm.zI ‘hy"n"v.h;l. rB;ªs.yIw> 
`!D")[i gl;îp.Wi 
And he will speak words against [to the side of] the Most High and 
he will wear out the holy ones of the Most High and he will intend 
to change times and law and they will be given into his hand until a 
time and times and half a time. 
 
The assumed sum in both cases is three and a half. Though the Araramaic text of 
Daniel 7 has a slightly different syntax, “until a time and times and half a time”     
(!D")[i gl;îp.W !ynIßD'[iw> !D"ï[i-d[;), than the Hebrew text of chapter 12, “to an appointed time, 
appointed times and a half” (ycixeªw" ~ydIø[]Am) d[e’Aml.), the assumed numerical value 
remains the same. In this same regard the text of 9:27 makes reference to the same 
period of time: 
 
  ŸtyBiäv.y: [;WbøV'h; yci’x]w: dx'_a, [;Wbåv' ~yBiÞr;l' tyrI±B. ryBiîg>hiw> 27 
 hc'êr'x/n<åw> ‘hl'K'-d[;w> ~meêvom. ‘~yciWQvi @n:ÜK. l[;’w> hx'ªn>miW xb;z<å 
 `~me(vo-l[; %T:ßTi 
And he will cause a covenant to grow great to many, one week, and 
half a week he will put an end to sacrifice and offering and one 
causing horror upon an edge of detestable things and until 
complete destruction and it is determined, it will pour forth upon 
one causing horror.   
 
Though the terminology is different, “half a week” ([;WbøV'h; yci’x]w;), the assumed time 
period has the same value as three and a half. This similarity is of course dependent 
on whether “times” (!ynIßD'[i) from 7:25 and “appointed times” (~ydIø[]Am)  from 12:7 are to 
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be understood in the definite sense of “two times.” By further extension, the time 
periods described in two further passages describe a similar period of time. In similar 
fashion to chapter 12, 8:14 has Daniel overhearing a conversation in which particular 
times are being discussed (cf. 12:7): 
 
  qD;Þc.nIw> tAa+me vl{åv.W ~yIP:ßl.a; rq,Boê br,[,ä d[;… yl;êae rm,aYOæw: 14 
`vd,qo) 
And he said to me, “Until evening morning two-thousand and 
three-hundred and the holiness is justified.” 
  
This particular time designation of “evening morning two-thousand and three-
hundred” (tAa+me vl{åv.W ~yIP:ßl.a; rq,Boê br,[,ä) equals about three and a half years or 1,150 
days if an individual count is to be given to each evening and morning.307 12:11-12 
gives two further times: 
 
  ~yIt:ïam' @l,a,Þ ~ymi§y" ~me_vo #WQåvi tteÞl'w> dymiêT'h; rs:åWh ‘t[emeW 11 
 tAaßme vl{ïv. @l,a,§ ~ymi§y"l. [;yGI+y:w> hK,Þx;m.h;( yreîv.a; 12`~y[i(v.tiw> 
`hV'(mix]w: ~yviîl{v. 
11 And from the time of the continual offering being turned aside 
and to give the abomination causing horror, one-thousand two-
hundred and ninety days. 12 Blessed is the one waiting for and he 
will arrive to one-thousand three-hundred thirty and five days. 
 
Each verse gives a different amount. 12:11 has “one-thousand two-hundred and ninety 
days” (~y[i(v.tiw> ~yIt:ïam' @l,a,Þ ~ymi§y"; 1,290 days) and 12:12 has “one-thousand three-
hundred thirty and five days” (hV'(mix]w: ~yviîl{v. tAaßme vl{ïv. @l,a,§ ~ymi§y"; 1,335 days). In both 
cases the time period approximates a three-and-a-half-year period.308 On concrete 
verbal grounds, chapters 7, 8, 9 and now 10-12 (with 12 being the closing section of 
10-11) are now being drawn together through these time periods with no real desire or 
effort to completely harmonize each passage with one another.309 The verbal 
                                                 
307 Montgomery, The Book of Daniel, 342-343.  
308 Montgomery, The Book of Daniel, 477. 
309 Childs, Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture, 621, views this differently, “The numbers in 
ch. 12 represent attempts by a later hand to make more precise the nature of the three-and-a-half year 
period which played such a central role within the apocalyptic scheme of Daniel (7.25; 9.27; 12.7).”  
However, he goes on to say, “In the final shape of the book, the numbers were allowed to stand 
uninterpreted without a clear indication of their significance.” John J. Collins, Daniel (Minneapolis: 
Fortress Press, 1993), 400, comments, “Both numbers differ from the 1,150 days mentioned in 8:14. 
The earlier figure, however, is specified as the time until the sanctuary is set right, which is not 
necessarily identical with the end as envisaged in chap. 12.” However, because he views these visions 
as being harmonized with one another, he goes on to say, “When one predicted number of days had 
elapsed, a glossator revised the prediction with a higher number. It is a well-known fact that groups 
who make exact predictions do not just give up when the prediction fails to be fulfilled. Instead they 
find ways to explain the delay. One such way was to make a revised (presumably more precise) 
calculation. The recalculation, however, had to be elicited by something, most notably by the 
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connection is further strengthened between chapters 9 and 12 through this time period 
being marked by a “detestable thing causing horror” (~meêvom. ‘~yciWQvi) in 9:27 and by a 
“detestable thing causing horror” (~me_vo #WQåvi) in 12:11 (cf. ~me(Avm. #WQïVih; in 11:31). But 
to what end are these passages being drawn together in chapters 10-12? The closing 
verse of this final section and the closing verse of the book anticipate this question in 
the mind of Daniel and the reader: 
 
 `!ymi(Y"h; #qEïl. ^ßl.r'gOl. dmoï[]t;w> x;Wn°t'w> #QE+l; %lEå hT'Þa;w> 13 
And you, go to the end and you will rest and you will stand for your 
lot to the end of days. 
 
All of the loose ends will not be tied up. The discrepancies between these chapters 
will stand, including the numerical differences.  
 
4.6 Summary of Chapters 7-12 
What is obvious in relation to chapters 7-12 is that the actual visions of Daniel are the 
focal point of interpretation. Daniel 7 with its concrete verbal connections with 
chapter 2 serves as a key pivot point for the book as a whole. However, each vision 
narrative in 7, 8, 9, and 10-12, with its opening diachronic marker, still represents a 
separate text within this larger text. The visions themselves are each interpreted at 
least once within each scene, but through the ordering of these texts together a further 
layer of interpretation is added with each scene.  
The vision of chapter 2 with the statue of four components and its 
interpretation of four kingdoms of which Nebuchadnezzar was the first is now read in 
context with the vision of chapter 7, which has four beasts and is interpreted as also 
four kingdoms with the fourth being particularly violent and giving way to further 
kingdoms. Though both chapters have interpretations of their own visions, a further 
interpretation of the vision of chapter 2 is now created through the addition of the 
vision and interpretation in chapter 7, where the role of the fourth kingdom is 
                                                                                                                                            
uneventful passage of the first predicted date,”(401). Walvoord, Daniel: The Key to Prophetic 
Revelation, 295-296, states in relation to these differing numbers, “Although Daniel does not explain 
these varying durations, it is obvious that the second coming of Christ and the establishment of His 
millennial kingdom requires time. The 1,260 day period or precisely forty-two months of thirty days 
each, can be regarded as culminating with the second advent itself. This is followed by several divine 
judgments such as the judgment of the nations (Mt 25:31-46), and the regathering and judgment of 
Israel (Eze 20:34-38). These great judgments beginning with the living on earth and purging out of the 
unbelievers who have worshiped the beast, although handled quickly, will require time. By the 1,335 
days, or seventy-five days after the second advent, these great judgments will have been accomplished 
and the millennial kingdom formally launched. Those who attain to this period are obviously those who 
have been judged worthy to enter the kingdom. Hence, they are called ‘blessed.’”  
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expanded. In one way this expansion is exegetical. The material of chapter 7 further 
explains chapter 2. However, if the integrity of each scene remains intact, the 
exegetical expansion comes through the ordering of this material together and not 
through mechanical rewriting of portions within each scene to cause agreement.  
Surface verbal agreement between chapters has been shown again and again to 
shift in meaning between chapters; although sharing verbal similarity they do not refer 
to the same thing. This should not be understood as an argument for complete 
discontinuity, for the visions certainly have many aspects in common, especially their 
eschatological perspectives. Rather, each vision—when viewed in context with one 
another—gives a picture that would not have been possible with any single scene by 
itself. Chapter 2 has a general frame work that identifies Nebuchadnezzar as the 
beginning historical referent for the four kingdoms. Chapter 7 follows the four 
kingdoms, massively expanding the fourth kingdom’s description. Chapter 8 expands 
on the transition between the third and fourth kingdom and historically locates the 
further kingdoms as Media, Persia and Greece. Chapter 9 expands the time period 
from the third to the fourth kingdom. Chapters 10-12 focus in great detail on the era 
of the fourth kingdom. However, this scheme is possible only as these individual 
scenes come together and build this larger picture. The scene from chapter 2 used to 
demonstrate how Daniel distinguished himself in the court of Nebuchadnezzar now 
becomes part of a larger eschatological matrix. Even the seemingly insignificant 
diachronic details with nationalities and years become statements of movement 
toward the fulfillment of this larger eschatological picture.     
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5. Canonical Intertextuality and the  
Book of Daniel in the Old Testament 
5.1 Introduction 
Based on work done in the whole of the Masoretic Text of Daniel, my 
application of canonical intertextuality argues that the discreet narrative units 
(chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10-12) exegete one another through their ordering and 
overall placement together. This of course infers that these texts had some sort of 
individual life, whether written or oral, but were collected or written in this particular 
arrangement.310 Though the book moves in a particular exegetical direction, the 
exegetical work does not appear to be harmonistic in nature as many difficulties are 
simply left in the text. The intertextuality is found through the shift as texts are 
interpreted within each discreet unit, as these units are ordered in relation to one 
another, and and as they retain obvious shifts in relation to key terms and 
expectations, giving an overall picture that would have not been possible if these texts 
were simply left by themselves. 
However, the book of Daniel through this intentional ordering has become a 
larger discreet text that has been included as a text among other texts in the Hebrew 
Bible. It has been placed alongside of other textual units not only in the sense of a 
particular group or body of literature, but also in particular orders as is the case with 
the Hebrew Bible or Old Testament; these texts exegete one another not only through 
their overall placement together, but also in their actual ordering as a part of this 
larger textual unit.311 Again there is a dialogue that reflects points of continuity, where 
there are similar terms, phrases, and values, and also points of discontinuity where 
                                                 
310 Some sort of collective process in relation to the composition of Daniel is of course an ancient 
position. Baba Batra 15a, states “the men of the great assembly wrote Ezekiel and the Twelve, Daniel 
and the scroll of Esther” (rtsa tlygmw laynd rX[ ~ynXw laqzxy wbtk hlwdgh tsnk yXna), for the 
Hebrew text see http://www.mechon-mamre.org/b/1/14301.htm (accessed December 24, 2008). 
311 James Alfred Loader, “Das Alte Testament—ein Geschichtsbuch?,” in Das Alte Testament und die 
Kunst, eds. John Barton, J. Cheryl Exum and Manfred Oeming (Münster: LIT Verlag, 2005), 31-50, 
makes this observation in particular in relation to the Greek tradition, stating, “In der griechischen 
Tradition, die in der Septuaginta dominant wurde, wird eine völlig andere Anordnung der Bücher und 
damit auch eine völlig andere theologische Absicht angetroffen.  Dem Pentateuch folgen nämlich die 
historischen, die auch noch Klagelieder und Daniel sowie einige nicht in die hebräische Bibel 
aufgenommenen Bücher einschließen.  Das Schema in dieser Tradition ist also nicht:  gesetzliche 
Grundlage – deren historisch-prophetische Interpretation – sonstige Lieder, Weisheit und Erzählungen, 
sondern:  
Pentateuch: Uroffenbarung 
Historische Bücher: Vergangenheit 
Poetische Bücher: das Religiöse Leben in der Gegenwart 
Prophetische Bücher: Erwartungen für die Zukunft Gottes”( 46-47).   
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these terms, phrases, and values have shifted in meaning. Again, what may be of 
secondary importance in one context becomes of primary importance in another 
context, where a term or phrase in one context is used in a different way in another 
context, all of which reflects not static textual units but a dialogue between smaller 
texts and a larger context. 
 
5.2 Dan 6 and Dan 9 (Ezra 7; Deut; Exod) 
 The book of Daniel offers a few examples where its text is clearly being 
connected with other texts. One such example is found in Daniel 6:6-10: 
  hn"ßD> laYEïnId'l. xK;²v.h;n> al'ó yDIä !yrIêm.a'( ‘%Leai aY"Ür;b.GU !yId;a/û 6 
 aY"Ük;r>s' !yId;a/û 7s `Hhe(l'a/ td'îB. yhiAlß[] hn")x.K;îv.h; !he§l' aL'_[i-lK' 
 vw<y"ïr>D' Hleê !yrIåm.a' ‘!kew> aK'_l.m;-l[; WvGIßr>h; !Leêai ‘aY"n:P.r>D;v.x;a]w: 
`yyI)x/ !ymiîl.['l. aK'Þl.m; 
 aY"år;b.D'(h; ‘aY"n:P.r>D;v.x;a]w:¥ aY"Ün:g>si at'ªWkl.m; ykeär>s' ŸlKoå Wj[;øy"t.ai 8 
 h[eäb.yI-yDI(-lk' yDIä rs"+a/ hp'ÞQ't;l.W aK'êl.m; ‘~y"q. hm'ÛY"q;l. at'êw"x]p;W 
 aK'êl.m; %N"åmi ‘!hel' !ytiªl'T. !ymiäAy-d[; vn"÷a/w<) Hl'’a/-lK'-!mi W[b'û 
`at'(w"y"r>a; bgOàl. ame§r>t.yI 
 hy"±n"v.h;l. al'ó yDIä ab'_t'K. ~vuär>tiw> ar'Þs'a/ ~yqIïT. aK'êl.m; ![:åK. 9 
`aDe([.t, al'î-yDI sr;Þp'W yd;îm'-td'K. 
`ar'(s'a/w< ab'Þt'K. ~v;îr> vw<y"ër>D") ‘aK'l.m; hn"+D> lbeÞq\-lK' 10 
6 Then these men were saying that “we have not found to this 
Daniel any matter, therefore, let us find upon him in the Law of his 
God.” 7 Then the overseers and the satraps came thronging upon 
the king and so saying to him, “Darius, the king, live!” 8 (The 
overseers of the kingdom, the prefects and the satraps, the 
ministers, and the governors, took counsel together to establish a 
statute of the king and to make strong an interdict that all who will 
seek a request from any god and man until thirty days except from 
the king, he will be thrown into the pit of the lions.) 9 “Now the 
king, you will establish an interdict and you will inscribe the 
writing that is not to be changed as the decree of the Medes and 
Persians which will not pass away.” 10 All on account of this, the 
king, Darius, inscribed the writing and the interdict. 
 
In particular this group of leaders is seeking something “in the Law of his [Daniel’s] 
God” (Hhe(l'a/ td'îB.). What they find “in the Law of his God” leads them to the 
conclusion that this statement from 6:8 will be a fatal stumbling block for Daniel:  
  !ytiªl'T. !ymiäAy-d[; vn"÷a/w<) Hl'’a/-lK'-!mi W[b'û h[eäb.yI-yDI(-lk' yDIä 
`at'(w"y"r>a; bgOàl. ame§r>t.yI aK'êl.m; %N"åmi ‘!hel' 
that all who will seek a request from any God and man until thirty 
days except from the king, he will be thrown into the pit of the 
lions. 
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The focus of the text is to bring Daniel in conflict with the Law of his God, which the 
narrative assumes to be a definable text that can be searched and exploited by these 
officials.  
In Aramaic the book of Ezra becomes a key point of dialogue in relation to 
this concept and terminology when Ezra is addressed in Aramaic in 7:12 “to Ezra, the 
priest, scribe of the Law of the God of the heavens” (Hl'óa/-yDI( at'øD' rp;’s' an"h]k'û ar'äz>[,l. 
aY"±m;v.) and referred to in the same way in 7:21 as “Ezra, the priest, scribe of the Law of 
the God of the heavens” (aY"ëm;v. Hl'äa/-yDI( ‘at'D' rp:Üs' hn"÷h]k' ar'’z>[,). Further, we see this in 
7:14 when Ezra is ordered to return to Judah and Jerusalem and bring things into 
accordance with what is “in the Law of your God which is in your hand” (%h"ßl'a/ td'îB. 
%d")ybi yDIî) and in 7:26 where consequences are being spelled out in relation to what will 
happen if “the Law of your God” (%h'ªl'a/-ydI( at'äD') is not heeded. The texts use this 
phrase in a similar way in Daniel and Ezra, which speak of what is “in the Law of his 
God” (Hhe(l'a/ td'îB.) and again of “the Law of God” (Hl'óa/-yDI( at'øD'). It is a definable 
written text that can be searched and used to ascertain what God desires. However, 
what is used in an attempt to condemn Daniel to death through the decree of the king 
in Daniel becomes the blueprint for rebuilding Judah and Jerusalem from the decree 
of the king in Ezra.  
The Hebrew Text in Daniel 9 also creates another point of dialogue through 
direct speech in Daniel’s prayer. As Daniel is praying, confessing, and seeking 
supplication for favor from YHWH, he makes this statement in 9:11: 
 
  ^l<+qoB. [;Amåv. yTiÞl.bil. rAs§w> ^t,êr'ATå-ta, ‘Wrb.['( laeªr'f.yI-lk'w> 11 
 hv,ämo ‘tr;AtB. ‘hb'WtK. rv<Üa] h['ªbuV.h;w> hl'äa'h' Wnyleø[' %T;’Tiw: 
`Al* Wnaj'Þx' yKiî ~yhiêl{a/h'(-db,[,( 
And all of Israel has passed over your Law and turned aside so as 
not to listen in your voice and you gave upon us the oath and the 
curse which is written in the Law of Moses, the servant of God, 
because we have sinned to him.          
 
Similarly, 9:13 states: 
 
  ha'B'ä taZOàh; h['îr'h'-lK' tae² hv,êmo tr;äAtB. ‘bWtK' rv<Üa]K; 13 
 WnnEëwO[]me( ‘bWvl' Wnyheªl{a/ hw"åhy> ŸynEåP.-ta, WnyLiøxi-al{)w> Wnyle_[' 
`^T<)mia]B; lyKiÞf.h;l.W 
Just as is written in the Law of Moses, with all this disaster going 
in upon us and we have not appeased before YHWH our God, to 
return from our iniquity and to give attention in your truth. 
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In particular “your Law” (^t,êr'ATå) is connected with God’s covenant name, “YHWH” 
(hwhy; 9:10), which is used only in chapter 9 within the book of Daniel. Further, this 
Law is identified with clarity as that “which is written in the Law of Moses, the 
servant of God” (~yhiêl{a/h'(-db,[,( hv,ämo ‘tr;AtB. ‘hb'WtK. rv<Üa]). This written document is 
distinct from but somehow connected to what is described in the plural (wyt'roAt)B.) in 
9:10: 
 
  rv<åa] ‘wyt'roAt)B. tk,l,Ûl' Wnyhe_l{a/ hw"åhy> lAqßB. Wn[.m;êv' al{åw> 10 
`~yai(ybiN>h; wyd'îb'[] dy:ßB. WnynEëp'l. !t:ån" 
And we did not listen in the voice of YHWH our God, to go in his 
instructions which he gave before us in the hand of his servants, the 
prophets. 
 
Though this could be thought of as reflecting some sort of oral tradition, 9:2 has 
already given to a certain extent a particular context even for this further category, 
which is “in his instructions which he gave before us in the hand of his servants, the 
prophets” (~yai(ybiN>h; wyd'îb'[] dy:ßB. WnynEëp'l. !t:ån" rv<åa] ‘wyt'roAt)B.): 
 
  rP:ås.mi ~yrI+p'S.B; ytinOàyBi laYEënID") ‘ynIa] Akêl.m'l. ‘tx;a; tn:Üv.Bi 2 
 twaL{±m;l. aybiêN"h; hy"åmir.yI-la, ‘hw"hy>-rb;d> hy"Üh' rv,’a] ~ynI©V'h; 
`hn")v' ~y[iîb.vi ~÷Il;Þv'Wry> tAbïr>x'l. 
In the first year he was king, I, Daniel, I understood in the writings 
the number of years which the word of YHWH was to Jeremiah the 
Prophet to fulfill the ruins of Jerusalem, seventy years. 
 
Daniel perceived “in the writings” (~yrI+p'S.B;) which included “the word of YHWH to 
Jeremiah the prophet” (aybiêN"h; hy"åmir.yI-la, ‘hw"hy>-rb;d>) about what would befall Jerusalem. 
In chapter 9 the Law (^t,êr'ATå) and the instructions (wyt'roAt)B.) explain why “the oath and 
the curse” (h['ªbuV.h;w> hl'äa'h') and “all this disaster” (taZOàh; h['îr'h'-lK') has come on them, 
namely because they did not listen (Wn[.m;êv' al{åw>). This is all is in contrast to chapter 6, 
where living “in the Law of his God” (Hhe(l'a/ td'îB.) is hoped to bring about Daniel’s 
death in a pit of lions. 
What is clear through these references is that Daniel 6, Ezra 7, and Daniel 9 
are all making reference to other texts distinct from themselves and that the contents 
of these texts are playing a role in each of these narrative scenes.312 In Daniel 6 and 
                                                 
312 Frank Crüsemann, Kanon und Sozialgeschichte: Beiträge zum Alten Testament (Gütersloh: Chr. 
Kaiser Gütersloher Verlagshaus, 2003), 241, comments to a certain extent on the significance of these 
passages when he notes speaking of Ezra, Chronicles and Daniel, in relation to the canonization of the 
Writings, “Esra berichtet Enscheidendes über die Kanonisierung der Tora; die Chronik schreibt die 
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Ezra 7, a text is being referenced in Aramaic that has a title of sorts, “in the Law of 
his God” (Hhe(l'a/ td'îB.) and “in the Law of your God” (%h'ªl'a/-ydI( at'äD'). The equivalent 
Hebrew phrase is used in Daniel 9, again in the singular, except this time a clear 
connection is being made between “your law” (^t,êr'ATå) with the pronominal suffix 
referencing “YHWH” (hwhy) and “which is written in the Law of Moses, the servant 
of God” (~yhiêl{a/h'(-db,[,( hv,ämo ‘tr;AtB. ‘hb'WtK. rv<Üa]). The plural use of “in his instructions” 
(wyt'roAt)B.) speaks of another group of writings that includes “the word of YHWH to 
Jeremiah the prophet” (aybiêN"h; hy"åmir.yI-la, ‘hw"hy>-rb;d>) and other writings (~yrI+p'S.B;) that 
speak “in his instructions which he gave before us in the hand of his servants, the 
prophets” (~yai(ybiN>h; wyd'îb'[] dy:ßB. WnynEëp'l. !t:ån" rv<åa] ‘wyt'roAt)B.).  
With this larger picture, Daniel 6 references the first of these two texts/ 
collections. The officials are looking “in the Law of his God” (Hhe(l'a/ td'îB.), that is “in 
the Law of Moses, the servant of God” (~yhiêl{a/h'(-db,[,( hv,ämo ‘tr;AtB.). From a purely 
textual standpoint, this is at least in reference to major portions of the book of 
Deuteronomy as stated in Deuteronomy 31:9: 
  ywIële ynEåB. ‘~ynIh]Koh;-la, Hn"©T.YIw:) ètaZOh; hr'äATh;-ta, éhv,mo bToåk.YIw: 9 
`lae(r'f.yI ynEßq.zI-lK'-la,w> hw"+hy> tyrIåB. !Arßa]-ta, ~yaiêf.NOæh; 
 And Moses wrote this Law and he gave it to the priests, the sons of 
Levi, the ones carrying the ark of the covenant of YHWH and to all 
the elders of Israel.  
 
Again from a textual standpoint, at least this text is included with another text that 
was in the “ark of the covenant of YHWH” (hw"+hy> tyrIåB. !Arßa]). Exodus 20-23 records a 
series of “the words” (~yrIïb'D>h;  20:1) and “the commandments” (~yjiêP'v.Mih;  21:1) given 
by God to Moses for the people of Israel. Exodus 24:4 then states: “And Moses wrote 
all these words of YHWH” (hw"ëhy> yreäb.DI-lK' tae… hv,ªmo bToåk.YIw:) and further this text is 
called “the writing of the covenant” (tyrIêB.h; rp,seä) in 24:7. In Exodus 25, instructions 
are given for building an “ark” (!Arßa]). 25:16 makes clear what the purpose of this ark 
is: 
 ^yl,(ae !TEßa, rv<ïa] tduê[eh' tae… !ro=a'h'-la, T'Þt;n"w> 16 
And you give to the ark the testimony which I will give to you.  
 
However, both of these texts indicate a particular Sitz im Leben, with the 
Deuteronomy text being given to a people preparing to enter the Promised Land and 
                                                                                                                                            
deuteronomistischen Königsbücher neu und um; Daniel liest im Jeremiabuch und empfängt visionär 
die entscheide Schriftdeutung (Kap. 9).” 
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the Exodus text being given to a people having just been rescued from bondage in 
Egypt. The Exodus text establishes the covenant with the initial generation (24:1-8) 
and the Deuteronomy text reestablishes the covenant with a new generation (1:1-5, 
32; 2:1). This last observation becomes of particular importance in relation to 
canonical intertextuality as it is clear that these texts have now been turned into a text, 
that includes not only these texts, but the text of Genesis through Deuteronomy, 
regardless of which canon is used.  
In returning to Daniel 6, it appears that within this Law there is something in 
particular that the officials could use for their purpose that they might find something 
“upon him in the Law of his God” (Hhe(l'a/ td'îB. yhiAlß[]). In particular the texts from 
Deuteronomy 5:6-10 and Exodus 20:2-6 seem to correspond to the officials’ plan in 
Daniel 6:8: 
 
!ytiªl'T. !ymiäAy-d[; vn"÷a/w<) Hl'’a/-lK'-!mi W[b'û h[eäb.yI-yDI(-lk' yDIä 
`at'(w"y"r>a; bgOàl. ame§r>t.yI aK'êl.m; %N"åmi ‘!hel' 
that all who will seek a request from any God and man until thirty 
days except from the king, he will be thrown into the pit of the 
lions. 
 
Deuteronomy 5:6-10 states: 
 
  tyBeämi ~yIr:ßc.mi #r,a,îme ^yti²aceAh rv<ôa] ^yh,êl{a/ hw"åhy> ‘ykinOa'( 6 
`y;n")©P'-l[; ~yrIøßxea] ~yhi’îl{a/ û ±^l.-hy<ïh.yI al{å 7`~ydI+(b'[] 
 l[;M;ë‡mi Ÿ‘~yIm:’åV'B; rv<Üäa] hn"ë‡WmT.-lK' Ÿ‘ls,p,’ä ^ïäl.-hf,î[]t;-al{¥å 8 
`#r,a'(ªl' tx;T:ïämi Ÿ~yIM:ßäB; rv<ïa]w: tx;T'ø_mi #r,a'’ÞB' ûrv<ïa]w: 
 laeä ‘^yh,’l{a/ hw"Ühy> ykiúnOa' yKiä è~de_b.['t' al{åw> é~h,Þl' hw<ïäx]T;v.ti-al{ 9 
 ~y[iÞBerI-l[;w> ~yviîLevi-l[;w> ~ynI±B'-l[; tAbôa' !wO“[] dqePoû aN"ëq; 
`ya")_n>fol. 
 `Îyt'(wOc.miÐ ¿AtwOc.miÀ yreîm.vol.W yb;Þh]aol. ~ypiê_l'a]l;¥ ‘ds,x,’Þ hf,[oÝïw> 10 
6 I am YHWH your God who I caused you to go out from the land 
of Egypt from the house of slaves. 7 There will not be to you other 
gods before me. 8 You will not make for you an image of any 
likeness which is in the heavens from above and which is on the 
earth below and which is in the waters below the earth. 9  You will 
not prostrate yourselves to them and you will not serve them 
because I am YHWH your God, a jealous God, visiting iniquity of 
the fathers upon the sons and upon the third and the fourth 
[generations] to the ones hating me 10 and making kindness to 
thousands, to the ones loving me and to ones keeping his313 
commandments. 
 
 
                                                 
313 The interplay between the Ketiv/Qere reading is interesting at this point where in this restatement of 
the Exodus passage the Ketiv (AtwOc.mi) narrates this statement through the third person singular 
pronominal suffix and the qere (yt'(wOc.mi) makes the reading parallel to the Exodus passage through the 
first person common singular pronominal suffix. 
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Similarly, Exodus 20:2-6 states: 
 
  tyBEåîmi ~yIr:ßc.mi #r,a,îme ^yti²aceAh rv<ôa] ^yh,ê_l{a/ hw"åhy> ‘ykiÞnOa'( 2 
`y;n"©)P'-l[; ~yrIßøxea] ~yhi’îl{a/ û ±^l.-hy<)h.yI al{*å 3`~ydI+(b'[] 
 l[;M;³êmi Ÿ‘~yIm:å’V'B; rv<Üäa] hn"³êWmT.-lk'w> Ÿ‘ls,p,ä’ ^ïäl.-hf,’[]t;¥ al{*å 4 
`#r,a'ª(l' tx;T:ïämi Ÿ~yIM:ßäB; rv<ïäa]w: tx;T';_ømi #r,a'’ÞB' ûrv<ïa]w:¥ 
 ‘^yh,’l{a/ hw"Ühy> ykiúnOa'¥ yKiä è~de_b.['t' al{åw> é~h,Þl' hw<ïäx.T;v.ti-al{) 5 
 ~y[iÞBerI-l[;w> ~yviîLevi-l[; ~ynI±B'-l[; tboôa' !wO“[] dqePoû aN"ëq; laeä 
`ya")_n>fol. 
 `yt'(wOc.mi yreîm.vol.W yb;Þh]aol. ~ypiê_l'a]l; ‘ds,x,Þ’ hf,[oðÜw> 6 
2 I am YHWH your God who I caused you to go out from the land 
of Egypt from the house of slaves. 3 There will not be to you other 
gods before me. 4 You will not make for you an image of any 
likeness which is in the heavens from above and which is on the 
earth below and which is in the waters below the earth. 5 You will 
not prostrate yourself to them and you will not serve them because 
I am YHWH your God, a jealous God, visiting iniquity of the 
fathers upon the sons and upon the third and the fourth 
[generations] to the ones hating me 6 and making kindness to 
thousands, to the ones loving me and to ones keeping my 
commandments. 
 
Of course these are parallel passages, interestingly taken from both of the concrete 
passages in relation to what was “written in the Law of Moses, the servant of God” 
(~yhiêl{a/h'(-db,[,( hv,ämo ‘tr;AtB. ‘hb'WtK. rv<Üa]). Though these are parallel passages, it must be 
emphasized that both arise from and are applied to different situations within the 
Law.314 Again, the Exodus text establishes the covenant with the initial generation 
coming out of Egypt and the Deuteronomy text reestablishes the covenant with a new 
generation.315 These texts provide a perfect opportunity to find something “upon him 
in the Law of his God” (Hhe(l'a/ td'îB. yhiAlß[]), where Daniel would have to make his 
request not to God but to the king. This would put the king in the idolatrous place of 
worship, breaking the foundational command “you will not prostrate yourself to 
them” (~h,Þl' hw<ïäx.T;v.ti-al{) . To make this connection clear, Daniel goes home in Daniel 
6:11 in response to the interdict and is found “blessing upon his knees and praying 
and praising before his God” (Hheêl'a/ ~d'äq\ ‘adeAmW aLeÛc;m.W yhiAkªr>Bi-l[; %rEåB')! Further as 
Daniel is rescued from the pit of lions, Daniel makes this statement in 6:23: 
 
                                                 
314 Childs, Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture, 215, states in this regard, “Rather chs. 5-11 
present an extended homiletical address which again reviews elements of Israel’s past history and each 
time focuses on an appeal for new commitment to the covenant.” 
315 Timo Veijola, Das 5. Buch Mose: Deuteronomium Kapitel 1,1-16,17 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 2004), 128, describes this relationship similarly, “Es handelt sich bei dem Bericht des Dtn 
über die Mitteilung des Dekalogs um eine rekapitulierende Moserede, die ihrer erzählerischen Logik 
nach die frühere Sinaioffenbarung (Ex 19*) in ihren Grundzügen voraussetzt und literarisch auf ihren 
Schultern steht.” 
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  ynIWl+B.x; al'äw> at'Þw"y"r>a; ~Puî rg:±s]W¥ Hkeªa]l.m; xl;äv. yhiúl'a/ 23 
 %ym'd'q' @a:Üw> yliê tx;k;äT.v.hi ‘Wkz" ‘yhiAm’d'q") yDIÛ lbeªq\-lK' 
`tde(b.[; al'î hl'ÞWbx] aK'êl.m; 
My God sent his angel and he closed the mouth of the lions and 
they did not injure me, all on account that innocence was found to 
me before him and also before you and also I have done no injury 
before you, the king.  
 
Clearly God is being pictured as “making kindness to thousands, to the ones loving 
me and to ones keeping my commandments” (yt'(wOc.mi yreîm.vol.W yb;Þh]aol. ~ypiê_l'a]l; ‘ds,x,Þ’ hf,[oðÜ). 
This command that has already been used in two different ways within the Law is 
now being used in the context of the exile (reaping the consequences of not listening 
to the Law) where obedience to God’s command brings deliverance from the king’s 
command. 
 Daniel 9:13 was used to help provide points of dialogue in relation to what “in 
the Law of his God” (Hhe(l'a/ td'îB.) of chapter 6 was in reference to, so it also provides 
another concrete example of canonical intertextuality: 
 
  ^l<+qoB. [;Amåv. yTiÞl.bil. rAs§w> ^t,êr'ATå-ta, ‘Wrb.['( laeªr'f.yI-lk'w> 11 
 hv,ämo ‘tr;AtB. ‘hb'WtK. rv<Üa] h['ªbuV.h;w> hl'äa'h' Wnyleø[' %T;’Tiw: 
`Al* Wnaj'Þx' yKiî ~yhiêl{a/h'(-db,[,( 
And all of Israel has passed over your Law and turned aside so as 
not to listen in your voice and you gave upon us the oath and the 
curse which is written in the Law of Moses, the servant of God, 
because we have sinned to him.          
 
Daniel is identifying something in particular, “the oath and the curse” (h['ªbuV.h;w> hl'äa'h'), 
that was “written in the Law of Moses, the servant of God” (-db,[,( hv,ämo ‘tr;AtB. ‘hb'WtK. 
~yhiêl{a/h'(). Without repeating the material from the previous example, the same 
foundational observations are applicable in relation to the text(s) that is/are being 
referenced. Clear verbal connections are found in Deuteronomy 29:19-20: 
 
  ‘Ata'n>qiw> hw"Ühy>-@a; !v;’[.y< za'û yKiä èAl x;(l{ås. éhw"hy> hb,äayO-al{ 19 
 hZ<+h; rp,SeäB; hb'ÞWtK.h; hl'êa'h'ä-lK' ‘AB hc'b.r'Ûw> aWhêh; vyaiäB' 
`~yIm")V'h; tx;T;Þmi Amêv.-ta, ‘hw"hy> hx'Ûm'W 
 tAlåa' ‘lkoK. lae_r'f.yI yjeäb.vi lKoßmi h['êr'l. ‘hw"hy> AlÝyDIb.hiw> 20 
`hZ<)h; hr'ÞATh; rp,seîB. hb'§WtK.h; tyrIêB.h; 
19 YHWH will not be willing to forgive you because the anger of 
YHWH will smoke and his jealousy in each man and every oath 
being written in this writing will lie down on him and YHWH will 
wipe out his name from below the heavens 20 and YHWH will 
separate him for disaster from all the tribes of Israel as all the 
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oaths of the covenant, the one being written316 in the writing of this 
Law. 
 
From 29:1 it is clear that Moses is speaking (hv,²mo ar'îq.YIw:). The whole of the chapter 
serves as a conclusion to the extended discourse of the book and gives a strong 
warning to those who are about to enter the land. The warning is in relation to “every 
oath being written in this writing” (hZ<+h; rp,SeäB; hb'ÞWtK.h; hl'êa'h'ä-lK') in 29:19 and “as all 
the oaths of the covenant, the one being written in the writing of this law” (tAlåa' ‘lkoK. 
hZ<)h; hr'ÞATh; rp,seîB. hb'§WtK.h; tyrIêB.h;  29:20). In fact, Deuteronomy 28 serves as an 
extensive list of what will happen “if you will listen in the voice of YHWH your God 
to keep, to do all his commandments” (tAf[]l; rmoÝv.li ^yh,êl{a/ hw"åhy> ‘lAqB. ‘[m;v.Ti [;AmÜv'-~ai 
wyt'êwOc.mi-lK'-ta,; 28:1-14) as well as what will happen “if you will not listen in the voice 
of YHWH your God to keep, to do all his commandments and his statutes” (al{Ü-~ai 
wyt'êQoxuw> wyt'äwOc.mi-lK'-ta, tAf[]l; rmoÝv.li ^yh,êl{a/ hw"åhy> ‘lAqB. ‘[m;v.ti; 28:15-68). These texts are 
now being referenced not as a warning before entering the land but as referring to the 
end of a disaster history. This text that was a warning in Deuteronomy is a statement 
of realized history in the text of Daniel. However, in the context of Daniel 9 there is a 
collective force, in that these words are viewed as a part of a larger context that 
includes “the prophets” (~yaiêybiN>h;). Accordingly, 9:6 states: 
 
  ^êm.viB. ‘WrB.DI rv<Üa] ~yaiêybiN>h; ^yd,äb'[]-la, ‘Wn[.m;’v' al{Üw> 6 
`#r,a'(h' ~[;î-lK' la,Þw> Wnyte_boa]w: WnyreÞf' Wnykeîl'm.-la, 
And we did not listen to your servants the prophets who spoke in 
your name to our kings, officials, and our fathers and to all the 
people of the land. 
 
Similarly 9:10 states: 
 
  rv<åa] ‘wyt'roAt)B. tk,l,Ûl' Wnyhe_l{a/ hw"åhy> lAqßB. Wn[.m;êv' al{åw> 10 
`~yai(ybiN>h; wyd'îb'[] dy:ßB. WnynEëp'l. !t:ån" 
And we did not listen in the voice of YHWH our God, to go in his 
instructions which he gave before us in the hand of his servants the 
prophets. 
 
All of this culminates with the summary “and we did not listen to his voice” (al{ïw> 
Al*qoB. Wn[.m;Þv'; 9:15). Earlier work in chapter 9 unfolded the connection with at least one 
of the prophets, Jeremiah, and made clear the warning given to the people who were 
in the land. The warning to the people before they went into the land (Deuteronomy), 
                                                 
316 The antecedent to hb'§WtK.h; “the one being written” (feminine singular) is not tAlåa' “oaths” 
(feminine plural) but h['êr'l. “for disaster” (feminine singular).  
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that was also a warning to the people in the land (Jeremiah), has now become a prayer 
of confession and a supplication for one who is outside of the land (Daniel). 
These examples plus what has already been discussed under chapter 9 in the 
previous chapter serve as concrete examples where the text is clearly making 
reference to another text, yet the reference is not attempting to give some sort of 
exegetical harmony. Instead, the reference exhibits a transformation as it is being 
referenced as a part of this context. They do exegete one another, but through their 
placement in a larger corpus and actual ordering together within the canon, they give 
a larger picture that would not be possible if any of these texts were left by 
themselves. In relation to these particular examples, regardless of which canon is 
used, Deuteronomy gives a foundation upon which Jeremiah builds and Daniel brings 
together. It is important to note that these examples are actually referencing other 
texts that are themselves smaller units within a larger text. 
 
5.3 Canonical Placements of Daniel 
The underlying presupposition of this entire dissertation has been that the text 
of Daniel is a book found in the Hebrew Bible and further that it is rightly located in 
the Ketuvim or Writings in the tripartite division of Torah, Nevi’im, and Ketuvim. 
Support for this presupposition has not been simply based on modern printed editions 
of the Hebrew Bible, but on the text from Baba Batra 14b: 
 
~yryXh ryX tlhq ylXmw bwyaw ~ylht rpsw twr ~ybwtk lX !rdys  
~ymyh yrbdw arz[ rtsa tlygmw laynd twnyqw 
The order of the Writings: Ruth, and the book of Psalms, and Job, 
and Proverbs, Qohelet, Song of Songs, Lamentations, Daniel, the 
scroll of Esther, Ezra, and Chronicles.317 
 
This section represents part of the only statement from antiquity that actually lists 
each of the books that are found in the tripartite divisions.  
The often quoted section from Josephus in Contra Apionem 1.8, although 
representing the tripartite division, does not actually list which books are in each 
division: 
 
ouv muria,dej bibli,wn eivse. par v h`mi/n avsumfw,nwn kai. macome,nwn( du,o de. mo,na 
pro.j toi/j ei;kosi bibli,a tou/ panto.j e;conta cro,nou th.n avnagrafh,n( ta. 
                                                 
317 For the Hebrew text see http://www.mechron-mamre.org/b/1/14301.htm (accessed December 24, 
2008). 
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dikai,wj pepistteume,na) kai. tou,twn pe,nte me,n evsti ta. Mwuse,wj( a] tou,j te 
no,mouj perie,cei kai. th.n avp v avvnqrwpogoni,aj para,dosin me,cri th/j auvtou/ 
teleuth/j\ ou-toj o` cro,noj avpolei,pei triscili,wn ovli,gon evtw/n) avpo. de th/j 
Mwuse,wj teleuth/j me,crij  vArtaxe,rxou tou/ meta. Xe,rxhn Persw/n basile,wj oi` 
meta. Mwush/n profh/tai ta. kat v au/touj pracqe,nta sune,grayan evn trisi. kai. 
de,ka bibli,oij) ai` de. loipai. te,ssarej u[mnouj eivj to.n qeo.n kai. toi/j 
avnqrw,pinoij u`poqh,kaj tou/ bi,ou perie,cousin) avpo. de.  vArtaxe,rxou me,cri tou/ 
kaq v h`ma/j cro,nou ge,graptai me,n e[kasta( pi,stewj d v ouvc o`moi,aj hvxi,wtai toi/j 
pro. auvtw/n dia. to. mh. gene,sqai th.n tw/n profhtw/n avkribh/ diadoch,n)     
There are not myriads of discordant and opposing books to us, but only twenty- two from the 
books having of all time the registering, the ones justly having been believed. And of these are 
the five ones of Moses, which encompass both the laws and the tradition from the origin of 
man until his last. This time leaves off a little of three thousand years. And from the last of 
Moses until Artexerxes, the king, after Xerxes of the Persians, the prophets after Moses 
composed in writing the things having been done, according to them, in three and ten books. 
And the remaining four encompass hymns to God and suggestions for human things of life. 
And from Artexerxes until our time all things have been written, they are not thought worthy 
in a state of assurance equal in force to the ones before them because there is not the exact 
succession of the prophets.318  
 
Thackeray suggests in a footnote with regard to his translation that the Prophets 
should probably be: Joshua, Judges and Ruth together, Samuel, Kings, Chronicles, 
Ezra and Nehemiah together, Esther, Job, Isaiah, Jeremiah and Lamentations together, 
Ezekiel, the Minor Prophets, and Daniel.319 He further suggests that the third section 
is probably composed of: Psalms, Song of Songs, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes.320 Koch 
adds in relation to this particular quotation from Josephus and Thackeray’s comments, 
“There is no doubt that Josephus included Daniel, who plays an important role in 
Judean history, among these normative Scriptures. It is also clear that the book does 
not belong to the above mentioned third category, the hymns and precepts (probably 
Psalms, Song of Songs or Job, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes) but to the prophetic 
group.”321 However, the quote itself is silent in this regard other than “the five ones of 
Moses” (pe,nte . . . ta. Mwuse,wj).  
The other famous tripartite quotations from the prologue of Ecclesiasticus also 
prove themselves to be elusive in relation to enumerating the exact books in the two 
further divisions.322 The opening line states “many and great things have been given 
                                                 
318 For the Greek text see H. St. J. Thackeray, Josephus: The Life and Against Apion, vol. 1 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1926), 178.  
319 Thackeray, Josephus: The Life and Against Apion, 179. 
320 Thackeray, Josephus: The Life and Against Apion, 179. 
321 Klaus Koch, “Is Daniel Also Among the Prophets?,” 122. 
322 J. C. H.Lebram, “Aspekte der Altestamentliche Kanonbildung,” VT 18 (1968): 175, is just one of 
many examples that comment on this passage, “Die Gliederung des Kanons unter diesem 
Gesichtspunkt is alt. Schon in der Vorrede zum Buch seines Grossvaters, die er der griechischen 
Übersetzung desselben vorausgeschickt hat, spricht der Enkel des Ben Sira von dem Vielen und 
Bedeutenden, „was uns durch das Gesetz, die Propheten und die anderen, die ihnen nachgefolgt sind, 
überliefert worden ist“.” 
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to us through the Law and the Prophets and the others, the ones having followed, 
according to them” (Pollw/n kai. mega,lwn h`mi/n dia. tou/ no,mou kai. tw/n profhtw/n kai. 
tw/n a;llwn tw/n kat v auvtou.j hvkolouqhko,twn dedome,nwn). This quote supports a 
tripartite division but suggests some sort of division between those before, “the Law 
and the Prophets” (tou/ no,mou kai. tw/n profhtw/n), and “the others, the ones having 
followed, according to them” (tw/n a;llwn tw/n kat v auvtou.j hvkolouqhko,twn). The 
further statement “the Law and Prophets and the other books belonging to the fathers” 
(tou/ nomou/ kai. tw/n profhtw/n kai. tw/n a;llwn patri,wn bibli,wn) only reinforces the 
tripartite division, giving no further clarity into what books in particular are included 
in the second two divisions.323 Sanders notes that the actual text of Ecclesiasticus in 
48:22-49:12 does enumerate Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and the Twelve, but even this 
does not appear to be an exhaustive list.324 
Though it is true that the New Testament overwhelmingly refers to the whole 
of “the Holy Scriptures of the Jews” through the collocation “the Law and the 
Prophets” (o` no,moj kai. oi` profh/tai), there is one example where the tripartite 
division is at least hinted at in Luke 24:44:325 
 
44  Ei=pen de. pro.j auvtou,j\ ou-toi oi` lo,goi mou ou]j evla,lhsa pro.j u`ma/j e;ti w'n 
su.n u`mi/n( o[ti dei/ plhrwqh/nai pa,nta ta. gegramme,na evn tw/| no,mw| Mwu?se,wj 
kai. toi/j profh,taij kai. yalmoi/j peri. evmou/Å  
And he said to them, “These are the words which I spoke to you while I was still with you, that 
it was necessary to fulfill all things having been written in the Law of Moses and the Prophets 
and Psalms concerning me.” 
 
The understanding would then be that “Psalms” (yalmoi/j) is a sort of title for the third 
division. It would be a stretch to understand Luke 24:27 in this same regard: 
 
27  kai. avrxa,menoj avpo. Mwu?se,wj kai. avpo. pa,ntwn tw/n profhtw/n diermh,neusen 
auvtoi/j evn pa,saij tai/j grafai/j ta. peri. e`autou/Å 
And beginning from Moses and from all the prophets, he explained to them in all the writings 
the things concerning himself.  
 
What the New Testament does have to offer in relation to the identification of the 
book of Daniel in relation to these divisions is found in Matthew 24:15: 
 
                                                 
323 For the Greek text to Ecclesiasticus see Alfred Rahlfs, Septuaginta (2 Volumes; Stuttgart: Deutsche 
Bibelgesellschaft, 1935 and 1979), 2:377. 
324 James A. Sanders, Torah and Canon, 94. 
325 Walter Bauer, Griechisch-deutsches Wörterbuch, ed. Kurt Aland and Barbara Aland, 6th. ed. 
(Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1988), 1099, list Mt 5:17, 7:12, 11:13, 22:40, Lk 16:16, 
Acts 13:15, 24:14, 28:23, Ro 3:21 in relation to the normal title in the New Testament. 
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15  {Otan ou=n i;dhte to. bde,lugma th/j evrhmw,sewj to. r`hqe.n dia. Danih.l tou/ 
profh,tou e`sto.j evn to,pw| a`gi,w|( o` avnaginw,skwn noei,tw(  
Therefore when you behold the abomination of devastation, the word through Daniel the 
prophet, standing in the holy place, let the one reading consider. 
 
Even though this is obviously not a list as found in Baba Batra 14b, it does represent 
a statement in relation to what Daniel was considered, namely “Daniel the prophet” 
(Danih.l tou/ profh,tou). In this same regard Qumran has also yielded an interesting 
statement. 4Q Florilegium II,3 (4Q174) states “being written in the writing of Daniel, 
the prophet” (aybnh laynd rpsb bwtk).326 
In tracing a similar line of evidence, Klaus Koch makes this evaluation: 
 
If one looks for the conclusions to be drawn from this survey of the sources, 
one is forced to note that there is not a single witness for the exclusion of 
Daniel from the prophetic corpus in the first half of the first millennium A.D. 
In all the sources of the first century A.D.—Matthew, Josephus, Qumran—
Daniel is reckoned among the prophets. In fact the earliest literary evidence of 
Daniel’s inclusion among the Ketubim is to be placed somewhere between the 
fifth and eighth centuries A.D.327 
 
Whether one would like to disagree with the dating of the Babylonian Talmud, the 
basic chronological sequence still stands with regard to the written/literary 
evidence.328  
Regardless of which placement is the “original,” the fact that Daniel is 
understood as being a part of two different sections of the Hebrew Bible demonstrates 
a tension in the interpretation of the Book of Daniel. In a formal sense, the book of 
Daniel is structured in similar fashion to the Later Prophets in the Hebrew Bible in 
that it is made up of smaller scenes that have been placed together not necessarily 
with a chronological system like Samuel, Kings, Ezra, Nehemiah or Chronicles. 
Instead it is shaped like Ezekiel, where the smaller units have been placed together for 
thematic reasons. For example, the nine-chapter prophecy in Ezekiel 40-48 does not 
close the book because this was the last vision Ezekiel saw (cf. 40:1 hn"åv' vmeäx'w> ~yrIåf.[,B. 
                                                 
326 For the observation see Koch, “Is Daniel Also Among the Prophets?,” 122. For the Hebrew text see 
Floretino Garcia Martinez and Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, vol. 1 
(Leiden, Boston, and Köln: Brill, 1997), 354. 
327 Koch, “Is Daniel Also Among the Prophets?,” 123. Thomas J. Finley, “The Book of Daniel in the 
Canon of Scripture,” Bibliotheca Sacra 165/2 (2008): 208, also notes in his conclusion based on  
Koch’s earlier work, “Evidence from the first century and earlier favors the view that the Book of 
Daniel was originally a part of the Prophets, and only later was moved to the Writings.” 
328 Günter Stemberger, Einleitung in Talmud und Midrasch (8th. ed.; München: C. H. Beck, 1992), 44, 
notes, “In Babylonien finden sich Erwähnungen solcher Bücher im Zusammenhang mit Lehrern des 4. 
Jhs.” Of course this does not mean that the particular text from Baba Batra 14b was among these texts.  
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WnteWlg"l.û “in the twenty-fifth year to our exile” and 29:17 hn"ëv' ‘[b;v,’w" ~yrIÜf.[,B. “in the 
twenty-seventh year”), but because it draws together the prophetic hope from the 
previous chapters. This same structural observation could be made in relation to 
Isaiah, Jeremiah, and the Twelve. Beyond the overall structure, Beyerle notes the 
similarities between the vision in Daniel 7 and Ezekiel 1: “der visionäre Kontext, die 
Feuermotivik (v.a. Ez 1,13; Dan 7,10), die Räder (Ez 1,16; Dan 7,9) und der Thron 
(Ez 1,26 [vgl. 10,1]; Dan 7,9).”329 Fishbane notes in relation to Daniel 11-12 and 
Isaiah, “As repeatedly observed, the preceding references to ~ylykXm, to ‘vindication’, 
and to ‘the many’ allude to and even reinterpret the great ‘servant’ passage of Isa. 
52:13-53:12.”330 Finley notes, “The pattern of a vision followed by its interpretation 
(Dan. 7-12) occurs also in Zechariah 1-6,” and further “[a]pocalyptic features are also 
found in Isaiah 24-27; Ezekiel 38-39; Joel 2:28-3:21, and the book of Zechariah.”331 
The relationship between Jeremiah and Daniel has already been explored, but is 
further solidified as Koch notes through the already mentioned Qumran quote 
(4Q174) where “Daniel is explicitly quoted as a prophet along the same line as the 
prophets Isaiah and Ezekiel.”332 It is not a stretch, therefore, to understand the book of 
Daniel among the Prophets. 
However, it is also not difficult to understand the book of Daniel among the 
Writings.333 Von Rad and his exploration of apocalyptic having its roots in wisdom, 
makes the clear case for the connection between the Joseph stories in Genesis and the 
                                                 
329 Beyerle, “‘Der mit den Wolken des Himmels kommt,’” 43. 
330 Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel, 493. H. L. Ginsberg, “The Oldest Interpretation 
of the Suffering Servant,” VT 3/4 (1953): 400-404, unfolds this observation in greater detail.  
331 Finley, “The Book of Daniel in the Canon of Scripture,” 206 and 207. 
332 Klaus Koch, “Stages in the Canonization of the Book of Daniel,” in The Book of Daniel: 
Composition and Reception, vol. 2, eds. John J. Collins and Peter W. Flint (Leiden, Boston, and Köln: 
Brill, 2001), 431-432, makes this observation in relation to whether or not Daniel is considered 
canonical at Qumran. 
333 Roger Beckwith, The Old Testament of the New Testament Church (Grand Rapids, Michigan: 
Eerdmans, 1986), 160, in summary of his earlier arguments gives an overall summary for the 
placement of each of the books based on the order found in Baba Batra 14b-15a, “We have now found 
an explanation for (a) the order of the books in the Law, which is chronological; (b) the order of the 
four historical books in the Prophets (Joshua, Judges, Samuel and Kings), which is the same; (c) the 
position of those four books before the four visionary books, which is based both on continuity and on 
chronology; (d) the presence and position of Ruth [introduction to the genealogy of David the primary 
writer in the Psalms], Chronicles [recapitulation of biblical history] and Daniel [a history book] in the 
Hagiographa, which is a different explanation in each case; (e) the order of the four historical books in 
the Hagiographa (Daniel, Esther, Ezra-Nehemiah and Chronicles), which is, in its intention, 
chronological; (f) the position of those four books after the lyrical and sapiential books, which is based 
on the position of Chronicles.” 
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stories in Esther and Daniel.334 As well, Daniel and Ezra are the only (significantly) 
bilingual books and their similar time periods are further obvious connections. The 
stories of Daniel 1-6 seem to easily fit not into Josephus’s number but the description 
of the third section, “and the remaining four encompass hymns to God and 
suggestions for human things of life” (ai` de. loipai. te,ssarej u[mnouj eivj to.n qeo.n kai. 
toi/j avnqrw,pinoij u`poqh,kaj tou/ bi,ou perie,cousin). The interpretive tension arises 
from the book itself. As has already been demonstrated in the interplay between 
chapters 1-6 and 7-12, the book itself reveals a dialogue in relation to its purpose, 
even without the Christological debate from the first century forward.  
 
5.4 Conclusion 
What is clear from the examples given in this chapter is that Daniel is a text that 
makes reference to other texts. The references are not attempts to recreate the past, but 
they play a significant role in the narrative present of the text. Even the other texts 
demonstrate not a static relationship but a dialogue, as they are texts within a much 
larger text. Though this creates an interpretation that is plural, it is not infinite. There 
are particular points of dialogue with the larger whole that, through their placement 
with one another, exegete one another. 
Through the macro example, even the dialogue in relation to the particular 
arrangement of these books is evident. The example again does not lead to endless 
possibilities but to a dialogue, a dialogue that is evident from the dialogue within the 
text of Daniel itself and the Überlieferungsgeschichte. Again, the exegetical 
significance is found not only in the text being placed among the other texts of the 
canon, but also through the actual arrangement of these texts (its canonical 
intertextuality). 
                                                 
334 Von Rad, Theologie des Alten Testaments Band 2, 324-326. Rolf Rendtorff, Theologie des Alten 
Testaments, Ein kanonischer Entwurf Band 1: Kanonische Grudlegung (Neukirchen: Neukirchner 
Verlag, 1999), 359, views this relationship even in the differences between Daniel and Esther, “Im 
Esterbuch werden die Juden als „Volk“ ihrer nichtjüdischen Umwelt gegenübergestellt, während im 
Danielbuch die Juden als einzelne auftreten und sich behaupten müssen.”  
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6. Canonical Intertextuality and the  
Book of Daniel in the New Testament 
 
6.1 Introduction 
My dissertation began with the observation from Michael Fishbane that what 
is found in the Talmud and New Testament is not something that began in the post-
biblical era, but instead comes from the biblical era.335 Through careful examination 
of the text of Daniel, the argument was made that several smaller texts were placed 
together to give a larger picture that would not have been possible if these texts had 
remained in their individual context. The work was not harmonistic, trying to make all 
the pieces fit together. Difficulties were left in the text and shifts in terms and 
concepts bring an internal dialogue in the larger text. Examples were taken from the 
larger context of the Hebrew Bible, where these texts reflected their own shifts in the 
Torah and Jeremiah and then were applied to the text of Daniel, resulting in the same 
kind of intertextuality dialogue except on a larger level. A dialogue was also found 
even in the placement of Daniel within the canon itself. To bring the examination of 
the concept of canonical intertextuality full circle, the same exploration will be 
applied to the handful of quotes from Daniel in the New Testament.      
 The Loci Citati Vel Allegati Ex Vetere Testamento lists 203 different 
references to the book of Daniel in the New Testament.336 From these 203 examples 
only 12 are listed as quotes. All of the quotes are found in Gospels, are from the 
mouth of Jesus (with the exception of Revelation 1:7), and are from only five verses 
in the book of Daniel (3:6; 7:13; 9:27; 11:31; 12:11). From Daniel 3:6 there are two 
quotes (Mt 13:42, 50).  From Daniel 7:13 there are six quotes (Mt 24:30; 26:64; Mk 
13:26; 14:62; Lk 21:27; Rev 1:7).  From Daniel 9:27 there is one quote (Mt 24:15). 
From Daniel 11:31 there are two quotes (Mt 24:15; Mk 13:14). From Daniel 12:11 
there is one quote (Mk 13:14). 
 
 
 
                                                 
335 Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel, 2. 
336 Nestle-Aland, Novum Testamentum Graece, 27th ed. (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1993),  
796-798. 
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6.2 Dan 3:6 (Mt 13:42,50) 
 The first example is Daniel 3:6.  The whole verse states in the Masoretic 
Aramaic text: 
 
  ar'ÞWn !WTïa;-aAg*l. ameêr>t.yI at'ä[]v;-HB; dGU+s.yIw> lPeÞyI al'î-yDI-!m;W 
`aT'(d>qI)y" 
And whoever will not fall and do homage, in this moment he will be 
thrown to the midst of the furnace of the burning fire. 
 
Of particular importance is the phrase “he will be thrown to the midst of the furnace 
of the fire” (ar'ÞWn !WTïa;-aAg*l. ameêr>t.yI). When one looks at this phrase in context, one 
finds that it is only one part of a larger story that lasts from 3:1-33.  In this story 
Nebuchadnezzar builds an “image” (~leäc.) in the valley or plateau of Dura. When the 
people hear the music of the different instruments, they are to fall down before the 
large statue and worship. Those who do not follow the command will be thrown into 
the middle of the oven of fire or, as our section states, “he will be thrown into the 
middle of the furnace of fire” (3:5-6). Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, who we 
first met as Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah (1:7), decide not to obey the command. 
When they are brought before Nebuchadnezzar, they decide without any further 
consideration that their God can save them and they especially emphasize that even if 
he does not, they will not worship the statue (3:17-18). Shadrach, Meshach, and 
Abednego receive their punishment seven times hotter. They are not thrown “into the 
middle of the oven of fire,” although Nebuchadnezzar had commanded it (ame§r>mil. “to 
throw” in 3:20). Instead, they fell into the middle of the furnace of fire because the 
men who were supposed to lead them to their death were killed by the flames 
intended for them. Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego receive no injury from the 
whole situation (3:27) and Nebuchadnezzar ends up worshipping not the statue he 
created but “the most high God” (ay"L'[i ah'Þl'a/), presumably the God of Shadrach, 
Meshach, and Abednego (3:31-33). The section under consideration functions in the 
story as a punishment from the mouth of the king for those who will not fall before 
and worship his statue. However, there is only one group who receives the 
punishment, namely the men who attempted to put Shadrach, Meshach, and 
Abednego to death.  Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego obeyed the first 
commandmant (from God) and were saved.  The men who attempted to put these 
obedient men to death instead received the punishment. 
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 This first quote from Daniel 3:6 is found in Matthew 13:42 “and they will 
throw them into the furnace of fire: there, there will be weeping and gnashing of 
teeth” (kai. balou/sin auvtou.j eivj th.n ka,minon tou/ puro,j\ evkei/ e;stai o` klauqmo.j kai. 
o` brugmo.j tw/n ovdo,ntwn)Å The quote, “they will throw them into the furnace of fire” 
(balou/sin auvtou.j eivj th.n ka,minon tou/ puro,j), is marked in the Nestle-Aland text 
with italics337 and Eduard Schweitzer comments simply “der Ausdruck „Feuerofen“ 
stammt aus Dan. 3,6.”338  The sentence is found in an explanation to the disciples in 
13:36-43 of what a particular parable in 13:24-30 meant. The whole chapter marks a 
turning point in the Gospel of Matthew.  Jesus directs his words to the crowds (13:1-
2) and speaks in parables (13:3) so that they would not understand (13:13-14). As 
Jesus explains the parable of “the tares of the field” (13:36), he makes everything 
clear in relation to what the parable meant in distinction to what was not clear to the 
crowds. The Son of Man sows the good seed (13:37).  The field is the world, the good 
seed is the sons of the kingdom and the tares are the sons of the evil one (13:38). The 
enemy is the devil, the harvest is the end of the age and the harvesters are angels 
(13:39). In this explanation “the oven of fire” is an eschatological punishment for “all 
that gives offense and the ones doing the lawlessness” (pa,nta ta. ska,ndala kai. tou.j 
poiou/ntaj th.n avnomi,an) where the angels throw the sons of the evil one into “the 
furnace of fire” (th.n ka,minon tou/ puro,j). 
 This exact expression is found just a few verses later in 13:50 “and they will 
throw them into the furnace of fire: there, there will be weeping and gnashing of 
teeth” (kai. balou/sin auvtou.j eivj th.n ka,minon tou/ puro,j\ evkei/ e;stai o` klauqmo.j kai. 
o` brugmo.j tw/n ovdo,ntwn). After the explanation regarding the tares of the field, Jesus 
gives three parables in a row. The disciples and not the crowds are the intended 
audience. All of the parables have the description of the kingdom of God as their goal. 
The first two parables describe the precious value of the kingdom and the third 
parable speaks of the kingdom as a net. The net is thrown into the sea and gathers 
different types of fish (13:48). When the net is full it is brought onto the shore, the 
good fish are gathered together in containers and the bad are thrown away (13:48). 
Jesus explains only this parable of the three in the story. In the end of the age the 
angels sort out the evil from the righteous and “they will throw them into the furnace 
                                                 
337 Nestle-Aland, Novum Testamentum Graece, 36. 
338 Eduard Schweitzer, Das Evangelium nach Matthäus (Göttingen and Zürich: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1986), 202. 
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of fire” (balou/sin auvtou.j eivj th.n ka,minon tou/ puro,j). Again, the explanation is an 
eschatological punishment for those who are evil. 
 When these three passages are viewed together, both similarities and 
differences are evident. There is similar vocabulary: throw (amr; ba,llw), oven (!wta; 
ka,minoj), and fire (rwn; pu/r). Each time the sentence is a punishment. A key difference 
is found, as in the Septuagint and not in Theodotion, in that the construction has been 
changed from active to passive, but the vocabulary probably follows the Aramaic 
Masoretic text (ba,llw and not evmba,llw)) The punishment changes from temporal 
punishment from a human king in Daniel to an eschatological punishment from God’s 
angels for those who are evil in Matthew. Although Jesus in the narrative takes the 
words from Daniel, they are interpreted anew. They receive an eschatological 
meaning and the story is reversed. The angels, who probably saved the righteous 
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego from the oven of fire (cf. Daniel 6:23), are now 
the angels who will throw those who are evil in the similar “oven of fire.” In these 
details another case of exegetical insights from canonical intertextuality is 
demonstrated. 
 
6.3 Dan 7:13 (Mt 24:30; 26:64; Mk 13:26; 14:62; Lk 21:27; Rev 1:7) 
 Daniel 7:13 is probably the best known verse of the book of Daniel. It reads in 
the Aramaic Masoretic text: 
 
  vn"ßa/ rb:ïK. aY"ëm;v. ynEån"[]-~[i ‘Wra]w: ay"ël.yle( ywEåz>x,B. ‘tywEh] hzEÜx' 
`yhiWb)r>q.h; yhiAmßd'q.W hj'êm. ‘aY"m;Ay* qyTiÛ[;-d[;w> hw"+h] hteäa' 
I was seeing in the vision of the night and behold with the clouds of 
the heavens one like a son of man was coming and until he reached 
the one aged of days and they brought him before him. 
 
Especially important is “behold with the clouds of the heavens one like a son of man 
was coming” (hw"+h] hteäa' vn"ßa/ rb:ïK. aY"ëm;v. ynEån"[]-~[i Wra]). This section comes in the 
narrative as a vision of the night that Daniel saw in the “first year of Belshazzar, king 
of Babylon” (7:1). This narrative lasts from 7:15-27 and gives the vision (7:2-14) and 
the interpretation of the vision (7:15-27) in a similar style as the similar vision and 
interpretation in chapter 2 (2:31-45). Daniel saw in the vision of the night four 
animals following one after another (7:2-7). With the last animal there was something 
especially frightening because it was so violent and strong. It had ten horns, a new 
horn grew among them and three were torn out. This horn had eyes and a mouth that 
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spoke great words (7:8). Then comes the scene where thrones were set out and the 
“aged of days” (!ymiÞAy qyTiî[;) sat down. Before the Aged of Days there is myriad of 
myriads and books were opened in judgment (7:9-10). Then the last animal was killed 
and the earlier animals were given a lengthening of life “until a time and a time”   
(!D")[iw> !m:ïz>-d[;  7:12). At the climax of the story comes the quoted passage, where one 
like a son of man comes. He comes “until the Aged of the Days” (aY"m;Ay* qyTiÛ[;-d[;), and 
was given all authority and glory of the world and his kingdom is the kingdom that 
will never pass away and will never be destroyed (7:13-14). The simple interpretation 
is twofold. First, the four animals are four kings who will come from the world. 
Second, the holy ones of the Most High will receive the kingdom for eternity (7:17-
18). The exact details of the fourth animal are further interpreted. The fourth animal is 
a kingdom from the world that will destroy all the other kingdoms (7:23). The ten 
horns are ten kingdoms that come from the fourth kingdom. Another kingdom will 
come from these ten kingdoms and will humble three of them (7:24). It will speak 
against what is good, will wear out the saints, and attempt to chant times and laws 
“until a time and half a time” (7:25). Then comes the kingdom of the holy ones of the 
Most High that remains for eternity (7:26-27). The section “behold with the clouds of 
the heavens one like a son of man was coming” (hw"+h] hteäa' vn"ßa/ rb:ïK. aY"ëm;v. ynEån"[]-~[i Wra]) 
functions as the climax sign of the beginning of the eternal eschatological kingdom of 
the saints. 
 Although the differences in the synoptic gospels are their own study in 
intertextualty, the similar sections will be examined at the same time because 
although the texts are different, the quotes function in a very similar way in the 
different narratives. Matthew 26:64 and Mark 14:62 read: 
 
Mt 26:64  le,gei auvtw/| o` VIhsou/j\ su. ei=pajÅ plh.n le,gw u`mi/n\ avpV a;rti o;yesqe to.n 
ui`o.n tou/ avnqrw,pou kaqh,menon evk dexiw/n th/j duna,mewj kai. evrco,menon evpi. 
tw/n nefelw/n tou/ ouvranou/Å  
Jesus says to him, “You say. But I say to you, from now on you will see the Son of Man being 
seated from the right hand of power and coming upon the clouds of heaven.” 
 
Mk 14:62  o` de. VIhsou/j ei=pen\ evgw, eivmi( kai. o;yesqe to.n ui`o.n tou/ avnqrw,pou evk 
dexiw/n kaqh,menon th/j duna,mewj kai. evrco,menon meta. tw/n nefelw/n tou/ 
ouvranou/Å 
But Jesus said, “I am, and you will see the Son of Man being seated from the right hand of 
power and coming with the clouds of heaven.” 
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The quotes are “you will see the Son of Man . . . coming upon the clouds of heaven” 
(o;yesqe to.n ui`o.n tou/ avnqrw,pou . . . evrco,menon evpi. tw/n nefelw/n tou/ ouvranou) and 
“you will see the Son of Man . . . coming with the clouds of heaven” (o;yesqe to.n ui`o.n 
tou/ avnqrw,pou . . . evrco,menon meta. tw/n nefelw/n tou/ ouvranou). In both narratives (Mt 
26:57-86; Mk 14:53-65) Jesus is before the high priest and the whole Sanhedrin. They 
were seeking false witness against Jesus and finally they found two who gave 
testimony about the destruction and rebuilding of the temple in three days. Jesus is 
silent and the high priest is angered and says “say to us if you are the Anointed One, 
the Son of God” (h`mi/n ei;ph|j eiv su. ei= o` cristo.j o` ui`o.j tou/ qeou/) in Matthew and “if 
you are the Anointed One, the Son of the Blessed One” (su. ei= o` cristo.j o` ui`o.j tou/ 
euvloghtou/) in Mark. Then comes the answer from Jesus that comes from Psalm 110:1 
and Daniel 7:13. With these words the high priest tears his clothes, says further that 
Jesus has blasphemed, and the council decides that Jesus was liable to death. The 
quote functions in the sections in connection with the question from the high priest 
and Psalm 110 as a sign that he is the Anointed One and God’s Son. When Jesus 
identifies in the narratives with this eschatological verse, he is saying that he is the 
recipient of the eternal kingdom. 
 Matthew 24:30, Mark 13:26, and Luke 21:27 also have a similar context and 
read: 
 
Mt 24:30  kai. to,te fanh,setai to. shmei/on tou/ ui`ou/ tou/ avnqrw,pou evn ouvranw/|( 
kai. to,te ko,yontai pa/sai ai` fulai. th/j gh/j kai. o;yontai to.n ui`o.n tou/ 
avnqrw,pou evrco,menon evpi. tw/n nefelw/n tou/ ouvranou/ meta. duna,mewj kai. do,xhj 
pollh/j\ 
And then the sign of the Son of Man will appear in heaven, and then all the tribes of the earth 
will mourn and they will see the Son of Man coming upon the clouds of heaven with power 
and much glory. 
 
Mk 13:26  kai. to,te o;yontai to.n ui`o.n tou/ avnqrw,pou evrco,menon evn nefe,laij meta. 
duna,mewj pollh/j kai. do,xhjÅ 
And then they will see the Son of Man coming in clouds with much power and glory. 
 
Lk 21:27  kai. to,te o;yontai to.n ui`o.n tou/ avnqrw,pou evrco,menon evn nefe,lh| meta. 
duna,mewj kai. do,xhj pollh/jÅ   
 And then they will see the Son of Man coming in a cloud with power and much glory. 
 
The quotes are “they will see the Son of Man coming upon the clouds of heaven” 
(o;yontai to.n ui`o.n tou/ avnqrw,pou evrco,menon evpi. tw/n nefelw/n tou/ ouvranou/) from 
Matthew, “they will see the Son of Man coming in clouds” (o;yontai to.n ui`o.n tou/ 
avnqrw,pou evrco,menon evn nefe,laij) from Mark, and “they will see the Son of Man 
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coming in a cloud” (o;yontai to.n ui`o.n tou/ avnqrw,pou evrco,menon evn nefe,lh|) from 
Luke. The particular context is very obvious in the synoptic gospels. The disciples 
remarked about something in relation to the temple and Jesus answered that the whole 
temple would be destroyed. The disciples came to him a little while later and asked 
him when this would happen and what the sign of the end of the age/his coming 
would be. Jesus then gives several bad signs that must happen first. But when 
everyone in the world will see the sign “the Son of Man coming upon the clouds” (to.n 
ui`o.n tou/ avnqrw,pou evrco,menon evpi. tw/n nefelw/n tou/ ouvranou/), they will know that 
the angels of God will gather “his elect” (tou.j evklektou.j auvtou/; h` avpolu,trwsij u`mw/n 
“your redemption” in Luke). The quote functions in these narratives as a sign of hope 
for “the elect” (tou.j evklektou.j) of the Son of Man. Although everything is very bad, 
there is the eschatological hope in the arrival of the Son of Man for his “the elect” 
(tou.j evklektou.j), whom we should certainly identify as Christians.339 
 Revelation 1:7 gives the only quote that does not come from the synoptic 
gospels and from the mouth of Jesus: “Behold, he comes with the clouds, and every 
eye will see him and all those who pierced him, and all the tribes of the earth will 
mourn upon him” (VIdou. e;rcetai meta. tw/n nefelw/n( kai. o;yetai auvto.n pa/j ovfqalmo.j 
kai. oi[tinej auvto.n evxeke,nthsan( kai. ko,yontai evpV auvto.n pa/sai ai` fulai. th/j gh/jÅ 
nai,( avmh,n). This section comes in the introduction and connects Daniel 7:13 with 
Zechariah 12:10, which we have already seen in Matthew 24:30.340 This time the 
quote stands almost completely by itself with only the confirmation in the following 
verse, “I am the Alpha and the Omega . . . says the Lord God, the one being and the 
one who was and the one coming, the Almighty” (VEgw, eivmi to. a;lfa kai. to. w=( le,gei 
ku,rioj o` qeo,j( o` w'n kai. o` h=n kai. o` evrco,menoj( o` pantokra,twr). In 1:7 the subject is 
missing and should probably be identified with the speaker in 1:8. The one who 
comes in the clouds and was pierced is “the Alpha and the Omega . . . the one being 
and the one who was and the one coming, the Almighty” (to. a;lfa kai. to. w= . . . o` w'n 
                                                 
339 R. T. France, The Gospel of Matthew (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans, 2007), 928, in footnote 
110 comments on Matthew 24:29-31 and a general trend in Matthew, “We have noted that the OT 
allusions in these verses consistently take prophetic language concerning Israel’s triumph and 
restoration and reverse its application so that it is now Jesus and his people who are the beneficiaries of 
God’s climactic acts of judgment and salvation, while the existing Jerusalem establishment centered on 
the temple takes over the role of Israel’s pagan enemies in the OT. The consistency of this bold 
reinterpretive strategy throughout the passage speaks in favor of the exegesis here adopted.”   
340 G. K. Beale, The Book of Revelation (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans, 1999), 196, comments in 
relation to these three texts, “The use of Daniel 7 and Zechariah 12 in Matt. 24:30 may have influenced 
John to use the same combination here.” 
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kai. o` h=n kai. o` evrco,menoj( o` pantokra,twr). The quote gives an eschatological 
warning and also a hope as in the other verses, but what is missing in this quote (the 
Son of Man) is particularly important because the quote is a full identification with 
God (cf. Ex 3:14). 
 This example shows further similarities and differences. The vocabulary is 
similar: son (rb; ui`o,j), man (vna; a;nqrwpoj), to come (hta; e;rcomai), and cloud (!n[; 
nefe,lh). Almost all of the quotes have followed the Aramaic text with a participle 
(hteäa' is evrco,menon and only once in Revelation 1:7 e;rcetai). All of the sections have 
an eschatological meaning. Matthew 26:64 and Mark 14:62 put the quote in the mouth 
of Jesus as a statement about his identity as God’s Son, which will be clear in his 
arrival. Matthew 24:30, Mark 13:26, and Luke 21:27 put the quote in the mouth of 
Jesus speaking about hope for Christians, whether they are Jews or Gentiles. 
Revelation 1:7 takes the quote minus “the Son of Man” and makes it a statement 
about the deity of Jesus. Each time the quote’s meaning is changed in a different 
context. 
 
6.4 Dan 9:27 (Mt 24:15; Mk 13:14) 
 Although the quote could be from Daniel 11:31 and 12:11, only the first 
section from which the quote comes will be examined. Dan 9:27 reads: 
 
  ŸtyBiäv.y: [;WbøV'h; yci’x]w: dx'_a, [;Wbåv' ~yBiÞr;l' tyrI±B. ryBiîg>hiw> 
 hc'êr'x/n<åw> ‘hl'K'-d[;w> ~meêvom. ‘~yciWQvi @n:ÜK. l[;’w> hx'ªn>miW xb;z<å 
 `~me(vo-l[; %T:ßTi 
And he will cause a covenant to grow great to many, one week, and 
half a week he will put an end to sacrifice and offering and one 
causing horror upon an edge of detestable things and until 
complete destruction and it is determined it will pour forth upon 
one causing horror. 
 
Of particular importance is the expression “the detestable things causing horror” 
(~meêvom. ‘~yciWQvi) or in the singular in 11:31 and 12:11 “the detestable thing causing 
horror” (~me(Avm. #WQïVih;). Daniel recognizes probably from Jeremiah 25:11 that 
Jerusalem will remain in ruins for seventy years (9:2). Then he confessed his own sin 
and the sin of his fathers (9:3-19). As he is still praying, Gabriel comes and gives 
understanding concerning the vision (probably the vision from Daniel 8). Although 
the chapter begins with the seventy years of Jerusalem’s ruin, there is now a new 
seventy for his people and his home city. This time there are seventy weeks (probably 
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seventy weeks of years). These weeks come “to finish the transgression, to put an end 
to sin, and to atone for iniquity, to bring in everlasting righteousness” (9:24). There 
are sixty-nine weeks and then comes another leader in the last week whose people 
will destroy Jerusalem along with the temple. In the middle of this week he will cause 
sacrifices and offerings to stop and the sign that they are in this time are abominations 
that desolate (or the abomination that desolates; cf. 11:31 and 12:11). This is a terrible 
sign because the people must go through this time, but it speaks of the nearness of the 
time of the eternal righteousness. 
 Matthew and Mark take this quote from “Daniel, the prophet” (Matthew 
24:15) in the same chapters (Matthew 24; Mark 13) that have already been 
considered. Matthew 24:15 and Mark 13:14 state: 
 
Mt 24:15  {Otan ou=n i;dhte to. bde,lugma th/j evrhmw,sewj to. r`hqe.n dia. Danih.l 
tou/ profh,tou e`sto.j evn to,pw| a`gi,w|( o` avnaginw,skwn noei,tw( 
Therefore when you see the abomination of desolation, the one spoken through Daniel the 
prophet, standing in the holy place, let the one reading know. 
 
Mk 13:14  {Otan de. i;dhte to. bde,lugma th/j evrhmw,sewj e`sthko,ta o[pou ouv dei/( o` 
avnaginw,skwn noei,tw( to,te oi` evn th/| VIoudai,a| feuge,twsan eivj ta. o;rh( 
But when you see the abomination of desolation standing where it is not necessary, let the one 
reading know, then the ones in Judea will flee into the mountains. 
 
It comes as a preparing sign of the destruction of the temple and the arrival of Jesus. 
Both emphasize that the reader should flee from Judea when they see this sign. 
Although this sign means difficult times, it also speaks about the arrival of Jesus and 
the salvation of his “the elect” (tou.j evklektou.j; Matthew 24:31; Mark 13:27).      
 The vocabulary is similar: abomination (#wqv; bde,lugma) and devastation 
(~mvm;  evrh,mwsij). Both sections speak about a difficult time when the people are 
under foreign rule. They speak about the destruction of the temple and both mean that 
the time of salvation is near. A difference is that these quotes speak about the arrival 
of Jesus as the Son of Man. 
 
6.5 Summary 
Although it is clear from a literary perspective that each quote from the book of 
Daniel in the New Testament creates something that is at the same time similar and 
new, there is more to say about intertextuality when the particular historical situations 
and developments that these quoted texts represent in the book of Daniel are 
examined.  
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As has been seen, Daniel 3:6 comes from a larger narrative that lasts from 3:1-
33. It is often commented that the absence of Daniel from this narrative gives 
evidence to a circulation of this story separate from the rest of the Daniel 
narratives.341 As such, a normal approach to reading this story in connection with the 
larger context of the book of Daniel is to point to the connecting material at the end of 
chapter 2 where Daniel petitions the king for the elevation of his three friends (2:48-
49). Then from a form critical perspective this particular narrative is found to be of 
the genre of the martyr story, where “[e]ither the martyr is faithful unto death and the 
reward is reserved for another world or a miracle takes place and the martyr’s faith is 
visibly justified.”342 Again from earlier analysis the story from this form critical 
perspective takes on the latter of the two options. The three men are delivered by one 
who looks “like a son of the gods” (3:25) and they come unharmed from the midst of 
the furnace (3:26-27). In fact it is Nebuchadnezzer who declares that the three men 
were justified in their faith (3:28) and further gives the command that anyone who 
“will speak neglect against their God . . . will be dismembered and his house will be 
made a refuse heap” (3:29; cf. 2:5). 
Without detracting from the aforementioned observations, there appears to be 
a much more basic connection between the two chapters on a lexical level. Of the 
seventeen occurrences of “image” (~leîc.) in the Aramaic portions of the Hebrew Bible, 
all are found in Daniel chapters 2 and 3 (2:31x2, 32, 34, 35; 3:1, 2, 3x2, 5, 7, 10, 12, 
15, 18, 19). In Daniel chapter 2, King Nebuchadnezzar has a disturbing dream and 
calls together his group of trained interpreters “to the magicians and to the conjurers 
and to the ones practicing sorcery and to the Chaldeans” (~ypiV.k;m.l;(w> ~ypiªV'a;l'(w> ~yMiøjur>x;l; 
~yDIêf.K;l;w>; 2:1-3). The only catch is that they are not only to give an interpretation, but 
also the dream itself to insure the accuracy of the interpretation (2:9). The king’s 
choice interpreters challenge the king’s request two times and end in the exclamation 
that “what the king is asking is difficult and there is not another who will declare it 
before the king” (2:11). This leads to an edict from the king “to destroy all the wise 
                                                 
341 Porteous, Daniel, 55, states, “The very fact that Daniel is not mentioned suggests that it was 
originally independent of the cycle of stories about Daniel, and has been somewhat artificially united 
with them, though, of course, to bring Daniel into this chapter as worthy of punishment for loyalty to 
God whom Nebuchadnezzar, according to the previous chapter, had acknowledged so handsomely, 
would have seemed very strange.” Towner, Daniel, 47, also comments, “The lead characters of this 
story carry on from the previous two chapters, with the puzzling exception that Daniel is now absent. 
(Most commentators take this fact as evidence that the story originated and circulated independently of 
the Daniel cycle.)” 
342 Porteous, Daniel, 55. 
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ones of Babylon” (2:12). Of course this includes “Daniel and his comrades” (laYEïnID' 
yhiArßb.x;w>; 2:13). Daniel petitions the king for time and he along with Hananiah, 
Mishael, and Azariah “seek compassion from before the God of the heavens that they 
not be destroyed” (2:16-18). In distinction to all the choice interpreters of the king, 
Daniel has “in the vision of the night the secret was revealed” (hz"år' ay"ßl.yle-ydI( aw"ïz>x,B. 
yli_g]; 2:19). After an extended section of praise given to God, Daniel returns to the king 
to testify: 
 
  ‘aK'l.m;l. [d;ªAhw> !yzIër' aleäG" ‘aY"m;v.Bi Hl'Ûa/ yt;úyai ~r;‡B. 28 
 %v"±are ywEïz>x,w> %m'’l.x, aY"+m;Ay tyrIåx]a;B. awEßh/l, yDIî hm'² rC;ên<d>k;Wb)n> 
 `aWh) hn"ïD> %b"ßK.v.mi-l[;( 
But there is a God in the heavens, one revealing secrets and 
making known to the King, Nebuchadnezzar, what will be in the 
end of days. This is it, the dream and the visions of your head upon 
your bed. 
 
God, not Daniel, is the one revealing secrets and further God has made known to 
Nebuchadnezzar “what will be in the end of the days” (aY"+m;Ay tyrIåx]a;B. awEßh/l, yDIî). 
Further developments of the prohibition against idolatry from Exodus 20 and 
Deuteronomy 5 are found in Daniel 3 and 6. Daniel 7 is a further development and 
interpretation of chapter 2 that is even further developed and interpreted in chapters 8, 
9, and 10-12.343 Daniel 9, then, is already a third development of the earlier vision and 
interpretation.  
With historical considerations the book of Daniel goes in at least two different 
directions. The whole book attempts to put itself at the same time into the Babylonian 
Exile (Daniel 1:1; 2:1; 3:1; 4:1; 5:1; 6:1; 7:1; 8:1; 9:1-2; 10:1; 11:1) and also through 
the exact description from the Babylonian Exile until the Hellenistic time perhaps to 
put itself into the Hellenistic era.344 There are from these two perspectives two goals. 
One is connected with salvation from the Babylonian Exile and the other with 
salvation from the time of Antiochus Epiphanes. 
When one reads in the New Testament and finds things connected with the 
past through a quote that are further developed and interpreted, one does not find 
anything radically new. When one finds in the synoptic gospels that Jesus interprets a 
quote from Daniel 9:27 applying to the present temple and not to the historical 
situation from the Hellenistic era (as is seen in 1 Maccabees 1:54 and 6:7), it is not a 
                                                 
343 Montgomery, The Book of Daniel, 16. 
344 Montgomery, The Book of Daniel, 59. 
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radical break with the Old Testament. Rather he follows the pattern that is already 
found in the development of the Old Testament and is also active in the development 
of the New Testament, where revelation and interpretation continually work together. 
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Abstract 
 
The Concept of Canonical Intertextuality is an attempt to bring clarity to the concepts 
of intertextuality and canon criticism in the field of biblical studies. This dissertation 
combines an examination of the theories of intertextuality (Julia Kristeva), canon 
criticism (Brevard Childs, James Sanders), inner-biblical exegesis (Michael 
Fishbane), intratextuality (George Lindbeck), and kanonische intertextuelle Lektüre 
(Georg Steins) with an inductive study of the Masoretic text of Daniel, its concrete 
relationship with other texts in the Hebrew Bible, and finally with quotations in the 
Greek text of the New Testament. The Masoretic text of Daniel serves as an excellent 
test ground, through its multilingual character (Hebrew and Aramaic), differing 
placement in various biblical canons, and clear quotation in a limited number of New 
Testament texts. The end result is a theory of canonical intertextuality that is unique 
in its definition in relation to the theories investigated as well as its application to an 
entire biblical book and other texts in the Old and New Testaments. 
 
The Concept of Canonical Intertextuality ist ein Versuch, Klarheit bezüglich der 
Begriffe Intertextualität und Kanonkritik auf dem Gebiet biblischer Studien zu 
schaffen. Diese Dissertation kombiniert eine Untersuchung von Theorien der 
Intertextualität (Julia Kristeva), Kanonkritik (Brevard Childs, James Sanders), 
innerbiblischen Exegese (Michael Fishbane), Intratextualität (George Lindbeck) und 
der kanonischen intertextuellen Lektüre (Georg Steins) mit einer induktiven 
Untersuchung vom masoretischen Text des Danielbuches, von seiner konkreten 
Beziehung zu anderen Texten in der hebräischen Bibel und schließlich zu Zitaten im 
griechischen Text des Neuen Testaments. Der masoretische Text des Danielbuches 
dient aufgrund seines mehrsprachigen Charakters (Hebräisch und Aramäisch), seiner 
unterschiedlichen Platzierung in verschiedenen Kanons und seiner eindeutigen 
Zitierung in einer begrenzten Anzahl von Texten des Neuen Testaments als 
hervorragendes Untersuchungsfeld. Das Schlussergebnis ist eine Theorie kanonischer 
Intertextualität, welche in ihrer Definition relativ zu den untersuchten Theorien 
einzigartig ist, aber auch in ihrer Anwendung auf ein ganzes Bibelbuch und weitere 
Texte des Alten und Neuen Testaments. 
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PERSONAL 
My driving passion in life is to make disciples of Jesus Christ. In this pursuit the 
Lord has given me a specific passion for teaching that is based on careful 
research both within and outside the Bible. This driving passion has led my 
family and me to ministry in the US as well as Europe.     
 
EDUCATION 
1989-1992 High School Diploma, Centennial High School 
1992-1993 Portland State University 
1993-1996 Bachelor of Science in Biblical Education, Multnomah Bible College 
1996-2001 Master of Arts in Exegetical Theology with High Honors, Western Seminary 
2004- Doctoral Candidate in Theology, University of Vienna 
 
EMPLOYMENT 
1995, 1996 S.T.A.R. Director, Eagle Fern Youth Camp 
For eight weeks of each summer a colleague and I directed this Christian 
leadership training program. I developed and taught Bible and Theology classes 
covering key skills and characteristics necessary for Christian leadership, as well 
as leading by example in the completion of the physical care of the youth camp. 
1996-2001 Youth Minister, Eastgate Bible Chapel 
For over five years I led all of the ministries for those between the ages of 11-20 
at Eastgate Bible Chapel. The responsibilities included were: recruiting and 
training volunteer staff, developing, implementing and teaching biblical and 
theological curriculum, organizing, implementing and leading weekly, weekend 
long, and week long youth events, personally mentoring youth, working in 
conjunction with other pastors, youth pastors and ministers.   
2001  Grad-Fellow at Western Seminary, Portland 
I worked during the fall semester of 2001 for Dr. Greg Allison grading papers 
and doing research on modern approaches to Christology. 
2001-2004  Missionary 
For three years I lived with my family in Baden, Austria. I worked with the 
youth ministry in an evangelical church in Baden, taught various Bible classes at 
Vienna Christian High School, lead an evangelistic outreach to refugee 
teenagers, and was involved in several music projects. One key goal was to 
provide serious biblical education in German for evangelical church leaders in 
Austria.  
2004-2008  Staff Minister, Eastgate Bible Chapel 
I worked with Eastgate Bible Chapel as Full Time Staff Minister which included 
all aspects of church ministry: regular preaching, pastoral care for all ages of 
people, recruiting and training volunteer staff, overseeing the youth ministry, 
organizing all-church activities, theological and biblical teaching in various 
contexts, evangelism, etc. 
2005 Adjunct Teaching at Western Seminary, Portland  
In an independent study course during the fall semester of 2005 I taught one 
student to read theological German. 
2007 Adjunct Teaching at Multnomah University, Portland 
I taught two sections of PHL 302, Introduction to Ethics, which is “[a]n 
introduction to basic ethical theories and related contemporary moral issues with 
particular emphasis on the student being able to formulate and articulate a 
Christian approach to moral decision-making.” 
2008- Assistant Professor of Old Testament Language and Literature at Tyndale 
Theological Seminary, The Netherlands 
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TEACHING AREAS, EXPERIENCE AND STRENGTHS 
Teaching areas could include: Hebrew, Aramaic, Greek, exegetical courses, 
Old or New Testament survey, text and canon, hermeneutics, Ethics, 
Christology. 
I have taught courses in high school/college/seminary settings that include: 
ethics, Christology, the Epistle to the Romans, the Gospel of John, the Book of 
Daniel, Old Testament survey, New Testament Survey, theological German. 
I have taught in church or para-church settings: Genesis, Exodus, Joshua, 
Obadiah, Jonah, Haggai, Malachi, Matthew, Mark, John, Galatians, Ephesians, 
Philippians, Colossians, 1 Timothy, 2 Timothy, James, 1 John, 2 John, 3 John, 
Revelation, Bible study methods, preaching, youth ministry development, 
evangelism, theology proper, Christology, the development of the biblical canon, 
sanctification, various themes from the writings of John, spiritual growth. 
The strengths and skills of my teaching experience include: a broad range of 
biblical and theological training, experience in multicultural and religious 
settings, experience with broad age groups, the ability to connect academics with 
practical experience, a passion for teaching/preaching. 
 
CURRENT AREAS OF RESEARCH 
Presently I am researching intertextuality, canonical criticism and their 
intersection in the Hebrew Bible to complete my doctoral work at the University 
of Vienna. As such, the Bible in Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek, exegesis of the 
biblical texts, and their continual revitalization through preaching and personal 
application are particular areas of passion, both academically and pastorally. 
Through my academic research and ministry responsibilities, I find continual 
opportunities to exercise these passions and hope to continue this partnership in 
further teaching/ministry.      
 
PROFESSIONAL BODIES AND LEARNED SOCIETIES 
Society of Biblical Literature (2003-present) 
Evangelical Theological Society (2003-present) 
 
OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION 
The end of this academic year should mark the completion of my doctorate from 
the University of Vienna. With this end now in sight a transition in ministry has 
happened. What has been primarily a pastoral ministry with teaching as part of it 
has now transitioned to primarily a teaching ministry with pastoring as part of it. 
Rather than a complete paradigm shift this is more a matter of reemphasis.    
 
One peculiar issue to our family is not only that we have five children but further 
that my second daughter, Hannah, is severely handicapped.  We have lived in the 
US, Austria and The Netherlands and have found each of these situations to be a 
challenge. With that said, she has also been an extreme source of God’s grace in 
our lives, teaching us to live more and more for the glory of God. 
  
LANGUAGES 
As well as being skilled in biblical Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek, I am fluent in 
English and German and have rudimentary skills in Dutch, Latin, and French. 
 
PUBLICATIONS 
Jordan M. Scheetz, review of David Valeta, Lions and Ovens and Visions: A 
Satirical Reading of Daniel 1-6, Review of Biblical Literature 
[http://www.bookreviews.org] (2009). 
